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Editorial
ON CENSORSHIP
ADDRESSING a conference of State information ministers at New Delhi on
6 April, the Prime Minister, Mrs Indira Gandhi is reported to have said:
'We want a healthy press, an enterprising press, a press which tipholds democracy, secularism and socialism, a press which is professionally competent
and proud of its integrity.' Five days later, while inaugurating the D . G.
Tendulkar memorial building of the Mumbai Marathi Patrakar Sangh at
Lonavla, the Minister for External Aftairs, Mr Y. B. Chavan lauded 'the
quality of fearlessness and truth relentlessly pursued by Marathi journalists'
and added that 'some of the first-rate leaders the country had produced were
journalists'. Mr Chavan also paid a tribute to the quality oHearlessness shown
by the late Mr T endul kar and observed that 'his example should be a source
of inspiration to young journalists'. T he Chief Minister of Maharashtra,
MrS. B. Chavan, who presided over this function regretted that 'the tribe of
journalists who could write objectively and fearlessly was disappearing', and
added that 'journalists should not compromise on the question of their
freedom'. True, the Chief Minister also reminded his audience that such
journalists should be 'prepared to face the consequences of their action'; but
the reminder was more an exhortation than a warning.
That the Prime Minister, the External Affai rs Minister, and the Chief
Min ister of an important State should, in the course of one week, all speak
in praise of a 'healthy' and 'enterprising' press 'which upholds democracy' and
is 'proud of its integrity', and ask journalists not to compromise on the
question of their freedom, can make sense in only one of two ways. Either the
rulers of this country are seriously thinking of easing the curbs on press freedom, or they have already become adepts in the use of double-talk. \Ve would
like to believe the first interpretation, but there are difficulties in doing so.
\Ve mention here only a few of them.
The press can be healthy and capable of upholding democracy only if
it is free. If it is in chains, with the censor dictating what shall or shall not be
published, it can neither be healthy nor uphold democracy, much less take
pride in its integrity.
It may be argued on behalf of the Government tha t pre-censorship is no
longer in force and all that is expected of the press is the observance of a few
guidelines laid down in the larger interests of democracy itself. But this is
only partly true. Besides, what matters in practice is the manner in which
execu tive power is exercised rather than the wording of the law. This would
be all the more true in a country like India which suffers from a strongly
authoritarian tradition predisposing most people to accept the established
order of things as divinely ordained. Dissent in such a society is rare and
weak, and needs to be deliberately nursed, not muzzled and driven underground as anti-social or inspired by forces bent on harming the nation.
It would be u topian to expect a ny government to encourage dissent;
there have to be other institutions in society which would perform this task.

But it is legi timate to demand tha t it tolerate dissent. To the extent it does
this, its professions of commitmen t to democracy will be .taken seriously.
The press is one of the most important m edia for the expr ession of dissent
in modern times. The willingness to permit a free press to exist may therefore be taken as a criterion for ju dging how far the rulers m ean what they
say when they swear by democracy. True, the press may sometimes misuse
its freedom, but a healthy democracy knows how to take such things in its
stride. It was this conception of the role of the pr ess in a democratic society
that Jawaharlal Nehru had in mind when, in h is address to the All-India
Newspaper Editors' Con ference in 1950, he declared: 'I would rather have
a completely free press with all the dangers involved in the wrong use of that
freedom tha n a suppressed or regulated press.' The part played by the American press in the exposur e oE the W atergate scandal shows how right Nehru
was. Such scandals are not confined to the US alone.
The press in India has on the whole behaved with commendable restraint
d uring the twen ty-eight years preceding the Emergency. Even under the
British, ·when the national is t press was unanimous in demanding their exit,
i t was not subjected to r estrictions of any kind, except for war news, during
the period of the Quit India movement. Surely it could not be that the British,
who were fighting a war with their back to the wall, were indifferent to what
happened to their position in India at a time when the Axis powers were
trying to close their pincer from Stalingard in the W es t and Burma in the
East. Or ,.vas it that not only th e British people but their government too
cherished a free press and therefore refused to clamp down censorship on, for
instance, the Hindustan T imes, the F1·ee Press jo urnal and the Indian
Express?
Whatever might have been the situation in India on the eve of the proclamation of Emergency, things have been quiet since 26 June 1975 according
to the Union Home M inister, Mt· Brahmananda Reddy. Our own information
confirms this claim: except for an inciden t here or there, there has been no
political violence after the proclamation of Emergency-just as there was
none since Mr Jayaprakash Narayan assumed the leadership of the Bihar
movement in March 1974. In any case, the press in India has never condoned
violence.
Why then should the censor send ou t instructions to the press not to
publish any news, for example, even of a meeting of non-party intellectuals
held in Bom bay on 13 ]\ farch to discuss the statement issued by the Acharya
Sammelan called by Vinoba Bhave in .January last? Why should the Mouj
Printing Bureau, where Mr A. D . Gorwala's Opinion used to be printed since
its inception in 1960, be threatened with the confiscafion of its press and
Mr Gorwala himself be asked to deposit a security of Rs. 25,000? Why should
Sadhana and Bhoomiputra, both committed to non-violence, be required to
pay and forfei t securities to the Government?
If the Government is serious in its desire to see a healthy and enterprising press, capable of upholding d emocracy, develop in India it will have to
demons trate it in th e realm of action. For ins tance, it would not do to penalize Quest for publishing this editorial-though, following the exhortation
of the Chief Minister of Maharashtra, we are 'prepared to face the consequences' of our action.

A. B.S.

P. K. Balakrishnan

THE CASTE SYSTEM IN KERALA

of Indian history can deny
NOthestudent
fact that the term 'Bharatiya Samskara' more or less denotes Hindu culture.
Also the term 'Hindu' does not just denote
adherence to a particular religious faith. It
denotes a particular geographic locale and
a unique society along with a loose packet
of various religious observances. In fact the
conspicuous absence of a uniform and
universal religious faith is the hallmark of
Hinduism. Any attempt at an analysis of
Hindu culture and polity to delineate its
prime determinant factor will invariably
lead one to the caste system. In the sense
that it is the originator of the Hindu vision
of unity in diversity and the much-acclaimed religious tolerance of Hinduism, it is
India's genius; in the sense that it is the
begetter of perpetual political slavery and
social stagnation, it is India's curse.
I have not come across any work dealing
with the history of the caste system in India
with special emphasis on the extremely
varied patterns of its evolution in different
regions. I can only plead ignorance of the
particular patterns .of caste society elsewhere in India. There is no agreement
among historians about the time of the
advent of Brahminism into Kerala. One
extreme view puts it as late as the 8th century A.D. and another as early as the 2nd
century B.C. But there is a tacit agreement
among all that the Hindu religion in Kerala
is imported by the Brahmins or is an indigenous manufacture of those among them
who migrated to Kerala from Andhra Pradesh via Karnataka. No scholar can seriously controvert the contention that the Hindu

society of Kerala is the deliberate handiwork of the Brahmin migrants to secure
for themselves a position of domination with
every licence and no responsibility. The
structure of the caste society in Kerala and
the institutions it engendered testify to
some kind of deliberation and design in the
moulding of that society.
• The pattern of caste society in Kerala is
entirely different from the classical pattern
as set forth in the Smritis. Instead of the
four varnas and the Panchama Varna of
outcastes here, broadly speaking we have
only the Brahmins, self-designated as Namboodiris, and Nairs designated Sudras by
the Namboodiris. The semblance of a
Kshatriya caste here is a purely indigenous
manufacture of the Namboodiris out of the
Nairs. Historical evolution has made the
infra-structure of these upper castes ( savarnas as they are called) indecipherably complex and variegated, but the broad pattern
is easy to see. TI1ere is little evidence and
much less reason to suppose that at any time
these upper castes constituted more than
one-fourth of the total population. The remaining three-fourths, barring sizable sections of Muslims and Christians, were
dubbed the Panchama Varna-untouchable
outcastes en bloc.
The Brahmin migrants to Kerala found
out, it seems, early enough that they could
with ease enjoy all kinds of licence and
privilege with no reciprocal responsibility.
The frighteningly complex in.fra-stmcture of
later Hindu society in Kerala with dozens
of graded sub-castes within all castes can
only be explained by making at least some
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allowance for the tribal-cultural level of the
indigenous population and the aforesaid
motivation and controL This can be borne
out by a close examination of the apex of
the social pyramid, the Namboodiris themselves.
It is a historical fact that the Namboodiris
who are the Brahmins of Kerala have always cherished the belief that as Brahmins
they were far superior to the Brahmins from
outside Kerala. The contempt with which
the Namboodiris regarded the Pattar (the
Tamil Brahmin) was an attitude quite different from the total indifference they maintained towards the pulayas (lowest of the
untouchables). This shows the extent to
which the strange dominance they created
for themselves in the caste structure influenced their own way of thinking. The
Namboodiris, who could arrogate to themselves all the benefits accruing from arable
lands without having to learn the ABC of"
farming and without paying any land
revenue to the state, kept themselves apart
as a special class enforcing its will on the
rulers without shouldering any of the responsibilities of government. The Namboodiri Brahmins were literally the 'gods of the
earth'. Besides, more than a dozen subcastes arose among the Namboodiris, which
like those among the lower castes were also
organized on a hierarchical basis prohibiting inter-dining and inter-marriage.
tried to describe the Namboodiris
I HAVE
and the sub-castes among them with
special emphasis because only such an approach would help clarify the unique peculiarity of the caste system in Kerala. TI1e
uniqueness of the caste system in Kerala
is not that the upper castes exploited the
lower castes, but that each caste through
its sub-classification harassed itself and
caused its own decay and destruction. In
this process of masochistic self-annihilation,
the higher castes in one sense surpassed the
lower castes. To the parties involved-both
the tormentors and the tormented-in their
respective roles in the caste hierarchy it
assumed the character of inviolable totemic
taboos. Failure to observe, whether knowQUEST
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ingly or unknowingly, the respective caste
differences was sin. The upper-caste Hindu
polluted by the proximity of a low-caste
Hindu was as much a sinner as the low-caste
man who polluted him by touch. The social
and cultural consequence of this psychic
state can only be the stagnation, if not the
death, of the entire social organization.
That the caste svstem in Kerala was not
an evil observanc~ but a kind of sado. masochistic religion in itself can be proved
by instances from every sphere of social
life. The general impression here and elsewhere that it was a machinery for the exploitation of the low castes by the higher
ones is only one aspect of the tmth. Machinery for exploitation it certainly was, and
the motivation behind it was unqualified
exploitation. But by the inner logic of the
evolution of its infra-sb'Ucture, it turned the
upper caste Namboodiri himself into a
vulgar, barbaric mock supe1man and the
low castes into a type of inoffensive, docile,
sub-human animals.
The caste system in Kerala was like a
two-headed snake trying to devour itself.
Any analysis of the social institutions, such
as marriage and family life; of any of the
castes leads one only to this conclusion.
Here, again, the most effective illustrations
are found in the highest of the hierarchy,
the Namboodiris. Whatever be the motivation, the Namboodiris successfully effected
a thorough differentiation of sex and marital
life. The sexual morality and maniage institutions of all the upper-caste Hindus in
Kerala were attuned to the uninhibited
sexual licence of the Namboodiris. At his
will and pleasure the Namboodiri could
with all social sanction consort with any
number of women of the upper castes, except of course the Namboodiri women. Lest
this uninhibited sexual licence should lead
to the degeneration of their own caste, the
institution of marriage among the Namboodiris was modelled on a cruel puritanical
pattern. It was the custom among them that
only the eldest male of the family could get
into legal wedlock and this wedlock with
all the sanction of religion and law could
only be with a Namboodiri woman of the
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same sub-caste. So for every male member
of the Namboodiri family, except the eldest,
marriage or relation of any kind with women
of his own caste was taboo. And to protect the chastity of their females the Namboodiris subjected them to a purdah system,
to which in its thoroughness, cruelty and
rigour the purdah system of the sultans
bears no comparison. At the same time, the
caste rules strictly enjoined on the women
of every other caste never to attire the upper
part of their body. For them it was both
sacrilege and crime to move about with
their breasts covered.
These diametrically opposed patterns of
family organization and sexual morality
have actually led to the vulgarization and
decay of all the castes. The Namboodiris
had designed the whole set-up and were
its sole beneficiaries and yet it was their
womenfolk who suffered most from the unadulterated cruelty of the caste system in
Kerala and in a greater measure than even
the depressed classes who were its obvious
victims. As a result of the system that permitted only the seniormost N am boodiri in
the family to get married from the caste,
a large majority of the Brahmin women remained shrivelled up in the ill-lit interiors
of Namboodiri households and were unable
to secure even a nominal husband. Since
the number of Namboodiris who had the
social sanction to have caste wives was a
small percentage of the total number of
Namboodiri men the majority of the Namboodiri women who secured husbands had
also the ill luck to have to look after the
grey shrivelled up old gaffers in their last
days. The extreme cruelty of the Smarta
trials awarding punishments to the Namboodiri women who swerved from the path
of sexual morality always kept watch over
their human sentiments like messengers of
the God of Death and turned their entire
life into a nightmare.
The condition of the Nair women, too,
condemned to consider chastity and clothing to cover nakedness as sacrilege and disregard of caste, was not far different either.
Most often the freedom they had was the
kind of freedom enjoyed by the paid women
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of brothels run by their agents. There are
many here and abroad who blow the trumpet about the unequalled freedom and
power enjoyed by Nair women under the
caste system that prevailed in Kerala. But
what these innocent observers fail to see is
the basic truth that it was a naked and cruel
male domination that was fostered by the
joint family pattern following the matrilineal type of inheritance. It is the relentless
despotism of the maternal uncle, whose
wife and children were not members of his
own family, which was misunderstood as
matriarchy and female rule and the ultimate in women's liberation.

THE cultural lay-out of any society is the

creation of its upper classes who have
a monopoly of wealth, power and education. It is only natural that the language
and literature and most of the arts and crafts
often spoken of as belonging to Kerala are
either their creation or products subject to
their decisive inlluence. This is not the place
to describe the various theories about the
origin of the Malayalam language. The
different views regarding when the
language came into being are also irrelevant here. But it is clearly established that
Malayalam, the language of Kerala, arose
after the Brahmin ( N amboodiri) domination and the two-tier ( dvi-varna) caste
system which it created had struck root
here. For those who want to find out how
the influence of the caste system is felt in
every nerve it would be enough to observe
the structure of the Malayalam language
and the peculiar features of its pronouns,
verbal forms, etc. One can see how in this
language, which opened its eyes breathing
the ve1y spirit of casteism, the pronouns
and verbs for each caste and sub-caste were
scrupulously set apart like the names of the
castes and sub-castes. In Malayalam, which
has accepted almost all the words and their
synonyms as such from Sanskrit, which was
the language of the Namboodiris (who began their early education with the chanting
of the Vedas ) , there are over a dozen
synonyms for 'house' including Sanskrit
borrowings. The majority of them are
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synonyms referring to the houses of various
castes and unusable in any other contexts.
Even today, not even a revolutionary writer
-and not even in poetry-would ever refer
to the home of any other caste by using
the 'Nord illam denoting a Namboodiri
household. He may not be penalised for
that offence today if he uses it, but a Malayalee would regard it not as mere ignorance
of vocabulary but as substandard usage if
anyone used the word illam to refer to a
pulaya household. There are similar casteoriented synonyms for such things as food,
marriage and death. The most unfortun ate
example to show how far this caste mientation has entered into the blood stream of
the language is the fate of the personal pronouns in Malayalam: T, 'he' and 'you'. Before the beginning of the present century
there was no caste in Kerala which could
in everyday social intercourse use the word
jnan which is Malayalam forT. The Namboodiris used to say Nam ('we') instead of
jnan ( T), while the others, in accordance
with the hierarchy of castes, used to say
'adiyan' which is Malayalam for 'slave'. It
seems the Malayalee wife would never be
able to solve the problem othow to address
her husband. It would be a sign of utter
lack of culture or of outright re\·olt in
Malayalam if one uttered nee (meanin g
'you') to address anyone respectable because of age or status.
The caste system in Kerala-and this is
clear from the history of Malayalam literature too-apart from destroying t.~e lower
castes caused the decay of the entire social
fabric . It was after the age of SanskritMalayalam known as Mani-pravalam and
partly as a result of it, too, that Malayalam
came to have its own indigenous poetry.
The linguistic structure of these Manipravalam poems has often been subjected to study
but the common theme of all these poems,
which are the creations of Namboodiris, is
'Malayalam'. The fact that all these poems
in Manipravalam describe and applaud
prostitutes and sexual licence shows how
the caste system in Kerala vulgarized social
life in the State as well as how it brought
about the decline of the Namboodiris who
QUEST
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were the promoters and beneficiaries of that
system. No outsider reading through a
Manipravalam poem would even imagine
that the profligate and debauched mind
doing this exercise in Malayalam was the
most highly instructed mind in India of the
day, more than well-versed in all branches
of Sanskrit learning including poetics. Also
none could imagine the same Namboodiri
mind at the same time composing some of
the greatest works in later Sanskrit literature
- in drama, in poetry and in the sciences. But
it is a fact of the social history of Kerala that
the mind that was the richest and the most
sophisticated at one level unknowingly degenerated into the most vulgar and debauched in the realm of social life. Ancl one can undoubtedly trace this strange Dr Jekyll and
:Mr Hyde phenomenon to the familysystems
of the Namboodhis and Nairs enjoined
by our caste system.
The unique power of the caste system is
indicated b y the fact that it also infected the
votaries of extraneous universal religions,
viz. Islam and Christianity. Islam came
to the coastal trade . centres of Kerala
in the century of its birth. Leaving aside
legends, we can reasonably assume that
Christianity also came to Kcrala at about
the same time. But these religions could not
in any way influence the Hindu mind and
Hindu society. They had to remain inert,
outside its periphery and unknowingly suecum becl to the venom of our caste system.
Islamic or Christian religious chauvinists
here may vociferously protest, but the fa ct
is there for anybody to see: the low-caste
converts are treated in both these religions
as low castes, with sneering nomenclatures
and for all practical purposes as separate
castes among themselves . The Malayalee
M usalman or Christian who traces his descent from a N am boodiri ancestor considers
himself even now a high-caste Musalman or
super-aristocratic Christian. And in Kerala
the Syrian Catholics and Latin Catholics
are two separate sects among whom intermarriage is much more rare than among the
difFerent castes of HinC:us . The only reason
for this is that the Latin Catholics are considered to b e later converts from low-caste
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Hindus! And in Malabar everyone knows
that among the followers of the Prophet
Muhammad there are the 'Islamis' and the
'Puslamis', the low castes.
In Kerala almost up to the beginning of
the present century the political set-up was
the same as the caste set-up. The ter""i:itory
of today's Kerala (one of the smallest states
of the Indian Union) was composed of 12
sovereign kingdoms mled by 'Naduvazhis'
or 'Thampurans', as late as the 18th century. They had no right to land revenue, the
lands being 'Brahmaswam' ( Bralunin property ) or 'Devaswam' (property of the
temple which too in effect was property
under Brahmin control ). The Pulayas, the
untouchable caste of agricultural labourers,
were considered part of the lands on which
they had to labour and were included by
name in the saie deeds as such. TI1eir progeny, too, like calves or coconuts were the
property of the landlord. The economy
rested entirely on this system of slave
labour. The dominion of the 'Naduvazhis'
(kings, let us say) comprised several
villages and every village was an
autonomous
socio-political unit.
For
every particular trade there was a particular caste, and every socio-economic unit
was strictly organised according to the caste
rules. The main allegiance of the village
to the 'Desam' ( or kingdom) was through
the village chieftain (invariably a Nair) in
his obli<:ation to furnish on demand a fixed
quota of Nair soldiery-the Nairs were the
martial caste and soldiering was their caste
monopoly. Every Nair male was a soldier of
the Deshavazhi but they did not as a rule get
any collective training in warfare, nor any
regular emoluments.
.There was no civil or criminal law as such,
the only law being the Sn1-ritis and Srutis
concerning caste. The idea of a road ..yas
as alien to the caste society of Kerala as
that of wheeled traffic. The reader might
think that I am discussing the pre-history of
J(ers.la, but that is not the case. It was more
or less with this socio-political seUup intact that Kerala tumbled into the 19th century and carne under British hegemony. The
only challenge to the caste concept in re-

corded history prior to the M ysore invasion
was in 1726 when Martanda Varma, the
king of Travancore invaded the neighbouring kingdoms and much against 'Kerala
D:1arma' annexed the territories up to
Cochin to his unified, centralised kin~dom.
But in later life, though he kept the annexed dominions, he recanted with special fer,
vour his non-conformist stand and became
a powerful watchdog of 'Kerala Dharma'
which is the same as 'Caste dhanna'.
The Iviysore interlude in Kerala history
illustrates the deadly influence of caste
habits on the Keralites. The northern half
of Kerala (comprising the ptesent districts
of Cannanore; Calicut, Palghat and Malappuram) was invaded and annexed by
Mysore under Hyder Ali in 1765 and it continued as part of the Mysore kingdom till
1792 when Tipu had to cede it to the British
according to the Seringapatam treaty·. The
Mysoreans struck deadly blows to the caste
society and caste politics of lVIalabar. To
bring Malabar on a par with the other provinces of Mysore they effected a land settlement (the first ever land settlement of
Kerala) . The ryotwari system eliminating
the intermediary absentee landlords. !n
revenue settlement completely pauperized
the Namboodiris (all of whom at that time
fled to Cochin and Travancore) and the
N airs. With political power already in alien
hands, these custodians of the caste society
in Kerala were literally reduced to the position of vagabonds, most of whom fol: physical safety had to take refuge in the forests.
The subversion of the socio-political set-up
of Malabar was completed by certain other
administrative measures of Mysore.
N mmally one would think that this break
with the past, wherein the untouchable
underdogs tasted freedom of a sort never
before k-nown to them, would be irrevocable. But nothing short of a socio-political
miracle happened in Malabar when the
territory was ceded to the British in 1792.
For the convenience of plunder without responsibility the British recreated the original
Malabar kingdoms and reinstated the erstwhile Hindu rulers who immediately started to reestablish the caste polity of fm:mer
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days. Without going into details one may With direct British rule in Malabar and
say that they succeeded without much diffi- their absolute hegemony in the princely
culty in putting the clock back and the ryot- states of Travancore and Cochin, the caste
wari system of land settlement effected by bigotry of the high-caste Hindus and Hindu
Mysore is now little known except to a few princes was checked to some extent and
historians of Kerala. This complete restor- this new political atmosphere-gave birth to
ation of the socio-religious and economic a social ferment in Kerala. The ideological
power and privileges of the uprooted impetus to this ferment undoubtedly was
upper castes in Malabar speaks volumes for the liberal ideas imbibed from the British.
the vicious hold the caste habits had on New ideas of freedom and equality naturevery caste in Kerala, wherein to be domi- ally found their most enthusiastic votaries
nated by the upper castes was as much a from among the upper strata of the Ezhava
mental habit and necessity of the lower community. Dr Palppu, an Ezhava doctor
castes as to dominate was the habit of the in M ysore Government service, took upon
high castes; of course, all strictly in accord- himself the task of organising this disconance with the caste hierarchy.
tent into a creative effort. He sought and
obtained the patronage of Narayana Guru,
HE history of the socio-political renova- the renowned saint-reformer of Kerala, and
tion of Kerala is a very recent one. the SNDP Yogam is the product of their colBroadly speaking, one may put it at the laboration. The simple demands of the
threshold of the present century. But this Yogam such as the right of Ezhavas to be
temporal brevity does not make it any the recruited into government service, the right
less easy because many subtle and hid- of admission into government schools and
den factors are involved in that process the right to walk along public thoroughfares
of change. The prime factor is undoubtedly became a great challenge to the established
the political power of the British. The Bri- order. The pyramidal structure of the Kerala
tish administrator could show respect to the caste society was turned topsy-turvy when
caste hierarchy only as a matter of policy a big middle layer of it struggled to change
and never as a matter of faith or conviction. its position. It did not take long for other
The effect of this new political set-up was communities to get themselves organised in
the increase in the proselytising activities of similar caste organisations and put forth
the various Christian missions which in their their own demands, all of which had the
tum stirred the lower castes of the Hindus content and momentum of a revolt of the
to a new awareness of rights and collective underdogs.
Along with this communal movement of
action. The first important visible landmark
in this process of social change is the found- socio-political protest progressed the reliing of the SNDP Yogam in 1902. This orga- gious reform movement of the Saint
nisation of the Ezhava community had, at Narayana Guru. Having wandered for years
the time of its inception, all the seeds of a through the length and breadth of Kerala as
revolutionary social change. The SNDP an unknown mendicant for a number of,
Yogam is alive even today as the organisa- years, witnessing the degradation and mistion of the Ezhava community, but its revo- ety of all sections of the people, he came to
lutionary significance lasted only for the first the conclusion that the caste system was the
three decades of its existence.
curse of this land. Many a saint in India
The Ezhava community, the single big- before him had reached the same conclugest numerical unit of the caste system, sion; the special genius of Narayana Guru
occupied a middle position in the hier- lay in his diagnosis of the nature of this
archy. They were untouchables; but all the disease. He was able to see that caste was
same there was a rich and educated upper not merely a form of social oppression susstratum among them. (The term 'education' tained by the cruelty and political power of
here means only a knowledge of Sanskrit.) the upper castes; he also saw that it had
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become a part of the subconscious of every
caste, rather than merely a manifestation
of the social structure, and that the disease
would not be eradicated only through a
struggle of the lower castes against the higher castes. Realizing that every member of
a lower caste suffering the oppression of a
higher caste was an enthusiastic oppressor
of the castes just b elow his own, and that
he who cherished his own right to oppress
others could never hate or fight the oppression on himself based on the same principle,
Narayana Guru tried to put into operation
a movement of religious reform capable of
realizing his social philosophy. It was with
the objective of uniting in a new brotherhood all castes from the Ezhavas down that
Narayana Guru established a number of
Ezhava temples throughout Kerala. He did
not stop to argue with the Sanatanists who
protested against the untouchables installing the idol of Shiva but turned away, saying that he 'installed only an Ezhava Shiva'.
The activities initiated by N a.rayana Guru
as the patron of the SNDP Yogam and as
the promoter of a movement of religious
reform are the most important factors in
the history of the renaissance of modern
Kerala.
The incredibly fast growth of the movement for social equality among the dLrferent castes as well as for political equality
and their culmination through a series of
famous struggles such as the Vaikom Satyagraha in the Temple E ntry Proclamation of
Travancore are a part of the contemporary
history of Kerala. The growth of the Indian
National Congress and other political
parties relegating the communal movements
to the background is also recent history.
Of all the states, Kerala is the one where
evil customs like untouchability and other
forms of direct oppression on the basis of
caste are the least prevalent today. Also, in
no other state are revolutionary political
movements and political ideologies as
widely known among the common people
as they are in Kerala. But it remains an
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open question whether these changes, in
the social set-up which have come about
with incredible speed, have touched at all
the basic attitudes of the Keralites and the
heartbeats of the Kerala society, which take
their origin in the circle of casteism, haye
their family life in it, and shape the subconscious of their minds in it. It will 'be an
exaggeration to say that the Congress in
Kerala is an organization of the upper castes,
or t.~at the communist parties here are an
organization of the lower castes, or that the
Kerala Congress is a party of the Christian
sections. But when the hyperbole is removed, it is difficult to ignore the fact that there
is a basic b·uth in these statements. And the
past history of Kerala scornfully smiles at
this difficulty.
have already related the strange tale of
how the fundamental change that occurred in Kerala society during the Mysorean
administration in Malabar vanished like
writing on water with the disappearance of
that rule. We have also before us a fact of
more recent history that Narayana Guru,
who with his unique genius had seen that
the caste system would really break down
only through the process by which the low
castes stepped down to be equal to still
lower castes and with that view had established Ezhava temples of the 'Ezhava Shiva',
was a prophet who ended his life stricken
with grief at the vigour with which Ezhava
temples imposed restrictions on castes below the Ezhavas. And many frightening
open questions might whisper in the minds
of those who watch the political scene of
Kerala where Gandhism, Socialism, Soviet
communism and Maoist communism have
flourished leading on to N axalism, the
enthusiastic stage-entry of the Muslim
League (the political party of the Muslims ),
NDP (the political party of the N airs), the
SRP (the political party of the Ezhavas),
the Kerala Congress and the Catholic Congress, the political parties of the Christians,
all going strong in the year 1976.
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THE POLITICS OF A SEGMEN,TED SOCIETY

LIKE the evergreen foliage, tumultuous
political demonsb·ations and agitations
can now be regarded as one of the characteristic feahrres of Kerala. Of course, political demonstrations are usual in all regions of
modem India; but the extreme regularity and seemingly sustained fury of
the demonstrations in Kerala make them
political activity of a different and distinctly
spectacular .type. And like the foliage, a
visitor will not miss the spectacle of demonstrations in any pa1t of the state, however
sh01t be the period he remains there. For, as
in other states, they are not confined to
times of election, occasions like the meeting
of the state legislature, the annual conferences of political parties, or such other
events. Nor are the demonstrations and
agitations confined to cities and towns.
Almost everday all the cities, towns,
small towns and villages in Kerala reverberate with slogans shouted by processions
taken out by the different political parties or
sections and wings of the parties. 1 There will
also be processions organised in connection
with the innumerable 'samarams' ( samaram
literally means 'struggle') that are conducted
in all parts of the state for redress of various
grievances. These may be entirely personal,
like that of a husband demanding reinstatement in the house of his wife and children,2 trade union 'samarams' dealing with all
sorts of labour disputes, and socio-political
ones like the 'Karshaka Samaram' for a proper distribution of excess land. An interesting aspect of these demonsb·ations and
'samarams' is that they are organised not
only by the opposition parties, but also by

those in the ruling coalition. This, indeed, at
times creates hopelessly confusing situations
as, for example, when the police arrests some
leaders of the ruling coalition (of course, not
the prominent leaders, who usually stay
away from such 'samarams' though they may
be involved in their organisation), or when
the student wing of one of the parties in
power happens to clash violently with the
police.
No sphere of life of the modem Keralite
appears to be untouched by 'politics'. Quite
often reports can be found in newspapers
about politically organised agitations, both
in rural areas and towns, demanding enquiries into suspected murders or other lesser
crimes. It is usual, especially in rural areas,
for political parties to take sides in the civil
and criminal cases of the area. This results
in political demonstrations and counterdemonstrations which only nanowly escape
from infringing regulations regarding contempt of court. The most important persons
in any area in the state are the local leaders
of political parties and generally their importance is directly proportional to their 'influence' which is 'officially' reckoned in terms
of their relationship with the ruling coalition.
But it may be wrong to infer that the parties
not in power do not wield any power in
society. The agitation techniques now freely
and frequently adopted by almost all parties
like 'gherao', 'dhama', 'satyagraha', etc.
enable all the parties to wield a kind of
coercive power which is real enough to be
reckoned with in all practical matters.
Conflict of political parties is now taken
for granted in the working of banks, schools,
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colleges, co-operative stores, libraries and
such other institutions. Office-bearers of
most of these institutions are elected or
selected in accordance with the comparative
strength of political parties in the area. It has
almost become a normal course for the
political parties to get involved in the dayto-day working of such institutions by taking
an interest in transfers, postings and promotions of officials, by interfering in the
granting of advances and loans by banks.
Appointments of heads of corporations,
members of commissions, including the
appointment of the chaitman and members
of the State Public Service Commission, are
made by taking into consideration the political leanings of the concerned persons, and
care is always taken to give representation in
all such bodies to all important political parties of the state. All the trade unions, student's unions and cultural organisations of the
state are controlled by. one party or another.
Though there are areas in Kerala where
one political party commands the following
of an overwhelming majority, even in such
places other parties manage to function with
a few followers. ln such areas, and in areas
where different parties could claim almost
equally strong bands of followers, the political activities are carried on peacefully.
Violent clashes between political parties,
though they occur often, cannot be considered a n01mal feature of political life in
Kerala. In fact, an outsider would be surprised to know that the party processionists who
furiously hurl frankly abusive slogans at
other parties not only manage to mingle
freely in society with members of those other
parties, but even approach one another for
personal matters and sometimes co-operate
in non-party activities such as the conduct
of a temple festival. This does not mean that
the activities of the political parties do not
result in any rancour in society. It is only
intended to point out that the obvious trend
is to avoid the inconveniences of political
rancour and to develop a kind of 'businesslike' attitude in such matters.
Such a state of affairs, in which political
activities are carried on so extensively and
in a nom1al peaceful manner, would be
QU ES T
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considered by observers trained in \V estern
modes of thought as indicative Of a highly
politicised society. Now according to Westem sociological and political conceptions,
'politicisation' is one of the significant
features of a modernised society. The other
important features of a modernised society
are urbanisation, extensive education, presence of mass communication facilities, industrialisation, independent status of
women, openness to innovation and change,
a high degree of 'need for achievement' in
individuals, etc. Of these, all except the
cardinal feature, industrialisation, would be
found to be present in the society in Kerala
in a more or less marked manner. But the
presence of these features in the absence of
industrialisation would be quite puzzling for
an outside observer. If this prompts him to
have a closer look at the situation in Kerala,
he may find that the modernisation of
society in Kerala is of a peculiar type. We
may take urbanisation to illustrate this
peculiarity. Th~re has been apparent progress in urbanisation all over the state. The
tourist who travels either by rail or by road
will get the impression that the entire land
has been urbanised, for houses march along
both sides of the track without the open
spaces that separate villages in the nmth,
giving the impression of a continuous conm·bation.3 Closer observation would reveal
that this urbanisation is more apparent than
real, as it is the result of a conspicuous
spread of urban habits of consumption, as
distinct from those of production, to the
rural areas. This does not mean that modem
techniques of production are not availed of
by the Keralites. In fact, there is more of
'openness t(') change and ·hmovation' in
Kerala than in most other parts of India. But
this influences habits of consumption much
more than habits of production, resulting in
a craze for consumption and non-productive
expenses. This craze has so much of an edge
over productive habits that the impact of
the latter remains negligible. It is not proposed to examine in this essay all the aspects
of the 'consumption-oriented modernisation'
of society in Kerala. Here we may only have
a closer iook at this peculiar type of modern-
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isation as reflected in the apparent politicisation of society in the state.
The hectic political activities of the state
could easily be found to be different from
healthy political participation, that is, 'the
organised efforts of citizens to choose their
leaders and to influence the fom1ation and
conduct of public policy'. Most of the splinter groups that go in the name of political
parties have the same declared objectives
and almost the same programmes of action.
The ideas expressed by the leaders of these
parties about the problems faced by the
state are also mostly similar. If their real
intention is to get things done as demanded
by them again and again from separate platforms the easiest, the best and the sanest
method would be to join together for the
purpose. But by never standing solidly together, in effect they achieve just the opposite; tl1ey make it impossible to do anything
positive and purposeful. In fact, most of the
parties do tl1eir best to prevent one another
from doing anything of importance.
Here it may be pointed out that a coalition has ah·eady created a record for stability
by achieving the completion of a £ve-year
term in office. This uncommon achievement
of the latest phase of politics in Kerala is
really the result of the presence of an active
and ever vigilant force from outside in the
political life of the state. An observer of
political activities in Kerala could easily
identify this force as that of the high command of the Congress Party assisted by the
power, influence and prestige of the Central
Govemment. But for the care and attention,
as also the manoeuvres and manipulations
of the Congress high command, the latest
coalition Government in Kerala might not
have survived even the first crisis that was
signalled by the non-gazetted Government
employees strike in February 1971, that is,
within six months of assumptions of power
by the Achuta Menon mnisb·y after midterm elections in September 1970. The extent
to which the ministry depends upon forces
outside the state, as also the utter indignity
of that dependence, would be clear from the
series of flights to New Delhi undertaken not
only by the ministers but the representatives
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of various communities and interests in tl1e
state as soon as any signs of trouble appear
on the political horizon.

THE fact is that the society in Kerala as a
whole generates very little political power. This may appear strange in view of the
extensive political activities of the state. To
get an idea of the process through which all
the political activities result in a stifling of
political power rather than its increased
generation, it would be necessary to know,
at least in outline, the history of the persistence of the essential pattern of the communal and caste stmcture of the society on the
west coast in spite of the various attempts to
change it. Also, the nature of the impact of
such a structure on the modern political setup in the state should be understood.
· Generally the social system of pre-modern
India is referred to as if it were a uniform
system that existed in all parts of India with
a caste structure having similar features.
But anyone familiar with the caste set-up in
various parts of India would know that
though the basic pattern had a kind of uniformity, the system differed from region to
region in most details, and especially in the
way in which social and economic life was
organised by the caste groups.
The society that evolved in Kerala by the
end of the twelfth century was a highly segmented one in which the different communities (caste · groups) among the Hindus as
well as the Jews, Christians and Muslims
existed side by side with numerous subcastes or sub-sections within each community arranged hierarchically. These communities existed almost in total segregation
from one another and enjoyed a large
measure of autonomy in most matters affecting common life. At the same time they
were integrated by a feudal structure of
mutual dependence, modified by the peculiar commercial activities of the west coast.
Such a system was made possible (and
maybe even necessary ) by the geographical
features and resource pattern of the region,
which are in marked contrast to most other
regions of the Indian sub-continent. The
easy availability of good water almost every-
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where on the coast, a climate without extremes (due mainly to the influence of summer rains) which makes possible easy life
without much external paraphernalia, the
possibility of producing more commercial
crops than food crops, etc., might have
moulded the peculiar pattern of the society
on the Malabar coast. In this society a strong
central authority that could discipline the
various sections for concerted action to
achieve a common objective never developed. The Cheras never became strong like the
Cholas, or even as much as the Pandyas. The
uneven terrain and the numerous streams
that cut across the land made it difficult for
outside forces to capture the region on the
west coast and to set up an :::tdministrative
machinery which would force the inhabitants to accustom themselves to the ways of
a centralised system. The Zamorins who became powerful from the 14th century never
bothered to base their power on a centralised
administrative system, as they derived it
through the money that they earned by
collaboration with the Arabs in trade, and
not as leaders of an integrated society. The
pattern of caste society moulded by the
natural features of the land on the west
coast even prevented the emergence of a
wealthy and powerful dominant commercial
class, even though the coast was subjected
to the influence of commerce from the times
of Solomon.
The impact of modem commerce from the
16th century onwards, however, did evoke
some attempts to build up a strong government-by the Zamorins in the north, the
Cochin Rajas in mid-Kerala and the Rajas of
Venad (Travancore) in the south: But they
failed to establish a strong centralised
system for any considerable period of time
due to frequent disruptive interventions by
competing foreign commercial powers-the
Portuguese, the Dutch and the English-and
later, due to the emergence of the English
as the supreme power on the coast.
The English were the first to set up a
strong administrative system in Kerala that
endured for more than a century. But the
division of the coastal region under the
British into three units-Malabar, Cochin
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and Tra van core-and retaining two of them
( Cochin and Travancore), forming the
major part of the territory, under traditional
rulers and the British insistence on basing
their administrative system on the old segmented society prevented the emergence of
an integrated society in Kerala during the
one-and-half centmies of British rule. The
most significant change that came about
during this period was an outcome of the
support that the efficient British judicial
system lent to the hierarchical caste structure
of a society which formerly had only custom
as its basis. This resulted in the hierarchical
system becoming more suited to economic
exploitation by the upper castes, and therefore more oppressive. At the same time a
kind of levelling was effected by the growth
of a secular bureaucracy under the British,
which gave to all who had English education
opportunities to come up in society irrespective of caste and community. This process was rather slow in the native states, but
the trend was clear in all the three parts of
Kerala. The absence of appreciable capital
formation in this region in spite of prolonged
commercial activities, inhibited industrial
development. The result was an exodus of
the middle and lower middle sections of the
communal and caste hierarchy from agricultural occupations in search of opportunities in the growing bureaucracy. There
were demands for more and more educational facilities and for better job opportunities for all communities and caste groups.
And to press these demands the communal
organisations came into existence. The
SNDP Yogam which was founded in 1903
with the proclaimed aim of popularising the
message of Sri Narayana Gum and bringing
about the social and spiritual regeneration
of all backward communities, developed
beforr long into the representative organi- sation of the Ezhava community and made a
substantial contribution to the all-round progress of the Ezhavas. In 1908 the Namboodiris organised the Yogakshema movement
to work for the progress and betterment of
their community. The Nair Service Society
was founded in 1914 with the motto of
'service to the community in general and the
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Nairs in particular'. The Christian Church
had started working for the betterment of
the Clll'istian community even from earlier
times.
It was at this stage that the national movement brought with it modern political ideas
and practices to the west coast. The first
response to the movement came from British
Malabar and only later did the movement
pene trate to the Travancore-Cochin area.
The spread of the spirit of nationalism which
was assisted by liberal ideas imbibed
through English education at first acted as a
strong current against divisive communal
feelings and helped to forge for the first
time an integrated and resurgent society of
dedicated persons belonging to various
castes and communities. But the history of
the national movement in Kerala is the story
of the tragic failure of this trend. The first
serious blow to the idea of unity was the
Moplah rebellion of 1921. Thereafter the
idealists of the early period gradually lost
their grip on the movement, and communal
and group inerests gained sway. Groups representing various communities and vested
interests came to be formed within the
movement and began worldng as pressure
groups supporting their separate leaders.
·w ider considerations became mere topics
for lip service.
In the 1930s the communist ideology
began to attract most of the middle-class
idealists of the national movement who were
disillusioned by the ways of the Indian
National Congress. The Congress Socialist
group in the Congress organization later (i.e.
in 1940 ) emerged as the Communist Party of
Kerala, and was able to inspire the formation
of the nucleus of a new society based on the
brotherhood of men belonging to different
castes and communities. But the sudden
withdrawal of the party from the national
movement in 1941-42 to lend support to the
British Government in the war against the
Axis powers led to widespread disillusionment among the followers of the Communist
Party,4 and the party faced a serious crisis.
The attempt to radicalise the party in the
second half of he 1940s to regain its lost
image op!y led to still fmther isolation. After
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1950 the party's attempt to rehabilitate itself
as a mass party working 'within' the Indian
constitution resulted in a conscious drive by
the leaders to enlist the support of all castes
and communities irrespective of their class
affiliation. The climax of such a drive was the
coalition formed by the communist partiesfirst by the left wing ( CPI-Marxist) and
later by the right wing (CPI)-with the Muslim League, which was not only a thoroughly
communal party, but also a party of feudal
and upper class interests. This marked the
final surrender of the communist movement
to the influence of the traditional pattern of
the caste-ridden and communally fragmented society of Kerala. Thus, after the spirit of
nationalism, the spirit of communism also
failed to change the traditional pattern of
society in the state and began, in turn, to be
shaped and directed by the forces of that
society.
,
The ideology of democratic socialism also
was given a trial in Kerala by the various
socialist parties, from the Indian Socialist
Party of olden days through the KSP, RSP,
PSP and RSP to the latest SP. Unlike the
nationalists and the communists, the socialists were never able to inspire a considerable number of people from various castes
and communities to come together for the
socialist ideal, and hence there never was
any question of their failure in the attempt
to change the pattern of socio-political action
in Kerala. What happened in their case was
that the various socialist fa ctions managed
to exist with the help of different social
groups connected, openly or otherwise, with
castes or communities, or sub-castes or subsections within them. Those socialist factions
which did not manage to obtain such help
just withered away.
While the nationalists, communists and
socialists struggled to influence the society
in Kerala with varying fortunes (all finally
succumbing or adjusting themselves to the
traditional pattern of segmentation along
communal and caste lines), the communal
organisations fom1ed in the early years of
this century-especially the SNDP Yogam,
the NSS and the Christian Church-remained finn, expanded enormously, and became
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powerful with considerable wealth and
assets. In due course their example was
followed by other communities and caste
groups of Kerala. At present there are
organisations for almost all communities and
caste groups in the state, with their influence
varying according to the wealth and numexical strength of their members. These organisations influence not only the political but
also all socio-economic activities, including
the day-to-day working of he bureaucracy
in the state. In the political field their influence is all-pervasive, and is enhanced by
separate political parties sponsored by the
most powerful of such organisations. The
NSS has fom1ed the National Democratic
Party and the SNDP Yogam has its Socialist
Republican Party. The Muslim community
has the Muslim League, which has been
functioning as a political party in Kerala
from 1937, and the community has recently
developed a social organisation, the Muslim
Education Society to attend to its social and
educational requirements. The Kerala Congress formed out of a dissident group of the
Congress Party in 1964 functions largely as
the political party of the Christian community of South Kerala.
Observers of the Indian political scene
have already noticed the pervasive "influence
of castes and communities on the political
narties and their activities. But the observ~tion of developments in other states like
UP, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka has led many of them to conclude
that the communal and caste structure of
society influences modern political activities
through a process in which each important
caste group or community dominates one
political party and remains as its mainstay
in all political stn1ggles. This kind of simple
penetration of the caste structure into the
modern political set-up cannot be found in
Kera1a. Instead, another more complex process of the extension of the caste pattern into
the political arena can be observed in this
state. Through this process all important
political parties came to have groups ·within
them of all important castes and communities in the state. Thus there are groups like
Nair Congress, E zhava Congress, Harijan
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Congress, Muslim Congress, and Christian
Congress, as also groups of Nair Communists, Ezhava Communists, etc., etc. The party
units from the village to the state level
will have different combinations of such
groups. All this increases manifold the
fragmentation of the politically significant
society. The economic stratification of the
modern society adds to that fragmentation
by creating, for example, groups like the
labour class Nair Congress of Ernakulam
District, labour class Ezhava Congress of
Kottayam District, middle class Nair Congress of Quilon District, etc., etc., making up
a whole picture of total segmentation. Each
of these segments counts in the political
game insofar as everyone feels uninhibited
by any principle or rule of conduct, and
possesses the technique of 'Samaram' that
could be used for anything and everything.
And all the groups at all the levels of each
party manoeuvre and manipulate to influence each decision of the party, and often
resort to open threats of cessation or to the
formation of convenient coalitions with
other groups according to opportunity.
Any important move of any party would
be the resultant of the interaction of these
various groups within the party, and any
such move would be countered by an opposite move of another party, which also
would have been arrived at by the same
process of clashes and coalitions of groups
of a slightly different complexion. The
situation would be made still more complex
by the moves of slender splinter parties each
representing a single caste or community
of a region (mostly formed out of dissident
groups of major parties and enjoying considerable local influence).
The final outcome of such a process of
political action would be almost complete
stagnation without appreciable movement
in any direction due to the cancellation of
the efforts of each unit of political organisation by the efforts of other such units. This
way the political power generated by the
whole society becomes nil in spite of the
continuous and exhausting political activities. The whole political apparatus of the
state resembles a generator which fails to
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generate any power due to an internal short
circuit. 5
One important consequence of such a
state of affairs is that the only concrete
achievement to be derived from political
activities is to give a few leaders the opportunity to enjoy the status, position and connected benefits of ministerial posts. Political activities boil down to a competition for
the lucrative prizes of ministerial posts. This
explains the obviously irrational attempts of
the present coalition of opposition parties
to pull down the government in power, and
the equally irrational insistence of the ruling
coalition to cling to power.
It may be noted here that the essential
pattern of political activities in Kerala is
moulded by the segmentation of the whole
fabric of political society, and not by domination of the political scene by the different
castes and communities in the state. It is
this pattern of segmented society that is the
persisting legacy of the caste structure of

the past, not the other more obvious evils
of the caste system like untouchability. In
fact, such evils have more or less disappeared from Kerala, and even the social
hierarchy that was maintained by the caste
system has broken down and is fast disappearing.
The persistence of the basic pattern of
caste through segmentation of society, more
than untouchability, which is a pre-modern
symptom of such segmentation, is the real
problem in Kerala. It would appear from th e
experience of the past half century that forging an integrated society after freeing it
from the influence of the basic pattern of
segmentation could not be achieved by anything less than a revolutionary break with
the past. And only an integrated society
would be able to generate enough political
power to lift the state out of the economic
backwardness in which it still remains in
spite of having enough resources and competent manpower.

N01'ES
l I have made an attempt to find out the total
number of political parties that exist in Kerala
now. It is not easy to be exact in this matter because
of the splits and further splits that have given rise
to a number of slender and splinter parties. The
following is an approximate account:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

The Congres~ ( R )
}
C.P.I.
The ruling
R.S.P. ( Kerala)
coalition
P .S.P .
Muslim League (Official)
C.P.I. (Marxist)
P.S.P. (National)
Kerala Socialist Party
Revolutionary Socialist Party (All-India)
Socialist Party
Karshaka Thozhilali Party (Original)
Karshaka Thozhilali Party
• Kerala Congress (Original)
Kerala Congress
The Congress (Organization)
The Congress (Radical)
The Muslim League (Dissident)
National D emocratic Party
Socialist Republican Party
Jana Sangh

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

A.D.M.K.
D .M.K.
Communist Unity Centre
C.P.I. (Marxist-Leninist)
Swatantra Party

2 A 'samaram' for such a purpose was inaugurated last year back by Miss Pennamma Jacob, 1I.L.A.
3 Krishna Chaitanya, 'Kerala', (National Book
Trust, India, New Dell1i, 1972) , p. 7.
4 It is true that at this time ( 1942-43) a section
of the Communist Party in Malabar exhibited antinational sentiments of a· heinous type, which was
not warranted by the anti-Fascist feelings generated by the Nazi declaration of war against the
Soviet Union. V. A. Kesavan Nair, freedom fighter
and veteran journalist, who has recorded his experiences of the national struggle of 1942 in ~'1ala
bar in his book in Malayalam, Immpazhiklwllil
('Behind the Iron Bars'), notes that the communists even worked against the relief operations of
the nationalist volunteers during the famine that
devastated Malabar in 1943. He writes: 'The communists propagated among the pour that the workers of the Gram a Seva Sangh (nationalist workers)
were agents of Japan and that the medicine they
distributed was poison. The communists named that
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medicine "the Filth Column Powder".' ( Irumpazikkullil,) Mathrubhumi, Cali cut, 1947, p. 32.)
The only explanation for such inhuman behaviour would be th at the party politics that separated
the communists and th e nationalists touched deeper animosities generated by the caste-ridden society
in which they worked.
1i Here a word in explanation may be necessary
regarding the observation that the system in Kerala
generates very little political pO\'I:er. It may be
asked how the revolutionary land legislation of
Kerala was possible if such is the real situation in
the state. The fa ct is that the land legislation of
1971 merely legalised and rationalised a fait
accompli. Economic forces have been working inexorably in the society even though political power
was largely neutralised by social segmentation.

Kerala society had been ubjected to the influence
of commerce from very early times due to the availability of commercial crops like pepper, and the
prolonged influence of commerce led to the breakdown of feudal rel ations in Kerala from the beginning of the 19th century. The slow pace of this
breakdown is really surprising, and the process had
to be assisted by political agitations from the 1920s
of this century. These agitations really made the
land reforms a fait accompli and later legislation of it
through legislation did not require much political
power. And even th e little political power required
for legislation w Ds mad e available, as indicated
above, through the help rendered by the Congress
high command and the Central Government to
enable a State. Government to function for some
time.
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EDUCATED ILUTERACY?

OF all the states in India, Kerala has the
highest percentage of literacy; the figure
is 60.16 according to the 1971 census. ' The
per capita govemment expenditure on education is also the highest in Kerala. During
1973-74 it was Rs. 34.71. Again, Kerala
spends 36.7 per cent of the total state budget
on education, also the highest among all the
states in India, the all-India average works
out to be only 23.6. So far as statistics goes,
therefore, Kerala is educationally the 'most
advanced' state in India.
But is this so in fact? Has the higher
literacy percentage been of any help in
making people individually more happy or
socially more useful? After all, this should
be the test of real education. Can we say that
Keralites are better educated than those in
the rest of India?
The term 'education' has more than one
sense. In the broadest sense, it aims at creating complete and integrated individuals,
those who are at peace with themselves and
in harmony with others. Every human individual lives at the same time in different
planes, the material, the mental and the
spiritual. Education should help him to integrate his experiences at these different levels
and should enable him to lead a complete
life. Again, no individual lives in isolation.
Everyone has a social environment and education should help him to live amicably with
other individuals. Education in short should
ultimately enable the individual to make
the necessary adjustments so that he may
live with himself and with society without
much strain or tension. It does this by a
process of forming fundamental dispositions,

both intellectual and emotional. Education
in this sense embraces all the influences
exerted on the individual by his physical,
biological and social environments.
But there is a nanower sense in which
'education' is used. Here education designates the special influences of organised
schools and academies. The objectives of
such 'nanow' education are usually more
specific and limited. In any discussion of
education, however, one has to consider both
the long-tenn or fundamental objectives and
the short-term or immediate objectives.
The fundamental objectives of education
are almost the same in every part of the
civilized world. But the immediate objectives differ from country to country.
1.Vhen we speak of the aims of education of
a particular country at a particular point of
time, we usually refer to the rather immediate objectives. No doubt, these objectives are expected to contribute to the more
fu.Tldamental objectives of education.
Education in Kerala-<>r for that matter,
education in any Indian state-will have to
be discussed from three standpoints: ( 1)
How far do the educational techniques
and practices contribute towards the absolute objective of educaton; ( 2) how far are
they conducive to the attainment of the purposes and values the country as a whole has
set before itself; and ( 3) how far do they
help in solving the special problems of the
state?
The significance of the first criterion can- not be over-emphasized; for, any education
worth the name should help in producing
happy and useful citizens. As for the second,
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of course, education in India is not a central subject; it is not even in the concurrent
list; it is purely a concern of the state. Still
there is a sense in which we can speak of a
national system of education, a system that
stresses a certain underlying unity in diversity. In fact, the Kothari Commission was
set up by the Government of India in 1964
to fo rmulate such a national system of education. The main features of this national
system have to be determined by our social
and political objective of democratic socialism. The education that we give to the
children of any pmt of India should be
conducive to the realization of our cherished ideals of democracy and socialism and
should promote national unity and solidarity. Lastly, Kerala is unique in many respects. With its high density of population,
extreme poverty of the people, and low
level of industrialisation, it has many special
problems which a healthy educational programme will have to grapple with.
Let us consider each of these in some
detail.
If we try to analyse the absolute objective of education we find that it is composed
of three interrelated and yet specific aspects:
( 1) that concerning the well-being of the
individual, ( 2) that which is concerned with
the integrity of society, and ( 3) that which
strengthens the vitality of the total culture.
In fact, in a healthy educational system
whatever caters to the well-being of the
individual should at the same time contribute to the happiness of society and
advancement of culture. Our passion for
equality has made us blind to the fact that
individuals differ in their native endowments
and that they have not the same capacity to
profit from the same type of educational
programme. Education that is not conducive
to their equipment is b ound to make tl1em
unhappy. They try to protest against the
system and create problems for society.
Standardization in education not only prevents excellence but promotes decay. This
simple fact is often lost sight of by the
champions of democracy who insist that
every person is of equal wmth with every
other without realizing that 'equality' means
QUEST
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only equality of opportunity and that it is
not synonymous with 'uniformity'. A real
democratic education should not be indifferent to the variety and diversity of
intellectual and emotional endowments that
distinguish persons from one another. In
fact, it is this variety and diversity that
forms the basis of individuality.
Independent India, realizing this fundamental truth about human nature, tried to
formulate a diversified educational programme. The Secondary Education Commiission set up soon after Independence
recommended a scheme of higher secondary education which required diversification of studies at the end of class VIII and
the provision of a variety of courses from
class IX to XI. The scheme was implemented in certain parts of the country and a
number of multipurpose schools were opened, but for various reasons this experiment
met with the same fate as that of the
Ganclhian Basic Education. The Kothari
Commission, while reviewing the higher
secondary scheme observed that among the
main reasons for its failure were lack of
funds , lack of equipment and lack of qualified teachers. This commission also recommended a number of excellent measures for
bringing about 'an educational revolution'.
These measures-which included vocationalization of secondary education, introduction of work experience as an integral part
of general education, strengthening of
Centres of Advanced Study and the development of quality institutions-would
have cost the Government much more in
terms of money, equipment and quality
teachers than the previous higher secondary
scheme would have. The Commission's recommendations still remain on paper and
the educational revolution envisaged by Dr
Kothari and his colleagues remains as far
away as ever.
THERE is no short cut to educational improvement. But the Kerala Government
seems to think there is one. The Kothari
Commission while discussing measures for
reorganizing the educational structure pointed to the need for raising standards at all
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stages of education. In this context they recommended the progressive introduction of
an advanced curriculum through a phased
' programme spread over a number of years.
To begin with they had advised the adoption of this advanced curriculum only in
good schools, good in tem1s of intellectual
and emotional equipment of pupils, qualifications and competence of teachers and
physical and environmental facilities of the
school itself. For the ordinary school they
favoured the existing curriculum. Of course,
they observed that in the course of time
more and more schools should be assisted
to adopt the advanced curriculum by securing qualified teachers and providing the
other necessary facilities. But the enlightened Kerala educational authoriti es could not
brook such discrimination and delays. At
one stroke they introduced the advanced
curriculum in all the eleven thousand and
odd schools. And it has to be noted that
among these many were schools only in
name, with neither the physical facilities
nor the intellectual atmosphere. The majority of pupils were 'sub-standard', a large
number of them first-generation learners.
Most of the teachers were ill-equipped for
teaching the subjects they had hardly learned in sufficient ·depth. In fact, enlightened
parents and experienced teachers were
appalled by this curriculum reform. Instead
of making learning a pleasant experience to
children, this wholesale attempt at 'upgrading' and 'updating' the curriculum has
resulted in creating in them a sort of anxiety
neurosis. But till recently, the Government
authorities were indifferent to the havoc
they had played in the educational field. Of
late, they have condescended to 'dilute the
syllabus' a little. But unless they try to
understand the principles of curriculum
constmction and realistically deal with the
actual problems faced by the pupils there
is no hope of a healthy solution.
This is the state of secondary education.
But v,rhat about higher education? Kerala
has at present 124 arts and science colleges
(and six more were to be opened last year),
6 engineering colleges, 4 medical colleges,
4 law colleges, 3 ayurvedic colleges, one
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agricultural college and one veterinary college and a number of post-graduate departments under the Kerala and Calicut universities. More than two lakh students are
studying in these institutions. The students
in the post-graduate courses alone number
more than thirteen thousand. An interesting
feature of higher education in Kerala is
that more than 80 per cent of the colleges
are under private management. In fact,
managing colleges in Kerala is more a business proposition than an educational endeavour; colleges are allotted to the different communities on considerations other
than educa tional. It is a normal practice
with these managements to receive 'donations' from every student admitted. For a
post-graduate seat in science, the donation
may go up to Rs. 15,000. And for appointments as lecturers, they are said to take
Rs. 20-25,000. The Government has no
means of controlling this evil, or perhaps for
certain reasons they do not want to exercise
any control. Several thousand graduate and
post-graduate degree-holders are turned
out every year from these business-cumpolitical institutions, swelling the ranks of
the educated unemployed- people who
search for white-collar jobs, who meet with
disappointment at eve1y door and ultimately turn unsocial or anti-social. TI1is is what
higher education has done in Kerala.
It is no exaggeration to say that education, whether secondary or higher, is handled indifferently by uninformed and unimaginative people who gradually become
cynical and callous, with the result that
education is in no way conducive to the
attainmen t of the ultimate educational
objective· that we have described in the
beginning. It does not contribute to the
well-being of the pupil; it does not enhance
the integrity of society, it does not revitalise
culture.
EDUCATION should help to promote
democracy, secularism and socialism
and should ultimately bring about national
integration. In principle every one accepts
that the foundation for a healthy social and
cultural life should be laid in the school and
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that schools should build up in the minds
of children democratic attitudes and values.
'Democratic way of life', 'experiment in living', etc. are pet . phrases used by educationists and politicians dabbling in education. But do we consciously do anything to
translate these noble concepts into actual
practice?
The community life available in the educational instih1tions of Kerala points to the
contrary; if anything, it shows that there is
not even a remote possibility of a healthy
democratic life developing. Hardly a day
passes in these institutions without some
kind of demonstration and a stay-back from
classes. Discipline, tolerance and respect
for law that are basic to any democratic way
of life are woefully lacking in our instihltions; what is more, in the present circums,tances there is not even the hope that these
could be achieved in any foreseeable future.
The reasons are many. The most important
is that there is no human relationship in
the school. The teacher remains remote and
his relationship with the pupils is impersonal. Instead of fostering an atmosphere of
friendliness and love, the average teacher
succeeds only in creating indifference and
aggressiveness. When a teacher has to
handle a large number of pupils a certain
degree of remoteness and impersonality is
probably unavoidable, though even within
these limits there could be informality and
friendliness. But the teacher in Kerala has
neither the time nor the patience to be
friendly or informal. Secondly, the teachers
still continue with their authoritarian attitude in teaching. They teach not their pupils,
but their subjects. Their attitude does not
help to foster an atmosphere, of free thinking or rational judgment. Neither the teaching and learning atmosphere nor the relationship of the teacher and the taught helps
in promoting democratic attitudes and
values.
Another corrupting influence in the school
is the unscrupulous politician. Into every
educational institution, whether it be a
school or a college, he has infiltrated and has
made the young children pawns on his political chess-board. Now every educational
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institution has as many student organizations as there are political parties in the
state. These organizations are the politician's
second line of defence. Students unions instead of serving as training ground for ~ivic
virtues, have turned into battlefields where
the outside politicians use the younger generation to test their relative strength. Instead
of developing a spirit of co-operation and
community living, these organisations train
their members in apathy and rebelliousness.
Of late, communal forces have also entered
the educational institutions in a big way.
In fact, all types of unhealthy and dangerous forces that cut at the root of everything
that democracy, secularism and socialism
hold precious, have entered the educational arena. Democratic values and attitudes can be implanted in the minds of
children only if they are provided with
opportunities and concrete experiences for
transcending narrow loyalties whether political or communal. This would be possible
only if the politicians and communal leaders are kept outside the portals of educational institutions, and the educationists consciously work with the pupils both inside
and outside the academic curriculum. But
this will remain only a pious hope, because
our politicians and trade union leaders canl}Ot do without the student community and
our educatiorJsts are educationists only in
name. They themselves cling to the various
political parties for they require the support
of political power. They do not even hesitate to use the students for their selfish ends.
The promotion of national consciousness
and the achievement of national integration
are objectives expected to be realized
through our education. In season and out of
season we hear the phrases 'national consciousness' and 'national ntegration' bandied
about-often by anti-national elements.
India is a land of many religions, races and
languages; but it is held that there is an
underlying unity in this diversity. This unity
must be found and promoted and that by
education. Politicians and governmental
heads are never tired of speaking of our
'one indivisible, integrated motherland'.
They very clearly see the real unity under-
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lying the apparent diversity; and they want
our children to see that too. Yet it is they
who keep India economically, politically
and administratively disintegrated. They
do not realize that no amount of preaching
would help in this matter.
The Kothari Commission has recom.•nended two programmes for deepening national
consciousness and for bringing about national integration. One is by creating an understanding of our cultural heritage, the other
by creating a strong driving faith in the
future. TI1e nrst is sought to be promoted
by well-organized teaching of the languages
and literature, philosophy, religion and history of India and by introducing the students
to Indian architecture, culture, painting,
music, dance and drama. They have recommended the inclusion of these subjects in
the curricula. TI1e second, viz., faith in the
future, would be fostered by bringing home
to the students the principles of the Constitution, tl;1e great human values referred to
in its preamble, the nature of the democratic
society which we desire to create and the
five-year plans of national development.
Nothing of this sort has hitherto been
systematically attempted to promote national consciousness. It is doubtful whether all
the areas of culture the Kothari Cotnmission
wants to be included in the curriculum can
ever be included as courses of study, for it
is almost impracticable. Regarding the Constitution, its values and the five-year plans,
these would only remain at the conceptual
level for in actual .working what the young
people nnd is contraiy to what they expect
to find. V!hatever that be, it is plain that
nothing is being done to promote national
consciousness and national integration and
if the achievement is nil in this area, the
students cannot be blamed.
E have seen that Kerala occupies the
W
nrst position among all the states in
India as far as literacy percentage is concerned. Even so, 39.84 per cent of the population is illiterate; in terms of numbers, it is
85 lakhs out of 214 lakhs. 85lakhs of people
cannot read and write even Malayalam. To
this must be added those who leave school

one or two years after admission and virtually lapse into illiteracy. It is pointed out
by educationists that if we want to make
everyone literate we have to make sure that
( 1) all children above the age of 6 go to
school, ( 2) no one drops out of school at
least till the end of the lower primary stage,
ana ( 3) educational programmes are
launched in all sincerity to make all the
adult illiterates literate.
But then the present type of primary education is not going to be of much help here.
Even if all the children above the age of 6
are compulsorily admitted to school, because of poverty many are forced to drop
out to help their parents in their work or to
take up some independent work to supplement the family income. It is found that out
of 100 children admitted, 31 drop out in
this manner. Likewise, experience has
shown that the type of adult education
available in the country is not going to eradicate mass illiteracy, for the adult mass
becomes bored with the literacy programmes which are hardly useful to them. So it
should not be our aim to make everyone
simply literate. Our aim should be to educate them. As Gandhiji has said, 'literacy is
not the end, not even the beginning; it is
just one of the ways by which we can be
educated'. I think what we have to aim at is
what is now being called 'functional literacy'. Functional literacy is the latest experiment in the field of elementary education.
It was initiated in 1965 under the auspices
of UNESCO, and it is being tried out in a
large number of countries. The basic idea
here is the wedding of handiwork to literacy
and achieving education. This is not a new
idea as far as India is concerned. It is
Gandhiji's basic education in a new garb.
For various reasons basic education has not
been given a fair trial in India. Now that it
is buried deep and there is no chance of its
coming to life again, it would be a good
thing if we adopted the 'functional literacy'
programme which incorporates the Gandhian idea. This is a little different from the
concept of vocationalization of education
recommended by the Kothari Commission.
It is rather educationalising a vocation. It is
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not adding some work experience or a handicnft to the general school curriculum, but
accepting a han dicraft as the basic medium
for education.
At the lowest stage of education this
should work as the most effective educational programme, for it is at the same time
vocational training and eradication of illiteracy. But the programme will have to be
very carefully pl anned and put through with
courage and sincerity, so that it will not
meet with the fate of the Gandhian programme. A modest beginning has already
been made under the leadership of the All
Kerala Library Association and it is beginning to show results with adult illiterates.
This can b e extended to little children. If
the Government would take up and systematically implement such programmes, it
will be a boon to the thousands of children
who are unable to pursue the present academic type of education which ultimately
would be useless to them. Elementary education based on this kind of functional
literacy would also help to reduce the mad
rush for the present type of secondary and
collegiate education.
Since at the elementary stage our aim is
to provide all crJldren with free and compulsory education, there is no question of
any selection h ere. But the secondary stage
is that of diversification. Different abilities
of children blossom forth demanding different types of educational programmes. As we
have seen, it was for this reason that the
Secondary Education Commission recommended a diversified curriculum at the
secondary stage. Since it could not succeed
in practice, the Kothari Commission observed that there should be at least two types
of secondary schools, one with an advanced
curriculum and the other with a more simple one. We have seen how in Kerala all the
schools were forced to adopt the advanced
curriculum. Now the educational authorities are facing the music. \Vhat is the way
out?
· The Kothari Commission has estimated
that about 20 per cent of the pupils will
leave their schools and take to some kind of
wm•k at the end of the primary stage and
Q U EST
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that about an equal proportion will slip off
from the stream of general education and
join vocational courses. The Commission
has also observed that it would be necessary to provide adequate facilities for suitable vocational education.
It follows that there should be two types
of secondary schools. One having a vocational bias and the other with an advanced
academic curriculum. ·what is envi~aged
here is not the same thing as the Kothari
Commission has recommended. They have
suggested the establishment of two sets of
essentially the same . type of secondary
schools, differing only in the depth of the
curriculum. But what is suggested here is
establishment of two difjet'ent ty·pes of
schools, one vocational and the other academic. C hildren who are not fit in terms of
their abilities and intelligence to continue
their education b eyond the secondary stage
should b e admitted to the vocationally biased schools and should be enabled to take up
some vocation at the end of tllis stage. Pupils
with high acadenlic ability alone should
join the advanced course. Thus a policy of
selective admission should b e resorted to
even at the secondary stage. This will automatically ensure quality at the university
level.
It is often observed that by and large
wh at our secondary schools now teach
should have been taught at the elementary
level and that the colleges teach a good deal
of what should have been taught at the
secondary school. To a large extent this is
true, especially when we compare our standards with those of advanced countries like
Great Britain and America. But it cannot
be helped b ecaus e the quality of pupils
studying at present in our secondary schools
is very poor. This emphasizes tlw need for
selective admissions to the secondmy education wurse leading to higher education. The
content of our secondmy education wil
have to be deepened, but then in the existing school system that would spell disaster
to education itself.
brings us to one of the most debatT HIS
ed questions in education, that of the
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medium of instruction. A number of experts
and a number of commissions including the
Kothari Commission have recommended
the regional languages as media of instruction at the secondary and collegiate levels.
Their considered opinion is that this would
enable the students 'to acquire knowledge
with facility, to express themselves with
clarity, and to think with precision and
vigour'. This is true up to a certain point,
not beyond that. There is certainly no point
in compelling a school child who wants to
finish his formal studies at the end of the
secondary stage to learn his history or social
studies in a foreign language. But for a
student who wants to acquire higher conceptual knowledge, masteling an international language, through which alone
could be expressed the most advanced
scientific and philosophical ideas, becomes
indispensable. The problem of the medium
of instruction should not be made a matter
of cultural or political prejudice. It has to
be decided purely on educational and
academic considerations. What I would
suggest is that the medium of instruction
of the vocationally-biased secondary schools
should be the regional language whereas
English should be the medium for the
academic schools. There is nothing undemocratic about such an arrangement, for the
selection to the advanced secondary schools
would be purely on merit and not on the
basis of socio-economic status or income.
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If secondary education is vocationalized
in a large measure and if, as the Commission has suggested, the total enrolment at
the higher secondary stage raised to 50 per
cent, many of tb.e problems of higher education and of employment would be solved.
At least 50 per cent of those who now seek
admission to collegiate education would
branch off to some vocation, would be fruitfully employed, and would be happy, and
the other 50 per cent, who are better qualified for higher learning would form a
homogeneous group of graduates and postgraduates who ultimately would become
masters in their respective fields. It on the
other hand, the present system of education
is continued, and if every one who manages
to get a pass in the secondary school leaving
examination is admitted to college on the
plea that none should be discriminated
against or denied opportunity for higher
learning it would be a personal and a
national waste. Kerala has carefully to plan
its higher education, both technical and
academic, insisting on selection and quality.
Hundreds of thousands of mediocre and
disgruntled degree-holders will spell doom
for any state, more so for Kerala which is
a problem state in many other respects.
Kerala has the highest literacy percentage.
It can be raised to a hundred. But literacy
is not enough. What has to be provided is
literacy and education, or if one prefers,
'educated literacy'.
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THE THEATRE IN KERALA

AT the outset I have to point out that the verv often, intended for mere entertaintenn 'Theatre' is used in this article in me~t, merry-making to .be exact, on the eve
a limited sense. In wider application it of some anniversarv function or celebrameans all th e visual arts put across to an tion ; and ( 2) there' usually was no deepaudience through the medium of stage and rooted theatrical fervour amongst the partiwill include as examples all our folk anc.l cipants; that was not intended either. Plays
classical art forms. Though the impact of were written , acted, and enjoyed without
those forms on contemporary drama will be knowing the significance of their creative
examined in passing, this article is mainlv potentialities.
intended to review the state of plays and
The aesthetic enjoyment of any theatrictheir production in Kerala.
al activity will be complete only when the
As is the case with man y other states, the three As-autfwr, actor, and audience-suit
w riting of plays and the style of th eir pro- one another and a ready communication is
duction were not the result of any m ganic effected within that circle. Commercial
growth from our traditional theatre. lt is theatre, adopting certain superficial changes
true that Sanskrit plays and N atya-Sastra to suit the altered times, had its own author,
had given us an impetus for evolving a new its own stage mechanism , and an audience
method of production in the form of Kvdi- which enjoyed the crude conventions it
ayattam, which is still practised in a few followed. Thus the trinity was complete in
places in Kerala and taught at Kalamanda- its case. But the strav theatre-enthu siast
lam. But it had stood aloof from th e main, who dreamt of a different form was unabl e
stream of further theatre activities, and the t o find out the other two complemen tary
inspiration to begin new stage conventions factors to make a healthy theatre. He failed
came from elsevvhere. Playwriting b egan to communicate what he had in mind
through the imitations of Sanskrit plays, but through the pulsating medium of play-prothe presentation technique heavily depend - duction and gain an audience of his own.
eel on the Tamil commercial plays. By the The result was a remarkable gap b etween
end of the nineteenth century comm ercial the two groups and mutual contempt reigngroups became thoroughly established and ed in the hearts of both. Both mistook the
scripts w ere written to suit the purposes of concept of professionalism. Commercial
that particular stage. There was no amateur theatre boasted that they were the real protheatre, so to say, even though occasionally fessionals whereas the amateur theatre
some imitations or adaptations of the 18th worker stigmatized the tenn, taking all the
and 19th centmy farces were put on stage commercial elements abundant in those
by some enthusiasts h ere and there. But plays for traits of professionalism. 'Profes such attempts did not gain th e magnitude sionalism is a very necessary and healthv
of a theatre movement. There were two basis to begin any work, in any field of art',
main reasons: ( 1 ) These productions were writes Stanis1avsky. The ulthnate aim of
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any amateur mtist should be to reach the
professional standard. But the theatre people in the commercial as well as the noncommercial field failed to see this aspectevidentlY due to the absence of a correct
theatric~! perspective. The gap between
them widened; plays continued to be written
for both theatres. The scripts for commercial productions were generally not considered pmt of literature. On the other hand,
authors made adaptations, and wrote original works in plenty, often without aiming
at immediate production; those writers
thought of their works as only part of literature. Ibsen, Chekhov, Maeterlinck and so
many twentieth-century authors were
adapted and their playwriting methods
followed, even when the theatre through
which they were to be transmitted held fast
to the ccnventions of the Victorian era; and
no playwright was worried about that
either.
rrHOUGH there were certain solitary
attempts here and there to change this
state of affairs, it was by the 'fifties that a
reawakening came about in the amatc:ur
theatre. New commercial groups were also
formed in and around 1950, some of them
organized by the cultural wings of political
parties. But as their prima1y intention was
to reach the largest public possible, they
were not able to make any fundamental
changes in the commercial aspects of such
productions. At the same time they had to
pretend to make some changes in order to
proclaim themselves as progressive. This
resulted in certain superficial changes in
stage-setting, lighting, etc. The amateur
enthusiast, who had not even realised his
role in a healthy development of the theatre,
made haste to copy these elements. The result was stagnation and a monotonous repetition of the very same practices, both in
writing and in production.
In the 'fifties there began to appear a
few silver linings amidst these darkening
clouds. In Trivandrum, the capital city, a
few theatre enthusiasts formed small groups
to put on stage certain unconventional
plays. More than that, permanent groups
QUES'l'

were formed with the sole purpose of presenting plays. · 'Navasamskara
Samiti'
(which, as is the case with such organizations, gave birth to a few fruitful and daring
productions and had its natural death) and
'Kalavedi' (still presenting its previous repertmy of plays) are two examples of such
groups. In the northern region of the state
the amateur theatre enthusiasts formed a
central organization-Malabar Kendra Kala
Samiti-with Calicut as its centre and they
conducted competitions in playwriting and
production. That attempt was fruitful in
the sense that from its springboard have
leaped a few playwrights and actors of good
calibre into the mainstream of Malayalam
drama. It was quite natural that many of
them were soon absorbed by the commercial
theatre which was still going strong.
The names of two persons are to be particularly noted in this context-those of C. J.
Thomas and P. K. Vikraman Nair. C. J. was
a playwright and Vikraman Nair an actor.
Both possessed unusual talents and were
thoroughly unconventional. More than that,
they had common interests to share. They
looked beyond the contemporary theatre
scene to new horizons and were enthusiastic
enough to beckon the misguided theatre
worker to see what they saw. C. J. and
Vikraman Nair knew what professionalism
truly meant and had their own private
visions about the Malayalam stage reaching
that level. C. J. wanted the amateur as well
as commercial groups to realize that their
interests were complementary and not
antagonistic. He tried his best to convert
the commercial theatre into a professional
one. As in the case of other visionaries his
plans could not gain much ground. But in
the eyes of a student of the growth of
Malayalam theatre, C. J. and Vikraman Nair
will attain new stature as the two unusually
enthusiastic theatre visionaries that Kerala
has ever seen.
In the 'sixties a further awakening came
to our theatre world, mostly in the amateur
field. Some theatre prac<titioners, awakened
by the fire kindled by the unfulfilled attempts of C. J. and others, began attempting serious theatre. They had a clearer view
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of professionalism and the creative process
of play production. They also tried to understand the proper relationship of the playwright with the theatre and the place of the
director in a production. 111e director and
his creative contribution to the production
of a play wer e recognized hy th em. More
than that, the importance of ensemble a cting was accepted as on e of their b asic approaches to theatre. Before that, even in
the 'fifties, play organizers had the nin eteenth-century attitude of considering a
play successful if one or two d ominating
star p erformers did their ro] es well. But
things changed in this phase and the new
generation came to believe, as Stanislavsky
did, that 'whenever a theatre is merely ~
group of individuals, each preoccupied
with himself, each thinking the actor's art
as an individual process of creation, the most
precious, most fascinating, most enthralling
element of theatrical art will escape it'. Not
only did these new enthusias ts think of
revitalizing the first two A's, but also thought
about the rejuvenation of th e last, but important, factor. A new , healthy and creative
consciousness had to b e created amongst
the audience so that they would b e able
to see what was real drama and what was
not. This, thev knew, could onlv b e achieved not by a s~ries of discussions' on the subject, but by actual production. The theatre
is a hard taskmaster, and they understood
that there was no short cut to it and that thev
had to make bold attempts in presenting
plays. The audience has to be given opportunities to see for itself what is new in the
theatre and to have its own impressions
about the plays thus produced. Though a
new playwrigh t, actor, or a 'Nataka
Sahridaya' could not easily he made, a
theatre consciousness could b e established
which in its turn would create a proper atmosphere from which a b etter playwright
and a b etter theatre worker would emerge.
Another redeemin g factor which appeared as a great help to theatre activities at
this juncture has also to be pointed out. A<;
was the case else\vhere, where theatre
flourished in its right proportions, many
artists outside the realm of such activities
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came into this fi eld to give their contribution s and gnidance. Poets like Ayappa
Paniker and Kadamanitta Ramakrishnan,
writers like M. Govindan and painters like
M. V. Devan and G. Aravindan associated
themselves with theatrical activities and
became part of a new upheaval in that field.
time was more or less ripe when a
T HUS
few theatre peopl e thought of having
short-term camps for theatre workers: some
sort of a laboratory, where authors, actors,
and other enthusiasts gathered together to
understand the magic and mechanism of
plav production at close quarters. They did
not consider plays as a collection of dialogues or evaluate a production on the basis
of individual performances of one or two
actors . The stage and its areas had specific:
meaning and importance and the other
mechan isms of product ion had their own
contributi on to make to the integral beauty
of the production. So th ese short-term camps
tried to understand the various factors and
their proper synth esis to produce new
dimensions on the stage. All this was clone
with a view to revitalizing the theatre movemen t in Kerala, which according to them
was wandering along a hlind alley. Authors ,
actors , directors and audience were to b e
made aware of their respective contributions to a live theatre. It was quite natural
tha t the commercial theatre of the time
thought this new venture a danger to it and
subsequently b egan first to belittle it and
then to attack it. The commercial theatre
was trying out new permutation s and combinations and called th e outcome 'daring
experim ents', evidently to fo ol its audience.
Dance and music were replaced by
obscenity, plain and implied. Some of the
commercial playwri ghts and producers had
even th e audacity to proclaim that they were
in troducing ce1tain daring theri1es. In the
guise of such unorthodox themes and a
; evolutionary approach to d epict them , wha t
they actually did was to repeat good old
conventional themes saturating them with
obscenity. In certain cases, a change of
loca le or of th e social b ackground of the
characters was lauded as an innova tion .
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lviany such groups were financially successful and this let loose an urge for the creation of many a prototype. Budding playwrights who wanted easy popularity were
lured by such slogans, and the new commercial tit-bits found out by these groups
flowed freely into the amateur field. The
formation of art socie ties in almost all important towns where mostly middle-class
audiences gathered to see plays every month
became new tools in the hands of the commercial groups. TI1e result: a new, uninhibited, non-frequenting section of people
were groomed to form a theatre audience
and were forced to believe what such commercial nonsens e offered to be real dramatic
experience.
No Ymnder that such a system, though it
was on fim1 cr ground, got agitated at the
move of a few devoted theatre workers to
search for something new. This was also
the reason why the newcomers desired to
have seminars, play productions, and small
camps to stimulate a new awareness in the
theatre-going public. Little-theatre groups,
play-reading societies, and similar organizations began to appear at many places.
Though they had no illusion that they could
break the barrier created by the big machinery of the commercial theatre, these \Vorkers
believed in their mission and never tried to
change their vision of genuine dramatic
experience.
This was the background of the starling
of 'Nataka Kalari£' -short-tenn theatre
camps. 'Kalari' denotes an institution when~
students studied the art of combat as well
as the art of letters in medieval Kerala.
There were Ayu.dha Kalaris (where fencing and the use of swords and other weapons were taught ) an d Ezhuthu Kala1·is
(where reading, writing, etc., were taught ) .
It was like the ancient gurulwlas where the
teacher and the taught were free to communicate with each other. The whole
scheme for these Nataka Kalaris was production-based and practice-oriented. The
first Natab. Kalari w as conducted in 1967
at Sasthamcottah, a village near Quilon, on
the banks of a fresh-water lake. C. N. Sreekantan Nair, himself a noted playwright
QUEST
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and theatre enthusiast, was its director, and
students and teachers came from all over
Kerala, from all walks of life. All tried to
imbibe an enthusiasm to revitalize the
theatre. S. Ramanujam, a native of Tamil
N adu who had obtained a diploma from the
National School of Drama, also joined the
group. The Kalari became an annual feature
in the succeeding years and was conducteJ
in many places in Kerala. Plays which were
long neglected or rejected by the producers
as unstageworthy previously were taken up
for production in the Kalaris. Thus Samathawadi ('the Socialist'), an expressionistic
play written in 1943 by Pulimana Paramesvvaran Pillai, A Manushyan ni Thanne
( 'Thou Art That Man') by C. J. Thomas
and the. experimental anti-theatre play,
Cr·ime 27 of 1128 \vere all produced as a
challenge, and they proved successful on the
stage.
The intention behind the establishment
of such Kala1is was not to create any theatre
technicians or actors but to establish an
::t tmosphere and to kindle the urge to find
ant the right approach to theatre .
'seventies have b egun to see the
T HE
success of these projects. Even the commercial theatre, which has ridiculed this
training system-and for that matter, all the
training systems (for they proclaimed that
no training could ever make an actor, etc. )
-has come round to advocate the conduct
of theatre schools and the training of actors.
Thev ~re in fact in a dil em1'na to find out
new. box office form ulae because all the previous tricks are fast becoming outdated and
stale. The Kerala Sangeetha Nataka Akademi wanted to have a thea tre training course
started under it, and it adopted the name
'Nataka Kalari' for it. The Kalari system
prompted the establishment of two theatre
schools having sho1t-term courses in the
state- one at Trivandrum and the other at
Ernakulam. Even the various political
organizations in the state, most of which
have their own commercial theatrical
groups, are now desirous of having such
courses. Though the principle of ensemble
acting, the concept of the creative role of
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the director and such other elements of the
modern approach to theatre practice have
not been completely accepted by all groups,
they have no doubt gained some ground.
Many of the new playwrigh ts and producers are not satisfied with the fonn of
the existing theatre. vVe are still in a state
of imitating the West-th e Europe~li1 theatre
and its various manifestations. There have
been attempts to imitate the different
trends in twentieth-century drama. TI1ese
enthusiasts faced the question whether this
state of affairs should continue. vVe have
a rich and varied theatre tradition of our
own. Folk and classical traditions still linger
in our midst, though the playwright and
producer seldom care for them. Should we
not search that heritage and find out the
real roots of our theatre? I do not forget that
these questions have been universally
ans\•..-ered after Antonin Artaucl. Our playwrights and producers have also begun to
think along these lines. Attempts are being
made to examine our folk and classical
theatre forms to discover aspects suitable
for adoption in modern theatre practice.
Though this still remains a matter of discussion, a few attempts have been carried
on in this direction. Cha~Jettu Pata ('Suicide
Squad') by Aziz, a young .playwright and
a product of the Film and Television Institute, now being presented by Agragami
Theatre, Trichur, and Daivathar written and
produ.ced by Kavalam Narayana Panikker
now being presented by Thiruvarangu
Alleppey, are two noteworthy examples' of
this.
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This trend is in its infancy and we have
only started our search in this direction.
Deeper searches into the various aspects of
our traditional arts will surely result in giving rise to new methods of production and
acting. Apart from the Western type of stylization, this attempt will give us new means
to do it, for the traditional arts attempted not to show life as it was but to portray
it in different, vivacious, unearthly dimensions. A thorough study of the gestures, comp ositions, movements, groupings and such
other details will help the present-day
theatre artist to find his own means to stylize
a modern concept, character or situation.
This does not mean that the traditional art
should be reconstructed on a modern stage
(that can and should be done, not as part
of a living theatre but to preserve them, as
part of our heritage to enable the generations to enjoy them as they are ) but to
examine closely its 'conditions of performance' as Raymond Williams tries to analyse in Drama in Performance, its organic
growth through the years and its theatrical
potentialities. This examination will give us
certain insights into how we could adapt
them to portray a modern theme. The
various aspects from the contemporary and
traditional theatre conventions should fuse
together on the basis of our indigenous cultural heritage to give us a synthetic new
style. Then only the theatre movement in
Kerala, or anywhere for that matter, would
reach its maturity and achieve an identity
of its own.
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PROSE IN SEARCH OF AN IDENTITY

THE late Mr Ivi. P. Paul, one of the outstanding Malayalam critics renowned
for his clarity of vision and expression, once
observed that style is often considered to
be the ability to write grammatically correct
language. Prose writings are viewed merely
as something written in understandable
language. The general concept of prose prevailing in Kerala is that of a combination
of words and sentences which can somehow
convey some ideas. The content alone
matters. The words express nothing more
than their lexical meaning, often much less
than that. Apart from this, some people
would like to see in the so-called good prose
the employment of high-sounding phrases,
euphonic sounds and a few extraordinary
expressions. Nowadays, the addition of conversational phrases or pseudo-scientific jargon is considered to be a welcome feature.
But it is seldom realised that the writer of
good prose should also concern himself with
the question of an organic form. Very often
a form of any kind is absent. Ordinary prosewriting in Malayalam, whether creative,
descriptive or didactic, has been a kind
of exercise in which the medium and the
author's personality do not have a positive
role to play. Not that there are no exceptions. But they are few and far between. It
may, however, be admitted that there has
been a search for originality in the manner
of expression and also for an effective form,
although no branch of general prose except
literary criticism has so far been able to
create a tradition or to project a national
character.
There is an impression even among writ-

ers that only certain branches of literature
like poetry, fiction and drama are creative
and that the others do not require an organic form. The very nature of fiction and
drama compels the authors to impart a kind
of individuality to the medium employed.
Even this compulsion has not always yielded the desired result. Still the portrayal of
various types of characters and situations
drawn from contemporary society implies
the necessity for adopting the most appropriate techniques. Variety, force, subtlety
and suggestiveness may be found at least in
the work of the most successful fiction-writers. 0. Chandu Menon and C. V. Raman
Pillai, the earliest among them, have left
inspiring models. The monumental growth
of fiction during the last few decades and
the discriminating response shown by enlightened readers have contributed to the
maintenance of this healthy tradition to a
limited extent. This may be said of criticism
also. But this fundamental attitude and purposeful effort are seldom found in other
branches of prose writing.
There are historical reasons for the faceless picture presented by general prose. In
the earliest period of Malayalam literature
the prose form had not come into existence.
The first models of written prose appeared
sometime later in the form of a translation o.f
Chanakya's Arthasastra and a few descrip~
tive works which set forth the manner of
staging Sanskrit plays. But the authors of
these works cared only for bare expression
of concepts and ideas, without any attempt
to attain literary merit. The works which
followed were generally translations from
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Sanskrit. They invariably copied the structure of Sanskrit prose with its long and
dreary sentences. The language lacked precision, clarity and beauty. Verbosity made it
clumsy and ineffective.
A great change took place when the
Christian missionari es appeared on the
scene and b egan to recast Malayalam prose.
Their style was more or less modell ed on
E uropean languages. But th e authors incorporated many colloquial terms in it. It was
system atic, plain and logical. But it was not a
language which developed through earlier
usage. At the same time, it employed many
archaic usages and artificially coin ed words.
These did not fit into the prevailing linguistic
pattern and many of th em were n ever absorbed into the standard idiom. Their style
marked only a star ting point. It was simple,
but lacked clarity and force. It was intended
to convey Christian ideas to ordinary converts to Christian ity. Although it set in
motion a process of transformation conducive to the growth of systematic, simple
and logical prose appealing to the common
man, it did not have a universal character or
a literary flavour.
The subsequent evolution of prose was
inflncnced by rapid developments which
took place in many directions. The growth of
the printing p ress, periodical publications
and text-books as well as the adoption of
\'arious fo rms of \Vestern literature contributed to this process. ·with the advent of
printing, mass p roduction of literat ure bec<"lrne p ossible a nd this laid a solid foundation for th e expansion of prose. Newspapers
and periodicals created a new class of
writers and provid ed an arena for the emergence of new talents and forms. Th e need to
produce hooks on various subjects fo r academic p urposes diversifi ed prose-writing
r~ nd raised it from the status of an instrument for enjoyment. All these factors constituted a con~pellin g force for the expansion
of prose-writing. Many new b ranches of
prose literature like the n ovel, short story,
biography, prose drama , travelogue, litermy
criticism, essay and monograph took shape.
The exp ansion was very fa st and fa irly intensive.
Q UE S T

·BUTwith

th e exception of fiction and
drama, where there was an inevitable
need for expressing original concepts even
within borrowed forms, prose writing in
general was either a mechanical imitation of
the foreign model or an improvised method
of recording h alf-baked i deas. There w as no
native model at all and no attempt was made
to take up the challenge of evolving a tradition suited to the genius of the lan guage.
Few w riters dedicated th emselves to the
task of discovering the crea tive potentialities
of the language in this direction. The only
urge felt by most of the writers was to produce somethin g readable, however mediocre
1
and shallow it might be. A touch of pleasing
disposition, a little sense of humour, a mastery over bombas tic terms or a shadow of
originality ,,·as enough to make th e writing
wccessful. It was a kingdom of Liliputians ;
there were few mas ters. The requirements
of the newspaper, tb e p eri odical and the
text-book dicta ted th e trend. The absence of
an enlightened and comprehensive approach
may be attributed to the lack of in terest on
th e. p art of th e intelli gentsia, who w ere
always content with scholarship in Sanskrit
or English.
E ven a fter a century of b ook-production
and p u blication of magat:ines, general prose
in i\!Ialayalam had not attained maturity.
Many of its b ranch es h ad not received
serious attention either fro m the writers or
from the reading publ ic. In certain field s
·w here expansion had taken place, there
was no ~ ustain ed effort to develop the
med ium. The potentialities of the language
were not explored . On the other hand, th e
role of th e language has b een grossly misunderstood . It is regard ed only as an external
instrument, a kind of dress and not as an
organi c part of literature. The writer is exp ected to formul ate a set of abstract ideas
and then p u t th em clown in black and white.
The self-evident truth that the so-called content its elf could blossom and become concrete onl y throu gh a form is forgotten. The
sequ ence of concep ts and id eas, their elaboration, the aptness of term s and the effectiveness of expression arc not attended to either
scientifi cally or hom t he ar tistic p oint of
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view. Therefore borrowed fom1s, haphazard
arrangement of thoughts, improvised techniques of expression, undependable vocabulary and, above all, undigested ideas became
the features of Malayalam prose writings.
Even in the matter of construction of sentences and derivation of word forms, the language swung between Sanskrit and English
without any guiding principles and failed to
develop its original potentialities. In short,
general prose did not take root or have a
natural growth. Consequently, on the whole
a prose form or style characteristic of Malayalam did not come into existence.
Apart from fiction and drama, 1vialaya1am has recently adopted quite a number
of prose forms like light essay, humorous
essay, history, biography, autobiography and
travelogue. But in practically none of these
branches, perhaps with the exception of
literary criticism, has the language been able
to assert its identity. There are no indigenously developed models in Malayalam for
most of these branches of prose; nor has the
language produced an essay or biography
comparable to the best in English. The position of ·Malayalam poetry, with all its limitations, is not so weak. In short, most of the
prose fonns continue to 1~ernain borrowed
ones.
The circumstances which hastened the
growth of prose had certain inherent peculiarities and they also stood in the way of
th e evolution of a national tradition. Textbook production was a mechanical process,
controlled and directed by the state. There
could not have been any significant individual initiative or desire for fulfilment behind
it. Prose writings in diff~rent forms were
urgently required and th ey had to conform
to the prescribed standard and size. They
had to be written in a manner intelligible to
th e ordinary student and based on the line
of thinking acceptable to the conservative
bureaucracy. Excessive originality and questioning of accepted values would be unwelcome. The language should be plain and the
sequence of thought digestible to the schoolboy. Naturally, there was no scope for any
creative clem ent in thc tn . The forms were
just an openin g for those who would
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like to utilise the interest created. It should
have triggered off an urge in the mind of
creative writers to produce individual
masterpieces. But that urge was not there.
The official line and the borrowed model
continued to dominate.

THE spread of modern education brought
the people into direct contact with the
various branches of English literature.
Readers as well as writers were fascinated
by them. This generated a desire to try those
forms in Malayalam. But, for a long time,
the desire was confined to imitation. There
\vas no dedicated attempt to adapt them to
the spirit of the language. The main reason
was the nature of the response from readers.
The elite who were in a position to make a
critical evaluation and contribute to the perfection of indigenous models had become so
anglicised that they preferred to read the
foreign stuff itself and thought it beneath
their dignity to pay attention to native literature. Those who actually read Malayalam
writings were either unfamiliar with English
literature or uninterested in any prose form
except fiction. They were incapable of offering a constructive response. Nloreover, with
such a limited readership the field did not
encourage any sort of sustained creative
effort on the pa1t of authors.
The publication of newspapers and
periodicals, which grew up very fast since
the introduction of printing, has played a
ve1y important role in the evolution of prose.
Its effect was extremely encouraging in one
sense, but of dubious value in another. The
propagation of new prose forms, the moulding of new writers and the spread of new
vocabulary owe much to journalism. A few
journals have tried to maintain a fairly·high
standard. But the low standard of thinking
and writing preferred by the majority of
periodicals and the scant respect paid by
newspapers to style acted as a sort of limitation on the growth of prose. They projected
the writings of mediocre authors as models
of prose and promoted cheap and vulgar
tastes. ·Being the only mass medium of those
ti:mes, t11e y e xercised

a d e cisive control

which even men of talent could not ignore.
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On the linguistic side, the usages adopted by more comprehensive and convincing ideas,
them easily passed off as the best ones. They expounded them with lucidity and gave to
popularised an artificially anglicised syntax, literary criticism an artistic perfection. They
inapt translations of foreign terms, sensa- are also remembered for their contribution
tional modes of presentation and slang of to Malayalam style. Their language is clear,
various kinds. These undesirable elements simple, penetrating and devoid of any artifigained easy recognition, got rooted in pub- cial embellishments. At the same time the
lic taste and crept into literary prose. It is not style bears the stamp of their respective
the vulgarity of this language that did so personalities. Their writings represent Malamuch harm HS its unsuitability to express pre- yalam prose at its best.
cise or subtle ideas in a suggestive manner.
The critics of the present generation have
Grammatically, it followed the law of the also adopted universal standards and tried
jungle, defying all efforts at standardisation. to keep up an appearance of originality in
In recent times, the newspaper language has approach and judgment. The number of
become a mere echo of the political jargon volumes and the areas covered are not inthat fills the air around us. This is best suited significant. Various theoretical and historicfor sensational propaganda literature. But al aspects of literature have been brought
it is inconceivable how scientific or creative into the picture. Apparently there is a strong
prose literature of any kind can thrive in an sense of values and an effort to bring about
atmosph ere of jargon.
a greater appreciation of the ancient and
modern aesthetic theories. Serious attempts
AMONG the creative branches of prose, are being made to evaluate the contributions
literary criticism, biography and trav- of individual writers. New forms and
elogue are the comparatively developed methods of criticism have been tried. In the
ones. From the time of A. R. Raja Raja language of criticism also there is a marked
Varma onwards, there have been a good variety of style and richness of vocabulary.
number of reputed critics in Kerala. The But the real attainments are not so encouragbranch has received fairly wide atten- ing. Frequently we find c.ritical writings
tion. The number of volumes written obsessed with preconceived notions, dogon aesthetic theories and their applica- matic or bookish approaches and partisan
tion is not negligible. They cover a wide attitudes. There is a tendency to apply
range, from the Indian alankam-sastm to the various theoi-ies blindly and mechanically
latest 'iVestern schools like existentialism and under the pretext of psychological or sociosocialist reali sm, from history of criticism logical analysis. Extreme points of view are
to book reviews. The last seventy-five years sought to be established more often by quothave been very productive in this respect. ing authorities than by citing eloquent examIn the 'forties and 'fifties of this century ples from creative works. Therefore many of
M. P. Paul, Kuttikrishna Marar and Joseph the critical treatises which present a masterly
Mundasseri enhanced the value and appearance fail to convince the reader and
stature of literary criticism by adopting to equip him for a better appreciation of
independent approaches. M. P. Paul and literature. It is significant that textual critiMarar started from the vV estern and Eastern· cism and studies of even the most important
aesthetic theories respectively, gave them works of top-ranking authors are rare.
universal interpretations- and applied them Practically nothing more than sweeping refrom the personal point of view. Mundasse1i marks and platitudes have been said on
tried to combine them on the theoretical fiction. Poetry has been more fortunate in
level; but he came to be lmown mainly for this respect. But even here much of the
the sociological approach which he applied writings represent generalisations intended
as a criterion of merit. He became the most either for making and unmaking poets or for
controversial and therefore most famous parading the critic's own scholarship and
critic. But it was the other two who evolved progressive attitude. Consequently, except
QUEST
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in the case of a few critics, the general tendency is to show off and to teach more than
what one has assimilated. TI1is naturally
results in confused thinking, eloquent discourses and the resultant pedantic style.
Next to criticism come such branches as
biography (including autobiography) and
travelogue. Malayalam biography has not,
however, outgrown the earliest status of that
form as a means of glorifying great men and
is mostly written without a comprehensive
literary concept. Even the works of P. K.
Parameswaran Nair, which represent something like a concept of literary merit, combine life history with personal glorification
and literary criticism. Most of the other
works have been written in the form of
chronicles without any worthwhile attempt
to trace the real character and background
of the hero. Some of the autobiographies
appear to be truthful and touching records
of personal experiences; but, on the whole,
vve feel the absence of a basic concept, an
effective pattern and a style that can convert
historical fac ts into literary expe1ience.
Thanks to the enthusiasm of the globetrotterS. K. Pottekkat and a few others, quite
a number of travelogues have been written
in Malayalam. Some of them are informative
and pleasing. Thus this form has acquired a
place in literature. But the vital elements of a
creative outlook and an organic pattern are
generally not seen in them. Except a few,
none of them constitutes an artistic recreation of the deeper experience of the traveller.
The language employed is seldom different
from that of a factual essay. No particular
style, different from th at of journalistic reports, has come into existence and this means
that this form of writing has not developed
an individuality.
Other creative form s of general prose,
such as th e light essay, the humorous essay
and satire have not crossed the experimental
stage. Th e light essay which was tried by
some of the earliest prose writers like V engayil Nayanar, who drew inspiration from
English literature, did not find any enthusiast in the subsequent period. In recent
years, writers like Udayabhanu and C. R.
Kerala Varma made some conhibutions

which may be described as combinations of
the light and humorous essays. In general
the reader misses the unique experience imparted by the combination of a natural
flow of thoughts, memories, imagination
anecdote, etc., and a natural style.
It seems that the light essay is generally
considered to be an inferior variety of writing which does not deserve a place in literature. This view has seriously affected the
development of a subtle mode of expression
in general prose. The humorous essay, which
was once enriched by E. V. Krishna Pillai,
is found to have become inseparable from
satire on the one side and stooped to vulgarity on the other. There are very few exceptions. On the other hand, satire is very often
turning itself into social or literary criticism
punctuated with venom, as we find in the
writings of the reputed author known as
Sanjayan. The language of these branches of
literature is overladen with inelevant facts
and verbiage. This tendency is betrayed
even in the writings of such stalwa1ts as
Puthezhath Haman Menon.

THE weakness of Malayalam prose is most
prominently revealed in non-creative
writings. Until recently there were few
books on the physical, natural, technical or
social sciences. It is shocking that even after
a centmy of higher education, our scholars
did not feel the urge to express such ideas
in their own language. Recently the organised attempts made by enthusiasts, the
compulsions exercised by state policy, the
vacuum created by the dethroning of English and the monetary inducement offered
by the government have changed the situation and books on these subjects are slowly
appearing on the scene. But being the products of such circumstances, they are mechanical writings, often copied from English,
i£ not pure translations. To say that these
hooks represent any landmark in Malayalam
prose would be an injustice to the language.
The authors alone cannot be blamed, because thev had no model before them. Neither the te~minology required for expressing
scientific ideas nor the linguistic structure

\ovhich can reveal them precisely had been
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evolved in t!1e past. I\ ew· tenns are being
coined and fitted into an improvised structure. These are not the most appropriate
words, born out of the natural process of
thinking, but mere echoes of English terms.
ln using them the authors forget that most
of the terms other than proper names are
conceptual and that a meaningful idea can
be expressed onl:-' tlu·ough a well-knit seutt'nee. They are unable to fonnulate ideas in
the form of apt sentences. Therefore the
sentence becomes a weak and clumsy wagon,
over-weighed with ill-arranged weighty
terms. Pieces of Malayalam sentences are
sewn together in the English pattern. Sometimes they virtually become parodies of
English sent~nces . vVh en authors are not
translating from English, the inability to
express ideas precisely in Malayalam
prompts them to elaborate them by increasing th e number of inexpressive words.
The final product is an unwieldy and vague
mass of sounds which clouds the idea beyond
recognition and destroys the potentialities
of the j\1Ialayalam language. It lacks clarity
of expression and precision of sense, defies
all notions of pattern and becomes an unscientific version of science.
In short, most of the branches of Malayalam prose have yet to discover their own
forms and patterns which alone can fulfil
their objectives and justify their existence.
The absence of a style, the accumulation of
redundant vocabulary, the confused mod e
of thinking, the disharmony between the
purpose of writing and the manner of expression and, above all, the lack of a creative
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or coordinating approach are evident in
most of the writings except those of a few
masters. This does not reflect the i11capacity
of the writers as a class or the ineffectiveness of th e language. The range of new areas
covered by the writings in recent times and
the quest on the part of at leas t some of the
authors for new forms of expression reveal
the latent vitality of the Malayalam language. It is the weakness of the background
and the pulls and pressures exerted by the
environment that stand in the way of the
success of these efforts. \Vhile the infatuation
of educated men with Sanshit or English
acted as a brake in the past, the inRuence of
the political and social atmosphere is distracting · prose-writers from the natural
course at present. The atmosphere is vitiated
by artificially intensified political, economic
and communal frenzies. People who identify
themselves with one or the other of these
forces demand that literature should come
up to their expectations. The writer is born
into an atmosphere in which there exists a
fierce and hectic competition for domination.
Therefore he is compelled to adopt the
highest pitch in order to survive, if not to
succeed. Consequently the sense of humour,
subtlety and suggestiveness have lost their
case. Over-serious postures and over-statements have become the accepted qualities.
The writer is unable to be truthful either to
himself or to his medium. In the midst of this
confusion the new branches of prose, which
have no tradition behind them, are struggling to establish their iclentity.

V. Rajakrishnan

THE WRITER AND THE ABYSS
An-Analytical Study of Anand's 'Alkoottam' (The Crowd)

THE publication of The Growd

( 1970)
is likely to remain a leading event of
th e decade as far as New \Vriting in
Malayalam is concerned. Its author, Anand,
was unknown to th e reading public in
Kerala. That a person who was twice removed from the native cultural scene by virtue of
his profession and place of work should
come up with a novel like this was surprising
in itself. Judged by the available standards
of judgment, ·what he had written was definitely strange. Even among the minority
intellectual circles where Th e Crowd was
instantly hailed as a major avant-garde
enterprise, the impression persisted that it
was a queer, out-of-the-way performance.
The novel had few precedents or parallels
in what had appeared before in contemporary Malayalam writing. There was a
hushed suggestion that it was a modern epic
in prose, perhaps written under conditions
of life which make the epic impossible. Th e
Crowd had some justification for heing
looked at in this manner. It ran to some six
hundred pages; it was crammed with characters and contained scenes from the length
and breadth of the sub-continent. Also, it
traced events of huge magnitude, including
a war. One could even relate The Crowd
to the epic tradition in Malayalarn fiction
which goes back to C. V. Raman Pillai. But
these claims were to b e stoutly refuted . How
could there be an epic without a hero, or
a well-defined system of narrative? Th e
Crowd lacked both. It even had no progression; the novel seemed to contemplate its
reality in endless spirals. Most important

of all, one felt in it the absence of a positive
core of faith. If it did not wear the fashionable p essimism of the day, then its implications were too openly subversive. lt was
agreed that The Crowd was all about the
crash of hope that came in the wake of our
national independence-hunger, unemployment and the like. Could it then be realism
which went home straight and simple? Perceptive readers could sense that an imagination, stealthily prone towards horror, suggesting well-known Continental influences,
modifies the tissue of social realism in the
novel at every point. The Crowd circumscribes a familiar world of people and objects
rooted in the milieu, ' but upon this world
there sits the constant threat of disintegration. Th e peculiar blend of fact and nightmare, which grew more pronounced in
Anand's second work, Tlw Death Certificate
lends a deepening effect to the conception
behind Th e Crowd.
Malayalam fiction of the la's t t\vo decades
had a fair share of romantic adolescents
and outsiders, who sometimes spoke in the
hitter accents of th e Lost Generation, and
sometimes produced faint echoes from
Camus. But this was the first time that such
lonely freaks as Anand's characters occupied
the foreground of fiction. If their common
lot was defined by hysteria, taken singly
each of them nl.arked a complex problematic situation which invited sympathy. The
language in "vhich their creator embodied
the truth of their selves formed the most
disconcerting aspect of the novel. \Vhat
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earned for Anand lasting unpopularity with
a large section of the reading public was
his diction, which sought to extend literary
language to limits seldom known before.
In content and setting The Crowd is the
first Indian novel in :tvlalayalam. Its characters are dravvn from all over the country.
Urged hy the need for survival, they have
left their homes in Kerala, Bengal or Punjab and landed up in Bombay. Among them
are Joseph, Sunil, Sundar, Prem, Radha and
Lalitha. Joseph is an introverted, protesting
youth from Kerala; the novel opens with his
arrival in Bombay in search of a job. What
gives point to .T oseph's extremist notions is
the memory of his hard days in the native
village and the thought of his younger
sister steadily vielding to tuberculosis.
Joseph is attracted towards Radha, a woman
of deep understanding and intelligence who
turns into a drudge in an attempt to support her neurotic family. Joseph loses his
job following the strike of the Central
Government erpployees in 1960. Broken, he
decid es to leave Bombay to join the border
security forces. A man without ambition,
Sunil lets hims elf be acted upon b y events.
He wanders through Bombay, sick, derelict,
a pavement intellectual, drifts from one job
to another and has passed into a state beyond acceptance and rejection when the
novel ends. The love between him and
Lalitha, the meek and elusive daughter of
~~. car driver, fails to materialise. Through a
stroke of luck Lalitha escapes the fate of
the other members of the group and becomes the wif~ of an industrialist. Sundar is
the self-made man who is constantly in th e
process of disowning his past and conquering the future . In his eagerness to succeed,
he is lured by the corrupt ethic of the business world, and ends up hating himself for
wedding the fallen daughter of his employer. Prem, the beggar-mystic, comes to a
new realisation centring upon a prostitute,
one of the victims of Partition, whom he
helps to win back her lost sense of dignity.
She dies in child-birth, and Prem accepts
the responsibility of the child though he
knows that its real father is someone else.
There are a myriad minor characters, like
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the inmates of the lodge where Sunil and
Joseph stayed; Kavitha, who is the very soul
of poetry in a world of barren truth ; Joseph's
communist friend , Raghavan; and th e
tongawallahs, pickpockets, sluts and slum. dwellers who form the city's subculture.
\i\Thy, Bombay itself, with its unchangin g
image of the labyrinth, emerges as a principal character in this grim human drama.
The individual tragedy and happiness of its
inhabitants are etched against India during
the years 1958 to 1963 passing through a
clifficu It period of transition.
is a human right to which almost
T HEBE
every character in the novel alludes
wistful]~ . . It is the right to be happy, the
right to lead a full and authentic life. Again
and again, the novel returns to the question
why 'life which gives happiness and pleasure to a handful of individuals should turn
out to be such a curse for the majority'.
Somewhere on the fringes , there exists a
small sector of affluence. Its serene and
idyllic face is represented by the Patil
family, while Shah and Usha show its
decay. But the spotlight falls on areas of
darkness.
Most of the major characters in the novel
belong to the white-collar section which is
the wors t hit in the city's rat race. Cursed
with an abnormal self-awareness, full of a
capacity for resigned suffering, these characters learn to experien ce life as n ritual
sequence of drudgery which in the end
leaves them with indigestion and poor
nerves. They are torn between th e competing demands of their over-dependent families, and the need for nourishing their private
individuality. Through reading and introspection , through philosophic discussions
which go on for ever, they seek to establish
a parallel escape world until they are tired
of the game. The discontent caused by the
carrot-and-stick policy of the employers
makes them one d ay think of 'change' and
'revolution'. But revolution never comes. Instead, these little men get crushed by the
lmge bureaucratic organisation of the state .
The labour strikes in which they participate
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prove abortive, their families disintegrate
and they either have to continue with the
shame of defeat, or go after unreal solutions as Joseph does.
In the last short scene which rounds off
the novel, Sunil, the spokesman for middleclass agony-whom we also identify as the
central consciousness in the novel-pauses
to reflect as dawn announces one more Republic Day for India: What is it that I have
achieved in these thirty-three years? vVhat
is it that India has achieved in her fifteen
years of freedom? He is at a loss to know.
From its review of petty bourgeois despair The Crowd extends into a critique of
the quality of Indian experience since Independence. Iri this heaving sub-continent
almost everything goes amiss, including the
tropical sun which sucks away man's energies. The novel traces with irreverent irony
the political events in India starting with
the rise of the Communists to power in
Kerala, leading up to the Chinese aggression and its aftermath. The guilty are to be
found everywhere: the political leadership,
which is shown to be in the hands of morons,
the self-deceiving ~ntellectual ctass (Cowards! cowards! that is what you are', one of
the ordinary characters shouts at Sunil) and
the mob which determines the national behaviour. The author has a way of posing
uneasy questions before the ideologies of
the day, the various forms of collective madness manifest in our political life and the
systems of economy which have failed to
answer man's basic necessities. The India
of the early 'sixties is revealed as a nation
which has lost its moorings and is slowly
drifting into illusory fads . Two such fads
. which come in for damaging criticism are
patriotism and the military cult. Somewhere
above the sound and fury, there hovers the
beautifully pathetic figure of J awaharlal
Nehru, the revolutionary tumed administrator.

QNE looks in vain for any sh·and of affirmation amid the shifting brilliance of
intellectual ideas and viewpoints represented in the novel. (The difficulty is heightened by the fact that Anand, after the tradi-
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tion of certain European novelists, wants
to have a say on almost every subject under
the sun.) Yet if there is one philosophical
position that emerges relatively secure in
the interminable discussions, it is what we
would broadly call humanism. Anand's
humanism has in it a touch of Roy and early
Marx. It stems from the recognition of the
basic dignity of the individual and opposition towards all dogmas which tum him into
a figure in statistics.
A concern of quite profound dimension
runs through the plaint of the particular
citv and nation focussed in The Crowd.
There is a certain pessimistic worry over
the cle~tiny of modern man living in the
wasteland of the post-industrial civilization.
We hear a good deal of talk on the automatization of man in the modern mass democracy, on the obtuseness of officialdom
(realized with greater depth in The Death
Certificate) and the permeation of life by
commercial values. The more articulate
characters in the novel tend to view alienation as the necessaty condition of modern
experience. There is much that is secondhand about the author's treatment of this
theme at the abstract level. In fact, the already vast literature on alienation makes
original thinking nearly impossible. %at
is specially significant is the intensity with
which this concept has been realized in
terms of the shared experience of an exile
generation. For Anand's characters may
sound palely pedantic when they do the
talking. But when it comes to itemization,
and quick insights into the buried life of
reverie and introspection, their creator can
strike a genuinely charged note .
The alienation of Anand's characters is
interpreted both as a subjective, metaphysical category, and in relation to a major social
phenomenon of our age from which the
novel draws its title. The novel maintains
an odd balance between the author's large,
democratic sympathy for the poor and exploited people of his country, and his
arrogant contempt of the crowd. One of the
names quoted approvingly is that of
Ortega y Gasset, and taking his cue from the
Spanish intellectual, Anand launches a
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heavy tirade against the tyranny of the aries we come across in Dostoyevsky.
masses. He sees 'them' everywhere, in buses, Through sensuous enjoyment, and a lyrical
trams and cafes, proliferating at menacing generosity of feeling, he escapes the prespeed and in their triumphant march, crush- dicament of his tormented and tormenting
ing all that is fine and distinct in man. One companions. His experiment in sharing his
hollow roar from them fills the nation's life . with a woman ends in pathos, but it
political life. Our political leaders as well gives him both a release and a purpose to
us our democratic institutions and the whole cherish .
of the Indian socia~ structure are shown to
The Crowd is a content-oriented novel.
derive their sanction from the strength of It does not cultivate its form in the postthe crowd. IVIeeting culture with medioc1ity Symbolist sense of the expression. The form
and creative dissent with something like a of The Crowd throughout retains an uncosmic indifference, the crowd has survived self-conscious simplicity, which is even
through history as the one constant factor crude in parts. It might be objected how
which is inimical to the growth of a free an author like Anand, given his taste for
personality. The misgivings about the crowd advanced cultural thinking, could write \vith
loom large upon the imaginative horizons such apparent naivete, vvith an obvious disof Anand's characters. As elitists of the regard for tl1e developments in the craft of
fiction during the course of the half-censpirit, they are constantly wary of the prestury. If his first novel showed he has little
sures of mass conformism building around
in common with an accomplished . craftsthem . Sunil in moments of prophetic fury man like M. T. Vasuclevan Nair, or a mythoand Prem and Radha in their moments of poetic genius like 0. V. Vijayan, the exsensitive withdrawal give tongue to their planation lies in the fact that he writes
suspicions. In turning away from the silence under the shadow of an entirely different
and vulgarity of the multitude, Sundar literary tradition.
reaches after an amoral cult of aristocracy.
The en::;ineering background of the
But unfortunately these characters do not author has left its mark on the design of his
succeed in forging authentic ties with their , work. The Crowd, diffuse and rambling on
like-minded partners either. Thus Joseph the surface, is held together by a hidden
has to part with Hadha despite the ·promise architectonics. This architectonics unfolds
of renewal he sees in l}er during the through a careful symmetry of them es and
moments of their intimacy. Sunil's senti- motifs, a system of character contrast, a
ment for Lalitha ends where it began be- tim e scheme which is masterfully laid out
cause, as Lalitha later realizes, he is incapand a balanced distribution of image and
able of loving anyone other than himself.
metaphor. For instance, the themes of freeSuridar loves Kavitha, but exchanges his
love for a vanity which goes to shape his dom and solitude are made to reflect through
life. The novel poses, without pretending the consciousness of the four male characto answer, issues of an existential nature: ters, Joseph, Sunil, Sundar and Prem. The
Huw long could a person bear the burden themes act as a leitrnotif interlinking the
of his sealed ego? If love is impossible and sad music of their lives. Similarly, these
communication difficult, then what are the characters fonn dialectical pairs. Sunil and
options available to a sensitive intellectual Sundar mark the thesis and the antithesis,
while Prem incarnates the spirit of syntheother than solipsism and herd n1entality?
But Prem seems to know the answers, sis " . A grouping of this kind exists with
Prcm who resembles tbe innocent vision- regard to the four woman characters,
Lalitha, Radha, Meena and Kavitha also.
~:What is attempted in The Crowd is a miniaThe Crowd follows a neat but tense division
ture version of the vast dialectical conflicts, proof time, worked into the texture of the novel
jected through characters, found in novels like
with mathem atical precision. The flow of
The Magic Mountain and The Brothers Karamazoo.
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time in the outside world, interrupted by
war, is reproduced through more or less
·straight narration. H ere, unlike in a typical
modern novel, the calendar time is what
matters; the psychological time remains in
the background, and except for Joseph and
Sunil towards the close of the book, not
many characters betray any degree of timeconsciousness. The novel makes use of a
sparse wealth of imagery, chiefly aural and
visual, in evoking the urban atmosphere.
The metaphors of noise seem to have a special appeal for the author. At one place in
the novel we have the memorable image
of the Collective Man, with a tin drum in
his hands, bellowing in a voice which would
drown the earth-an image that tellingly
sums up one of the nightmare concerns of
the author.
Many of the technical devices employed
by Anand are quite familiar indeed; th e
diary, for example. Sunil, Lalitha, Joseph
and Sundar keep enh'ies in their dia1ies
which they take out to examine the demons
of their imagination. The entnes become
· pretentious when they lengthen out into
ideological debates. Radha and Lalitha
sometimes unburden themselves through
letters, which again are spoiled by wordiness. In order to give a striking air to the
political events related in the novel, the
author produces newspaper cuttings and
direct quotations from the speeches of men
like Nehru.
Anand's style is that of an exile; it has lost
the habits of living speech. One could easily
discredit the style, first for its prolixity and
then for its heavy reliance on the patterns
of the English language. Anand's writing is
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prolix in a manner that makes us turn to
the nineteenth-century Russian novel for
parallels. Occasional flashes of poetic b eauty
steal through the rhetoric, as in the scenes
involving the affair b etween Sundar and
Ka vitha and the scenes picturing Prem' s
wandering life. It is as though the novelist
were afraid to betray the poetic element
within him, afraid because the serious gloom
of his utterance could not stand this indulgence. Having lost connection with the
main current of the vernacular, Anand
creates an idiom of his own, which is primarily based upon the rhythms and structures of English. The extent of its debt to
a foreign language gives his diction a certain
clumsiness and an unfamiliar ring. But it
has also about it a sinewy strength which
enables it to feel its way into the unvarnished accents of the city world.
It was Thomas Mann who a t the t urn of
the centmy spoke of the 'look into the
abyss'. The confrontation with the abyss
had been a shaping experience for writers
in our time, from Thomas Mann to the neomoderns. In Anand we have a writer who
does not flinch before the abyss. The most
valid claim that couid be advanced on his
behalf is that he has few illusions regarding
either the nature of the present reality or
the ultimate purpose of man. Obsessed, yes;
but unsentimental. His obsession never rises
into the cry of self-annihilation as it does
with 0. V. Vijayan and the Absurd generation. Wavering between pure negation
and a sneaking lust for life, Anand creates
his oeuvre out of stuff which few of our
writers have ever touched: the static pain
of a life in circular retreat.

R. Gopi Krishna

NIGHT
Still earth.
On the museum walls of night
are masterpieces of sleep
and the wind painting lifeless trees
The grasshoppers here are eminent
authors. Sometimes one strikes upon
an original idea. Together,
they make it
a good poem.

I. Kesarcodi-Watson

I{ARMA
Solidly any itinermy
leads a man to god,
perhaps.
For there is othe1wise.
Those who imagine earth
a travail wherein we find
designs upon god alone
forget
much we fashion, or hone,
ourselves for the cutting.
Harvesters who are the harvest,
the sower,
and the seed,
cannot be led upon earth
to a god thafs otherwise.
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MANOHAR MALGONKAR
AND THE SATPURA ·coDE

1913)
major
novels, Distoot Drum ( 1960), Combat of
Shadows ( 1962), The Princes ( 1963), A
Bend in the Ganges ( 1964), The Devil's
Wind (1972), and two volumes of short
stories, A Toast in Warm Wine ( 1974) and
Bombay Bewam ( 1975). Spy in Amber was
originally written as a screen play, and his
daughter recast it in the form of a novel
in 1971. In a span of fifteen years, his
creative output has been prolific. In the
chronicle of contemporary Indo-Anglian
fiction (a tongue-twisting title), he has started receiving some critical attention. 1 His
narrative talent, his racy dialogues, his
handling of English language, his dramatization of suspense, and his grasp of Indian
history stand out as his impressive qualities.
Although literary historians and the publishers invariably refer to his career in the
army and his subsequent involvement in
farming, it should be worthwhile to focus
on his accomplishments as an artist. I would
like to restrict the scope of this discussion
to his longer fiction, for his stories are mere
spillovers from his novels. The analysis of
his craft and of his creative foreground I
leave to Mr Amur who has already established himself as a perceptive critic on
Malgonkar. TI1is attempt is merely to suggest that, from the first 'to the last novel,
Malgonkar seems to be dramatizing those
moral qualities in his major protagonists that
the Satpura code seeks to encompass. The
fulfilment of this code is the measure of man,
MALGONKAR (b.
MANOHAR
has so far brought out five

since Malgonkar is more concerned with
the operative thrust of the code rather than
with its genesis. The various components of
the code tend to offer a definition of man
and his moral stature.
We are introduced to the essentials of
the code right in the beginning of Distant
Drum when the commanding officer tells
the new Satpura subaltern: 'In this Regiment, we are, first and foremost gentlemen.
No Satpura officer ever consciously does
anything that would hurt the Regiment's
izzat.' A little later he elaborates: 'It is a wide
code in many respects, quite elastic. And
yet it is a rigid code. We try and live up to
certain broad principles of behaviour. We
don't always succeed, of course, but we try,
We try very, very hard.' This is further explained: 'First and foremost, we always
finish off our own tigers. Always. Secondly,
when two of us have a bet, only one checks
up-the other takes his word, always. Thirdly, we never say "I don't know"; we always
say instead, 'Til find out." That's because we
take our professional responsibilities very,
very, seriously.'2 It is a code of honour primarily in which Trilling's 'morality of inertia' has no rationale. Its morality .is active,
nurtured by abundant self-reliance tempered with trust in comrades. It is essentially
a secular code of conduct in which daring
is the deed, and cowardice the irredeemable sin. Malgonkar is perhaps deliberate
in suggesting the elastic-rigid temper of the
code. I think what he means by this apparent
paradox is that the'code, which by its nature
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is a set of a p1'iori norms of behaviour, pre- Besides, the code is not communal, and
sents to the individual an opportunity of · Kiran remembers the traumatic Indian paltiadaptation to its requirements. It endows tion when he and Abdul Jamal fought
the individual with an empirical incentive unitedly against the neurotic outburst of
to explore 'the heart of darkness.' In the final violence. In a flashback he recalls the gory
analysis, however, if he fails to educate him- scenes: 'What stood out magnificently
self on the intrinsic value of the code, then secu.re in that holocaust was the fact that
he violates it. The elastic-rigid quality pre- although they belonged to the two opposing
suppose a blend of freedom and discipline. communities crazed with vengeance and
The code is essentially a study in attitudes, thirsting for blood, he and Abdul had been
and not a defense of any particular culture able to work together in the closest accord,
shaped by the Mediterranean or the Ganges. their loyalties to each other absolutely unIt is, therefore, difficult to believe that the ruptured by that incessant strain' ( p. 231).
Distant Drum is an 'E pitaph'3 for the British
It is on account of the natural toughness
Indian anny, or that it abounds in \mblink- in the code that Kiran is allergic to Arvind
ing Anglophilia. 4 Kiran Garud, in his adula- Kumar: 'Handsome in a large, somewhat
tion of the British officers, can also question glossy way, he exuded the kind of prosperity
the demeanour of Colonel Manners who is that goes with gold cigarette cases and selfintemperate in his indictment of the Indian winding wristwatches. Kiran was sure that
national leaders. If the Indian officers like he wore pure silk underwear' ( p. 92 ). The
Colonel Kamala Kant, a meretricious patriot, 'sma1t set' of Bombay epitomized by Arvind,
and Major Rawal Singh, an egregious name- employs ill-digested phrases from the Ti1ne
dropper, are deficient in the code values, magazine and leads an inauthentic life.
the malady is individual and not national. Kiran is further exasperated by the bureauKamala Kant is a moral prig, and the W est- cracy in the Army Directorate which is
ern dance and music are an affront to him. merely a fiat of routine and obstructionism.
He believes that 'to teach a woman to dance The top brass in the army is as susceptible
is to encourage her to be immoral' ( p. 68) , to pressures as the civil servants, and when
and his sense of nationalism lies in liquidat- Sonal gets rum transferred to salvage his
ing the club, and in effacing the old names daughter, Kiran puts forth his point of view
of roads and buildings . At the same time, most unequivocally:
there is Sarda Nath, the young officer who
I am a career officer. To me the army, the
joins the regiment the day Kiran hands over
profession itself, is a great thing, althe command to Kamala Kant. Every
though
in your sense of values it may
Indian officer is not sloppy, and here is
rank
vvith
the lowest forms of life .... And
Kiran's ardent admiration for the young
I am prepared to go along with you
Indian subaltem:
only for one reason : because I cannot
afford to risk my professional future
The young man got up and stood to attenand to a career officer like me it is an
tion. He was spare and wiry and of
medium height; close-cropped and sununfortunate thing to clash with people of
bumt and bright-eyed. He looked eager
your influence ... . My career to me is
but not in the least nervous. He might
more important than anything elsejust easily have come out of Sandhurst or
more important than your daughter
West Point as from Dehra Dun. He was
(p. 207).
typical of the post-war military officer;
the type that would provide the back- This intense professional involvement and
bone of the Indian Army in the years to the courage to call a spade a spade are the
consequences of his irntiation into the code.
come ( p. 76 ) .
Kiran joined the Satpura regiment in 1938
There is little 'anglophilia' in this restrain- and, though the present action in the novel
ed appreciation of a young Indian officer. covers only seven months, the total span of
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action and reminiscence is of eleven years.
The next novel, Combat of Shadows
covers the period between 1938 and 1940.
Malgonkar seems to uphold the values of the
code as much through an act of allegiance
as through an act of betrayal. If Kiran assimihtes its spirit into his pattern of life, Henry
Winton in this novel totally negates it in
his activities as a tea-planter. Whereas the
reader admires Kiran for his upright conduct, he is somewhat appalled by Henry's
utter disregard of the values of personal
integrity. If valour alone were to constitute
the code, even then Henry would have failed as a code hero. It is both daring and
decency that underscore the essential thrust
of the code. Since the code transcends the
realm of prejudice, the epigraph acquires a
piquant relevance: 'Desire and Aversion are
opposite shadows. Those who allow themselves to be overcome by their struggle cannot rise to a knowledge of reality.' Henry's
knowledge of reality is warped by his devotion to the Brindian Tea Company with
utter distrust of the Indians, and his fondness for Ruby Miranda is counteracted by
absolui:e suspicion of the Anglo-Indians.
Amur believes that Combat's theme is
the 'Englishman's moral disintegration and
death on the Indian soil',5 and calls the novel
Malgonkar's own criticism on Distant Drum,
because public school education is of little
help to Henry in the 'complex human situation in which he finds himsel£'. 6 It is difficult to share his observation that the code is
only an extension of the British public
school spirit. Had it been just that, even
Kiran would have found it irksome to respond to its demands. Whether the school
is British or Indian, the purpose of education everywhere, in a public or in a statesubsidized school, is to inculcate the values
of 'gentlemanliness'. Despite his public
school training in England, Henry had
drifted and bungled. He comes to India in
pursuit of success at the expense of moral
scruples, for that is the pervasive policy of
the Resident Director: 'We don't grow
morals in the tea district, Henry; we grow
tea. And whatever is conducive to the growth

of tea, we foster. To us here it is a simple
matter of hard, business arithmetic.' 7 On
the elephant hunt, Henry leaves behind
Kistu Lal to die, and later sends Eddie
Trevor, his rival, to face the one-tusker with
dead cartridges. He rationalizes his cowardice by distorting the incident of his retreat:
'Failure was untr.tinkable; it was the abyss,
dark and bottomless. The slackening of the
moral fibre, on the other hand, was something that his system was getting used to'
( p. 90). This instinct of mere survival with
an atrophied moral sense violates the spirit
of the Satpura code.
In The Princes, the Satpura code forms
the texture of animating beliefs .in Hiroji
as well as Abhayaraj. The aesthetic distance
between Abhayaraj, the narrator-hero; and
Hiroji, his father, is at times enlarged to
oifer incisive comments on the degeneration
of the erstwhile princely state of Begwad,
and at times shortened to suggest the identical perception between the father and the
son. Although Malgonkar seems to be subtly
critical of the feudal order, he somehow
manages to evince his admiration for those
qualities of the ruler which f01m the essentials of the Satpura code. About the political anachronism of princely states, for instance, he vvrites: 'They were like ripe mangoes in late May, all ready to fall, and some
v.rere downright rotten. All it needed was
for someone to come and give the tree a
shaking. They would all drop off-good and
rotten alike.' 8, 'The treasures of the Bedars
had been put together as the result of five
generations of plunder, things taken from
their rightful owners by force, by the killing
of men and the capture of their women' ( p.
255). Counterpointed to this castigation of
the feudal set-up are the assertions of the
ruler which underscore his proximity to the
spirit of the code. When he publicly whips
Kanak Chand for cribbing the essay and
winning the medal, he proclaims his preferences: 'In my sense of values, perhaps
old-fashioned, the basic human virtues have
a far higher place than mere learning or
wealth or position. Truth, honesty, faith in

God and above all, loyalty, add up to far
more than the gaining of worldly reward'
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p. 70). Again, when Abhayaraj criticizes him
for keeping the people in the state ignorant
and economically backward, Hiroji replies:
'We may not give our people prosperity, but
we give them roots, perhaps happiness; a
cause to live and die for' ( p. 94). In these
two statements the assortment of values like
truth, honesty, loyalty and belonging, however incredible in the advocate of the 'third
force', opposed to the merger of the states
in the Indian Union, characterizes the Satpura code. A spirit of bravado in the face of
hazards centralizes the code, and Hiroji displays it impressively when he rides alone
to the administrative building and hoists the
state flag. His death is again evidence of
his desperate courage when he faces the
tiger to be killed, and earlier accepts his
position with a sense of resignation: 'When
God fails to provide for you, then he is giving the signal of retreat' ( p. 265); or when
'the sky itself begins to tear, it is futile to
attempt to patch it' ( p. 284). This heroism,
both of an active and a passive nature, is an
article of the code that forms almost the
motto of the school Abhayaraj joins. Ludlow, the headmaster, explains to him the
spirit of the motto which means that one
should never admit defeat; one should be
a gentleman, believe in equality, abhor
snobbery and resolve the differences in the
boxing ring. He sums up the spirit of this
motto in these words: 'The way a man takes
his loss is the measure of his Manliness' ( p.
101). It is owing to the pull of the code,
and its special hold on Malgonkar's imagination, that Abhayaraj joins the army, and is
attached to the Satpura regiment at Raniwada. It is during the war at the Burma
front that the narrator-hero discover the
code qualities in Tomy Sykes, his adjutant
and rival in love, and finds both him and
his father subscribing to the Satpura code:
'Now that I think of them together, they
seemed to share a number of traits; disdain
for danger, a capacity for coolness under
stress, an unfailing readiness to take responsibility, and above all, a stubborn, almost stupid refusal to bend under pressure'
( p. 198). The comment is significant, for
the narrator-hero transcends his differences
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with his father, and his latent jealousy for
Sykes whom Minnie seems to prefer to him.
One of the clauses of the Satpura code is
that you always finish your tigers, and
Abhayaraj warns Kanak Chand against
humiliating his father: 'But if you make my
father suffer any public dishonour, I shall
flog you. This I swear' ( p. 276), and he
actually carries out his threat. The culmination of the Satpura code lies in Hiroji's brave
declaration not to give in to the political
manoeuvrings in the state: at least 'it will
be said we went down with all our guns
firing' (p. 284). In projecting the heroic
dimensions of the ruler, Malgonkar's novel
is not to be construed as an elegy on the
old order, but a selective defense of those
individual virtues that embody the Satpura
spirit.
IN A Bend in the Ganges, Malgonkar seems
to be concerned with a critique of
violence and non-violence as the two alternatives in the philosophy of life. Perhaps
this is his first novel in which the transformation of attitude figures as a concomitant
of experience. This can be easily borne out
when we fail to perceive any meaningful
change in the earlier protagonists. That only
shows that Malgonkar was not prepared in
the earlier novels for any experiment in the
development of personality. In this novel,
for the first time, he delineates the gradual
shift in the stance of two major characters.
Gian Talwar begins as a staunch believer
in the Gandhian philosophy of non-violence,
whereas Debi Dayal is a champion of
ten:orism. Instead of the linear depiction of
the code-protagonists, as is done in the
earlier works, Malgonkar seeks to render
here the paradoxes of experience, the rigorous conflict between certain pious and
passionate beliefs, and the exigencies of
actual experience. Kiran Garud, Henry Winton, and Abhayaraj evince predictable responses in the three novels, since their growth
is only horizontal. That shows the relevance
of the comment that in Malgonkar's novels
there is 'no real conflict'. 9 In this novel, however, the position is different: the beliefs of
the major characters, their point of view
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towards the Gandhian credo, are rudely
tested in the crucible of events. It is as a
result of tlus critical re-examination of the
initial postulates that Debi, the initial
doubter, shows an inward growth, and tllls
eventual inwardness is a direct consequence
of a tempestuous crisis, of an intense conflict that ba:ffies hin1 and Gian throughout
the novel. Apparently, A Bend is a different
species, for the Satpura code is hardly highlighted. But on a closer look we find that
the entire discussion of the value of integrity
is an implicit recognition of the Satpura
code, especially when it stipulates a cool
and conscious control of nerves. Whereas
this quality of heroic self-reliance contributes to the outer development in K.iran and
Abhayaraj, it leads to the inward illumination in Debi, and his deliberate renunciation of the strategy of violence. Ludlow had
told Abhayaraj that the test of manliness
lay in not bending under pressure: in A
Bend, Debi is the only character who seems
to embody this ideal. He is horrified by the
enormity of communal venom in Shafi, of
self-degradation in tl1e Brigadier of the
Indian National Army, and of the tactics of
survival in Gian Talwar. vVith a sensitive
perception he soon realizes that he is besieged either by fierce barbarians, or by
inveterate sycophants: 'He wonders whether all the exposure to what Gandhi had
described as man's inhumanity to man had
converted him to his doctrine of nonviolence? Or was it just his feeling of revulsion against his fellow-Indians, men like
Shafi, tl1e Brigadier and Gian Talwar, that
had made his spirit curdle?'10 The outer setbacks fail to denude Debi's inner core: he
does not squeal even when flogged by Mulligan in the Cellular Jail, and maintains his
dignity even before Yamaki, the Japanese
Commander. His rare act of daring lies in
picking up Mumtaz from the brothel in the
midst of violence and dying while attempting to cross the border. It is Gian who survives in the end, but he fails to evoke the
reader's admiration, for his core is fragile,
bending before every pressure. Mere survival is not a commended value in the
Satpura code, nor is mere death, but in the

case of Debi it acquires significance, for he
transcends the narrow calculations of gross
self-preservation.
It is the spirit of triumph over survival,
and involvement in the higher tem1s of life
that determine the Satpura stature of Nana
Sahib, the narrator-hero in Malgonkar's
historical novel, The Devil's Wind. Nana is
the central character in the 1857 revolt
against British supremacy over India. He
recounts the events that precipitated the
revolt, and had he sought uncritical acclaim
for his own performance, Malgonkar could
have been accused of creative chauvinism.
The narrator, however, keeps both the eyes
open, and comments on the catastrophe with
a sense of depth and balance. Western
historians dub him as a 'monster,' and hold
him responsible for the gory spectacles of
butchery in the war between the East India
Company and the Indian rulers. Malgonkar
definitely has done his home work well, and
unfolds a grim chapter of Indian history
with a sense of perspective. Nana relates
the story of his adoption, and sounds as
critical of the decadence of the Maratha
rulers as he is of the Dalhousie Doctrine of
Lapse. He is friendly with the British and,
though a Brahmin and a vegetarian, his
hous e in Bithoor is a place of festivities for
the British officers and their families. He is
divided between his loyalty to a moral
cause-the driving out of the militant traders
from the Indian soil-and Ius social decency
in protecting the women and children of the
enemy. D espite startling distortions of his
character in the British chronicles, Nana remains till the end a believer in basic human
values. About his conviction in the cause of
liberation he says:
I am not making up excuses. Lest my
motives be misunderstood, let me make
it clear that even at the time, I was, as I
am now, wholly convinced that we were
morally right. Ours was going to be an
uprising against oppression, an attempt
to drive out the men who had come to
our shores in the garb of traders, to buy
and sell, and then, like some Arabian
Nights pirates, taken out th~ weapons
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concealed in their cloaks and turned upon
their hosts and made them slaves.n

but at the same time you have no enemy
more determined than myself. So long as I
live I shall fight' (p. 267). This is the culmination of the Satpura code, which is further
refined by Nana's belief that hatred 'should
not be passed from father to son' ( p. 192 ) .
This is the comment he makes when he is
told that one of his lieutenants had resolved
to wreak vengeance upon General Neill
through his young son. The Satpura code
enjoins upon the protagonist to transcend
pettiness and hatred, and conduct himself
both in love and war with grace and magnanimity. It is this spirit that makes Nana
suffer defeat and ignominy with abundant
fortitude. Pressures seek to bend him, hut
he remains till the end an 'undefeated loser'.

He is deeply incensed at the imposition of
terms by 'unlettered British tradesm en' on
the Indian grandees and intellectuals, and
calls it 'the uprooting of a civilization' ( p.
108 ). At the same time, when Wheeler requests him to remove the B1itish families to
Bithoor, Nana reflects: 'Could I now stand
by and watch the men and women who had
sung and danced and laughed in my house
slaughtered by howling mobs? They had
done no harm to me, or indeed to India.
Why should they have to be sacrificed for
dl the wrongs piled up by the East India
Company over a hundred years?' (p. 115 ).
Engulfed in this whirlpool of divisive puJls,
he wants to be the 'voice of reason~ in a
foregoing discussion of the Satpura
world of prejudice and hatred. But eventually he is distrusted by his British friends,
code would remain incomplete without
though even then the idea of a massacre is an analysis of those characters whom Malunacceptable to him. When his advisers like gonkar conceives as a foil to the code heroes.
Tantya To pi, Azim and J ala Prasad tell him Lala Vishnu Datt in Distant Drum, Jugal
to destroy the B1itish occupants in the En- Kishore in Combat of Shadows, Kanak
trenchment, he is deeply distressed. When Chand in The Princes, even Gian Talwar in
the 'Devil's Wind' breaks out, Nana A Bend in tl'D8 Ganges, particularly during
bemoans the 'historic blight' b etween the his stay in the Andamans, and Nanak Chand
Hindus and the Moslems, and holds some and Todd in Th e Devil's Mind are some of
of the Indian rulers responsible for the de- the anti-code characters. They could be
feat: the British soldiers 'could not have classi:S.ed as a bunch of political Uriah
moved a mile if the Indians had withheld Heeps. The first in the category is an unhelp, for their baggage was transported by couth, semi-educated politician who is keen
Indian coolies, their guns dragged by com- to grab power and build up his. private emmandeered bullocks, their boats manned by pire of influence. Vishnu Datt is the ChairIndian boatmen; their cooks, water-carriers, man of the District Congress Conunittee in
sweepers and bootblacks and grooms were Raniwada, and wants a new shamiana for
Indian. . . . What had happened to my the reception of the visiting political dignicountrymen that they were helping them tary. Jugal Kishore is a.-1' unscrupulous eminstead of hindering them?' ( p. 169). The ployee in the Brindian tea estate who joins
fight is between the robber and the house- the Congress for personal advancement, and
holder, though the robber is more disciplin- as a minister can be silenced with bribes.
ed and militarily stronger. Even as a hound- Kanak Chand joins the Praja Mandai to
ed criminal, he rescues Elizabeth Wheeler settle his old scores with the ruler. He is
from the jaws of death, and crosses the fond of liquor as of prohibition as a policy.
border to Nepal. He is further humiliated Gian Talwar is not a politician, but a zealous
by Balbhadra Singh who robs him of his approver of the jail tyranny in the Anda- .
wife and diamonds. In this predicament of mans. To win the confidence of the jailor he
total defencelessness, however, Nana main- can spy on the fellow-prisoners, and intertains his equanimity, and sends out an open pret letters for a low personal satisfaction.
letter to Queen Victoria : 'All I want you to Beside the politician, another anti-code chaunderstand is that I am not a murderer . .. racter is a clumsy, inefficient army officer-be
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it Rawal Singh or the Brigadier. Both are
despicable, for they have risen through
sycophancy and connections. Todd is a
Eurasian who thinks that his personal prospects would be brighter under the British,
and therefore acts as a conduit of sensitive
information between Bajirao and the Company officials. Nanak Chand is a traitor
again for personal ends which are qualitatively the most reprehensible ones. In all
these anti-code characters, there is little
decency and no conviction. They are expedient go-getters who can hardly distinguish between slavery and freedom, or between conscience a~d success. 'flley have
declarei:l a moratorium on their sensitivity,
and their sense of discrimination is totaily
blunted. The demeanour is repulsive, their
intelligence is strictly motive-oriented, and
their entire attitude is determined by opportunism. They are manipulative in intention,
and abhorrent in appearance. In other
words, physically and morally they are
plain cowards.
It is as a contras t to these Lilliputians
that the qualities of the Satpura code are
dramatically presented. It is inevitable that
any reference to a code hero should remind
us of the code heroes in Hemingway. To
equate the two codes, however, would be
contrived parallelism. The scope of this
paper will not permit any elaborate analysis of the Hemingway code, but it is possible
to suggest that the heroes in Hemingway
refuse to be defeated, for they strongly
believe that 'man can be destroyed but not
clefeated.' 12 At the same time, their outer
prowess and their inner fears remain
mutually antagonistic. They definitely show
'grace under pressure', and firmly subscribe
to the discipline of nerves and the virtues
of moral victories. But the 'wound' opens
out at night, or in the solitary room when
they sob like infants. 'Never be daunted in
public'13 is Bill's advice to Jake, and even
Frederick Henry believes that, despite one's
courage and valour, in the end one loses all,
and the 'winner take nothing'. Mostly
H emingway heroes are men on the stilts;
they look very imposing and p erform well,
but once the stilts are removed, they become
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scarcely recognizable. Their tight lips and
scowls are an apparatus of survival in a
world that 'kills the very good and the very
gentle and the very brave impartially'. 14
After this strenuous exercise they feel undone and usually break down. In other
words, the Hemingway code and the Malgonkar code operate at different levels of
intensity, although both slTess the value of
individual dignity. As compared to the Satpura code, the code of Manuel Garcia, 'the
undefeated' perhaps occupies a higher
plateau, but it is the one that sometimes
erupts: the edifice is higher, but the roof
can leak. Relatively speaking, the Satpura
protagonists do not suffer from schizophrenia, nor do they tend to look spectacUlar
with masks. Inwardly, they are better organized, and outwardly they look more composed and natural.
The Satpura code is not a set of static
formulations, although in the beginning it
seems to be a mere regimental affair. Malgonkar's creative imagination seeks to
assault its aloofness with a view to confirming its wider validity. What starts as an exclusive school of conduct gradually expands
its scope to examine the life-styles of even
the non-combatants. That is the impression
the reader forms after surveying the entire
corpus of Malgonkar's writing. In the beginning, the code is somewhat starchy, restricted to the rituals of a coterie, and is rarely
more than a manual of the rules of conduct.
Later, its ambience is enlarged and made
complex and through the interiorization of
action, its relevance to the variety of experience is stressed. In Distant Drum, the
mechanics of the code are introduced· in
Combat of Shadows, the banality of a ~on
code character is suggestively rendered; in
The Princes, it is further elaborated; in A
Bend in the Ganges, it is critically assessed;
and in The Devil's Wind, its quintessence
is. dramatized. In the various stages of treatment, the Satpura code gathers mass, and
adds a dimension of depth to its essentially
action-oriented temper. Like some of his
heroes, Malgonkar prefers the plain territory of familiar romantic novel to the Burma
debacle of the Joycean intricacies. Like his
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code heroes, he is averse to form without
conviction, for he can vividly distinguish
between a gimmick and a belief. He prefers a square meal of curries and chutneys
to the tickling of taste buds with a

handful of cheese-straws.l 5 The Satpura
code is Malgonkar's offer of an Indian square
meal to an under-nourished reader who has
been nibbling at the cheese-straws of Western virtuosity.
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Comment

1. COMPULSORY STERILIZATION

THE Govermnent of Maharashtra deserves congratulations on its decision to
make sterilization compulsory for men below 55 and women below 45 'who have the
prescribed number of children', the number
to be notified by the government in the official gazette. A bill to this effect was introduced in the State legislative assembly by
Mr K. M. Patil, Minister for Public Health
on 30 March 1976. The only vote against the
minister's request for leave to introduce the
bill was L~at of Mr G. N. Banatwala of the
Muslim League. It may also be mentioned
that Mr Farook Pasha, Deputy Speaker who
was in the chair and overruled Mr Banatwala's objections on constitutional grounds,
is himself a Muslim. And Dr Leon D'Souza,
a Roman Catholic member of the Maharashtra ministry, has expressed his support
to the proposed measure. Of course, as was
to be expected, Dr D'Souza is already being criticised in the Catholic establishment
as having let down his community, and Ivir
Farook Pasha may expect similar criticism
from certain sections of the Muslim community.
The bill provides for special cases to be
certified for exemption from the operation
of the law on medical grounds. There is also
provision for the restoration of reproductive
capacity in cases where all the children
have died, where all male or all female
children have died, and where one or more
children are suffering from a fatal illness.
The hill has now been referred to a select
committee.
The object of the bill is clear. If the population of India, which is currently estimated
at 600 million, were to continue growing at
the present rate it would touch the 1,000
million mark by the turn of the century.
India is not rich enough in natural resources
to maintain such a huge population even at a
subsistence level. Cultivable land is scarce
and only about 20 per cent of it is under

irrigation. In Maharashtra, this proportion
is less than nine per cent.
The Indian peasant is industrious and
willing to take calculated risks. But in the
absence of an assured water supply, good
seeds and adequate manure or fertilizer he
is not in a position to produce enough to
feed an ever-growing population. Even if
the Union and State Governments decide
to pay much greater attention to agriculture
than they have so far done, the inputs required are of such staggering magnitudes
that to expect ea!ly results on an appreciable scale would be wishful thinking. To
take only one example, the investment required to carry out a nationwide programme
of w2ter consenration would alone amount
to Rs. 50,000 over the next few years. Some
idea of the potentialities as well as difficulties of such a programme can be gained
from Mr B. B. Vohra's article, 'A Policy for
Water' published in this journal exactly a
year ago (Quest 94, March-April 1975). Mr
Vohra is a senior officer in the Union ministry of agriculture whose soft exterior hides
a world of knowledge and wisdom. Not only
the Government of India but others too
would do well to listen to his advice, which
apparently has so far gone unheeded.
Even if programmes of water and soil
conservation and other measures to bring
about a steady significant increase in agricultural productivity and production were
immediately to be adopted on a massive
scale, it would take years before they yielded
full results. In the meantime, the .growth
rate of population has to be checked and
ultimately brought down to zero if all our
developmental efforts are not to end up in
smoke. This can only be done by the government in co-operation with the people.
For too long has it treated the population
problem in a cavalier spirit for a variety of
reasons. The hold of traditional attitudes
shaped over centuries when the laud-man
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ratio was incomparably more favourable
than now, combined with the Marxist dogma
that all the ills a society suffers from stem
mainly, if not exclusively, from private property, made policy-makers in India neglect
this problem. It is something to be grateful
for that they have now woken up to its
crucial :importance for the future of this
land.
It is not surprising that the Communists
are not happy over the bill. CPI members
of the Maharashtra legislative assembly
abstained from voting on Mr Patil's motion,
while those of the fellow-travelling Peasants
and Workers Party remained absent from
the house. Nor is this the first time that
Marxist obscurantism has made common
cause with its Islamic counterpart in India.
All that now remains for Mr S. A. Dange
to do is to send a message of sympathy to
Valerian Cardinal Gracias, whose followers,
like those of the Muslim League, have
reacted in a predictably sharp manner to
the proposed law.
The Catholic church and the Muslim
League both object to family planning on
religious grounds and, in the process,
strengthen the case for a total de-institutionalization of religion. For, after all, religion is as much a secular, this-worldly activity as politics, economic planning, education, science or the arts. No one has, for
instance, brought forward a shred of evidence that would stand critical scrutiny to
show ( i) that the other world as understood by religion really exists, and ( ii) that
even if it does in fact exist, its inhabitants
profess any particular religion. On the contrary, all critical studies in the history of
religion have unambiguously demonstrated
that every single scripture is a product of
human, all too human, thought and imagination and that all claims to its divine revelation' are based on legend, credulity or plain
fabrication. The mere fact that the so-called
holy books of every religion contain so
many contradictions and, worse yet, statements offensive to good taste or the moral
sense of the modern man is enough to suggest that they are the works of men who
could only reflect the culture and mores of
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their own age. There is no moral m intellectual reason why they should be treated
differently from the works of other great
men of the past such as Plato, Aristotle,
Epicureus, Kalidas, Sushrut or Charvak. To
claim instead, in the name of a religion
based on such scriptures, exemption from
the purview of a law that seeks to combat
the poverty and degradation of an overwhelming majority of the Indian people is,
to put it mildly, to betray a lack of human
sympathy. But this need not cause surprise;
history is replete with examples of persecution, cruelty, murder and even massacre in
the name of religion by the self-appointed
spokesmen
God.

of

THIS is not all. Two further questions
demand answers in this connection.
Granting that the scriptures are divinely
inspired, do they really prohibit family
planning? The ulama and the Catholic
church may be able to mislead their ignorant
followers by talking in the name of the
Quran and the Bible. But no one who has
studied these books with some care can fail
to notice that what is asserted on their
authority is, like the report of Mark Twain's
death, slightly exaggerated. Thus the Old
Testament only asks the believers to 'go forth
and multiply' but says nothing about the
limit to which the process of multiplication
is to be carried. Nor, apparently, does the
Roman church interpret this exhortation to
mean unlimited progeny, for otherwise it
would not have recommended the so-called
rhythm method as an acceptable alternative
to what it condemns as 'artificial' means of
birth control. And speaking of 'artificial'
means, does not the church permit the faithful to use other equally artificial means such
as synthetic fibres, anti-biotic medicines and
jet airplanes?
·
Nor are the ulama on firmer ground; if
anything, their case is weaker still. For there
is a hadis of the Prophet which, unlike the
Old Testament, explicitly sanctions recourse to coitus interruptus, the only method
:known in his time for preventing an unwanted pregnancy. Mr Zohurul Hoque's
article, 'Religion of Islam and Family Plan-
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ning' published in Secularist 10 (November
1971) adduces enough evidence to suggest
that Mr Banatwala does not know his Islam.
Othe1wise, and this is more likely, he is
seeking to make political capital for the
Muslim League in preparation for the next
general election-whenever it comes.
The other question raised by the Muslim
League and the Catholic church is that of
human rights. It is argued that the proposed
law would violate the 'sanctity of the family'
and the 'privacy of the bed-room'. Ignoring
the rhetoric, it is important that the issue
of human rights in this context should be
resolved to the satisfaction of well-meaning
citizens.
The Constitution of India lists the fundamental rights of the citizens, all of which
stand suspended today in the name of the
'security of India', which, according to the
Government, is threatened by 'internal disturbance'. The Catholic church and the
Muslim League have both supported the
proclamation of Emergency and the powers
assumed under it by the Union and State
govemments. It ill behoves them now to
raise a hue and cry in the name of human
rights just because their religious veto on
social and economic progress is no longer
effective.
But regardless of the Emergency and the
support lent to it by the Muslims and the
Roman Catholics, it is still necessary to
examine their charge regarding the threat
to human rights. Two considerations would
seem relevant in this context. First, Art.
25( 2b) clearly subordinates religious rights
-'freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion'to the requirements of 'providing for social
welfare and reform .. .'. It would be an
extraordinarily 'religious' person who denied
that a drastic restriction on the breeding
propensities of the Indian people would be
highly conducive to their welfare. There-
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fore, even without the extraordinary powers
that the proclamation of Emergency and
the legislation passed after it have given to
the Government, it would have been perfectly constitutional for it to pass the law
it now proposes to do. The Muslim League
leadership is too much a prisoner of the past
to understand the Constitution, but the
Catholic church is shrewd enough to see
that constitutional arguments would not
avail in the present case. Perhaps that is
why the memorandum submitted by Cardinal Gracias to the Chief Minister of Maharashtra talks of the 'divine law' in a man's
heart!
The Cardinal apparently forgets that
India is a secular state which is governed
by man-made laws, not 'divine' laws which
can only be known and interpreted by the
Pope. And as to 'divine' laws, would it not
be more appropriate for the church first to
convince the Catholics themselves before
expecting non-Catholics to listen to it? But
the fact is that a Catholic country like Italy
has in recent times passed laws in crass
violation of the teaching of the church.
Another Catholic country (France) has for
some years been showing a declining reproduction rate. And Frenchmen are not
particularly well known for their adherence
to the rhythm method!
Shorn of emotional wappings, the issue
is really simple and may be formulated thus:
If the citizen expects the state to accept the
responsibility for his material well-being,
'is he not expected to accept certain obligations in return? Can a welfare state be reared on the foundation of a continually exploding population volcano? And does the
essence of religious or secular freedom consist in a licence to produce an unlimited
number of children? Mr Banatwala and
Cardinal Gracias, whose weekly recently gave an editorial 'Salute to Banatwala',
may well ponder -these questions.

2. THE WISDOM OF THE ACHARYAS
statement on the current situation in
T HE
India (Quest 99) issued by the Acharya
Sammelan which met at Paunar in January

last is, like the curate's egg, good in parts.
Its advice to the Government of India to
revoke the proclamation of Emergency,
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release the thousands of political detenus
(whose commitment to peaceful means is
beyond question), lift censorship and restore the democratic liberties of the people
is unexceptionable. It would be endorsed
by all who have not sold their souls for a
mess of pottage and has indeed been endorsed at a number of meetings in Bombay,
Pune, Aurangabad and Nasik, to mention
only those about which this writer has firsthand reports. It would also be endorsed by
many in the ruling party itself, though they
dare not express their views except in strict
privacy for fear of falling from grace.
However, was it necessary for the
Acharyas to mix up immediate issues with
long-term problems? True, economic planning needs to be reorientated to meet the
basic needs of the millions instead of catering to the comforts and luxuries of the privileged few. Equally, organized groups such
as those of workers, teachers and students,
besides political p arties and businessmen,
have each to evolve and abide by an agreed
code of conduct if democracy is not to degenerate into a licence to hold society to
ransom. But these and similar other issues
dwelt upon in the Acharyas' statement are
of a different order from the situation created by the proclamation of Emergency. They
can be satisfactorily resolved only by steady
and patient work over a number of years
by groups of dedicated men and women
working in different spheres of national life.
Moreover, some of them, such as the formulation of the right kind of strategy for
economic development w-ith distributive
justice, also need considerable experimentation and hard thinking in the light of the
experience of other developing as well as
economically advanced countries. For instance, it would be difficult even for experts
to provide a ready answer to the question
how to reconcile the imperatives of capital
formation with those of ensuring, in a
reasonable period of time, a minimum
standard of livinP" to a population of 600
million nearly half of whom live below the
poverty line. The difficulty is compounded
by the fact that not only is India inadequate-
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ly endowed with natural resources, it also
suffers from a number of serious social and
cultural handicaps which go against rapid
economic growth and the development of a
democratic ethos.
The Acharyas also venture into territory
where philosophers and scientists would
hesitate to enter. 'They debunk science as
'lacking in direction' and recommend a
'synthesis of science and spiritual values'
without defining anywhere what 'spilitual
values', as distinct from ordinary ethical
values, could possibly be. Similarly, they
talk of the need to amend the Constitution
with a view, among other things, to including in it the 'fundamental duties' of the
citizen. This is a crazy way of looking at the
Constitution. The Constitution of a democratic country is, essentially, a statement of
( i) the citizen's iights, and ( ii ) the structure of the state with a clear definition of
the powers and responsibilities of its different organs. The duties of the citizen are
implicitly defined by the civil and criminal
codes, which prescribe penalties for specific
offences against the law. Rights and duties,
thus, are both legal concepts insofar as they
have a bearing on the Constitution. The
Acharyas seem to have confused legal with
moral concepts.
Perhaps this is not an accident. Acharya
Vinoba Bhave, at whose instance the
Sammelan was called and under whose
guidance its deliberations took place, simultaneously lives in two worlds-the world of
secular happenings such as planning, education, agitations and the Emergency, on
the one hand, and the world of Vedanta in
which everything is bliss, on the other. The
Acharyas probably could not resist the
temptation-or the moral pressure?-to yield
to the saint in their search for a consensus.
Perhaps that was a price that had to be paid
for a larger cause. Even then, it would be
well to remember that the consensus was
secured at the cost of clarity and-as the
reference to family planning by self-restraint
would suggest-intellectual integrity.
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Notes

I. IN DEFENCE OF PULP LITERATURE
AS Indo-Anglian literature approaches a This Summer? Her lead is being accepted,
hundred and fifty years of its existence and the problems of the individual are
one finds it losing its self-consciousness. receiving more attention in recent fiction.
Self-consciousness is inevitable in any exThe second factor is of equal literary and
pression of a native s'ensibility in a non- historical importance. The growth of a
native language. As a result, its practitioners lower level of literature implies that books
had to justify their use of it against the well- cease to be the preserve of the upper or
reasoned attacks of their critics. This phase upper middle and educated classes. It imis now over. Two factors indicate that this plies that other classes are reaching out for
literature is ceasing to be self-conscious. books which will provide them an escape
One is the extension of themes. The second from their humdrum lives. This literature
is a paradox: the growth of what may be performs the same function as the muchcalled a lower level of literature or 'pulp' maligned Hindi film-it provides a cathartic
literature.
release. The parallels with the Hindi film
Novelists till the 'seventies dealt with do not end there. These books work out
three major themes. Writers like Raja Rao situations similar to the Hindi film. BehaviinKanthapura, Narayan in Waiting for the our is patterned on the stereotypes of the
Mahatma and Malgonkar in A Bend in the screen. Sentiment and sentimentality are its
Ganges dealt with the national movement stock in trade. Unreality becomes the reality.
for freedom. Narayan's The Guide, Anand Romanticism is its keynote.
K. A. Abbas's novels written after Inquilab
Lafs The Seasons of Jupiter and Bhabani
Bhattacharva's He Who Rides a Tiger re- ( 1955) fall obviously into this category.
present th~ divergent approaches to the Obviously, because novels like When Night
theme of faith in Indian life. Balachandra Falls, Mera Naam Joker, Maria, Bobby, Boy
Rajan's Too Long in the West epitomizes a Meets Girl are based on the scripts of Hindi
genre that has been highly fruitful: the pro- films which Abbas bas w1itten and 'successblems of adjustment which face a Western- fully' directed.
ized Indian at home. These subjects have a
Another writer associated ' with films,
pan-Indian relevance and they have helped Bunny Reuben, has used the technique of
to give Indo-Anglian literature a distinct the film in You, I and Her. In it a single
personality.
sequence of events is narrated from three
There has been, in the 'seventies, an ex- different points of view. In this novel
tension of these themes as well as an explora- Reuben has not been able to rise above
tion of new ones. Arun Joshi's The Foreigner technical virtuosity as he did so successfully
and Saros Cowasjee's Goodbye to Elsa exa- in his collection of short stories, Monkeys
mine the effects of alienation on sensitive on the Hill of God. The sequence of events,
Indians of mixed heritage. Four recent though retaining a hard realism on the surnovels, notably Dilip Hiro's A Triangular face, has all the qualities of a tear-jerker.
Reuben is one of our better writers who
View, have taken up the plight of the imhas
written a poor book. Another is Sasti
migrant Indian. The subject of inter-communal marriage is attracting writers. The Brata in She and He. Apart from the title,
exploration of the individual consciousness there is similarity in the technique of Brata
is Anita Desai's forte, and she enriches it and Reuben's books. She and He centres
with deeper probing in Where Shall We Go round Zameer, half Arab, half French, and
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Sally. When their affair ends, Zameer receives a manuscript in which chapters by
Sally are followed by blank ones. Zameer
gets the message; he must fill in the empty
pages and thus arrive at an understanding
of himself. TI1is novel has the typical Brata
mark-a variety of sex and lots of it,
psuedo-intellectual posturing and good
writing-but it lacks the seriousness of My
God Died Young or even the honesty of
Confessions of an Indian Lover.
Nergis Dalal could have been a bette~·
writer had she eschewed the cliche and
brought more seriousness to her writing
especially since she has a facile pen. In
Minari she introduces us to the peccadillos
of high society which includes a prince and
the lecherous editor of a successful magazine. In Two Sisters the eternal motif of
jealousy is worked out between twins, one
beautiful, the other not so. The beautiful
one has the good time; the other one the
brains and the last laugh. In The Inner Door
the gullible foreigners who come to India
to seek solace are satirized at the same time
as the fake gums who make money at their
expense. It tells the story of Rahul, a handsome young man who is being trained up
to help his patrons make money in America.
He foils their plans when he begins to
search for answers. The satire recalls Jhabvala, the theme recalls Narayan's The Guide
and Syed Waliullah's Tree Without Roots,
bu.t Nergis Dalal could not escape the snare
of the cliche.
Manohar Malgonkar' s Spy in Amber grew
out of a fih11 script. Ironically, it was one
of India's best novelists who gave respectibility to this branch of literature. Shyam
Dave in The Kumbh Doclwt and Amarjeet
Khullar in Shadow of the Dragon followed
his example. These three novels incorporate
all the elements of the internationally bestselling tlu·iller: a diabolical plan by a powerhunpy organization, person or nation to
gain control of important secrets or possessions; the plan foiled by the skill and
strength of a versatile hero; colourful b ackgrounds; a dash of sex; plenty of suspense
and twists . galore.
Aainir Ali's Assignment in Kashmir rises
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above the level of pulp literature although
it has all the trappings of a popular adventure yarn: guerillas training in the mountains· with the intention of setting up an
Independant Kashmir, an Indian Army
captain assigned to find out the details, gunrnnning by a Swede, the romantic interest
provided by his pretty but unhappy wife,
humanity asserting itself when the Indian
and a Pakistani captain help each other to
escape over a snow-swept pass. The lowbro\v reader may think that the story takes
time to gather momentum. But Assignment
makes pleasant Sunday morning reading
for the high-brow or serious middle-brow
reader because of the author's interest in
history, lmowledge of Himalayan mountaineering;
ornithological
background,
understanding of politieal forces and his
ability to evoke the scenic beauty of
Kashmir.
Mayah Baise in three novels-A Matter of
Mistresses, The Sensuous Saint, and The
Singer-introduces the complications and
characters of the Hindi film. She takes long
to weave the many threads of the sub-plots;
the devices of the cinema help her to unravel them without difficulty. The heroine
of The Singer · belongs to the show world,
and one can imagine how an enterprising
producer would have to fill in the songs and
dances.
The blurb describes Veena N agpal' s
Compulsion as 'the inspiring at times inQredible story of a man's rise to a position
of eminence. The stOiy of Chandu-his
poverty, love, passion, greed and wealth.
T'ne agonies and ecstasies of the unfettered
and undaunted Bina . .. who loves Chandu
but hates his ruthlessness'. It is also described as 'the most uninhibited naked and
powerful novel an Indian woman ever
wrote'.
Sasti Brata's She and H e and the novels
of K. A. Abbas, Nergis Dalal and Mayah
Balse have sold well. The others command
fairly good sales. The demand for tlus literature makes one reflect. Its popularity indicates tl1e spread of English among a larger
number of people. It is clear that tl1is branch
of Indo-Anglian literature does not have any
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social significance. One must not overlook
however th at it has sociological importance.
It mirrors the longings, responses and moral
attitudes of a class of rea ders. Its value to
Indian society is the same as that of any
other form of escapist entertainment; it
lightens the burden of a hard existence. TI1is
body of writing has made Indo-Anglian
literature more broad-based. By taking
litera ture out of the drawing room into the
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street, hy dealing with situations which
give pleasure to many instead of arousing
the interest of a few, by nsing language as
a tool for all purposes instea d of preserving
it as a handle-with-care object for specialized jobs, it has p erformed an important
function. In the process it has helped IndoAnglian literature to lose its self-consciousness, and also to strengthen the claim of
English to be regarded as one of th e languages of India.
MURLI DAS MELWANI

2. NISHANT AND SHYAM BENEGAL
wHEN Penelope Houston declared per.
emptorily in her review of contemporary world cinema, that 'until someone
else comes along to change it, Satyajit Ray's
Bengal will be the cinema's India', few
people would have disputed such a claim.
But this was in 1963, since when the Indian
cinema has come a long way. 'iVe have seen
the stirrings of a serious movement, even
though the hope and enthusiasm it generated is still far from being realised. However,
seeing Shyam Benegal's Nishant today, one
has the feeling that someone has finally
arrived to show to the world the realities
of an India outside the grandly lyrical
universe of Apu and Durga.
Benegal- 'vvith his two films , Ankur and
now Nishant-apart from everything else,
shows a keen observation of Indian life; and
his Andhra village is as much a heritage of
the cinema now, as is Ray's Bengal. Like
Ray, Benegal has a remarkable eye for detail: the silent hand folded unconsciously in
prayer or obeisance, the bitten lip strangulating the pain and sorrow of the heart, the
eyes that weep and look up rather than
burn in anger, the hands rubbing together
in impotent pain'-and this, indeed, is Benegal's forte and his greatest promise. In both
his films , there is a sensitivity in the handling
of his shots that shows hard work and
rigour, qualities which place him a head
above the other young £1m-makers in India
today. For in most of our young directors
there is a tendency to slur over the shots,
to leave th e small thin gs that matter most

to take care of themselves. If Shivendra
Sinha's Phir Bhi- a notable attempt to
chasten Bombay-proved so dilute, for instance, it was largely becanse of an inability
to evoke atmosphere through detail, and the
film finally lacked th e veracity that gives it
depth and significance. The film's truth lies
not znerely in the profundity of its theme,
or the director's professed 'social commitment'; it lies in its ability to be plausible.
From the faint shadow that steals across
the face (remember Shabana in Nishant
shrinking from the daylight the morning
after the rape? ) to the stray, unidentified
figure in the background or even the last
touch of costume or d ecor, the director struggles perpetually with an art form that has
to be brought rigorously under control.
Nishant, for instance, abounds in such
telling details, which are not always obvious
in the first viewing. There is one particular
shot towards the end which is a revealing
example. The aroused villagers rush to the
landlord's house and beat everyone to death.
Blood flows freely, b,u t there is a kind of freedom in it, a letting loose of the pent-up
anger. The wounded schoolteacher gets up
to walk into the house after the storm has
passed. vVe see him walking through the
door, and in the background, in soft focus ,
are the cows of the house, tied to their usual
place. The cows in this familiar posture,
serene and placid, are immensely significant
here. They remind on e of the bovine rustics
before- (there were those recurring shots
of the dull 11ncomprehending faces ) - and
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the stupor from which they have woken to
life and freedom. This is not a symbol, not
half as forced as that. It has all the suggestibility of a brilliantly evoked detail.
something that invests the film with a subtle
depth, a quiet meaning.
When Bergman called the cinema 'the art
of the human face', he was indicating the
dangers of easy abstraction that the filmmaker, with his unlimited powers of expression, is-often prone to. One is reminded
automatically in this context of Kumar
Shahani's Maya Darpan. Those numerous
symbols and images, those shots from 'significant' angles, later prove too dry and lifeless, for Shahani shies away from his actors.
The camera never probes their faces, and
they move like dead pawns on a metaphysical chessboard. Shyam Benegal, however,
shows a meticulous handling of the cast
and his camera never shrinks from the
human face: it catches it in all its subtle and
profound shades of meaning. The portrait
of the elder jagirdar ( Amrish Puri) is drawn
entirely with the sensitive camera that invests it with a psychological verisimilitude
that goes beyond the need for drainatic
action. The hard face, the big, muscular
body which Benegal focuses on so often,
shows the dual emotions the jagirdar
arouses, or for that matter, the whole feudal
order evokes. There is a certain strength, a
toughness of fibre compared to the common
villagers that somehow attracts, though we
are aware of the cruelty beneath it. This
duality of attraction and repulsion, of admiration and terror, is a matter too fine for
words to state. Benegal's camera could not
have probed deeper, or with more feeling
and truth.
The sound track, too, is rich and meaningful, and Benegal uses particularly the
human voice for numerous evocative purposes. The chant of the village woman wailing meaninglessly at the back of Karnad's
lines after the abduction of his wife is a
happy inspiration: besides pointing directly
to the central theme of the film, it ties up
the hero with the approaching villagers,
with the community in the thread of common suffering. Such use of the human voice
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is very effective; a full symphony orchestra
could have done no better.
Another of Benegal's characteristic devices is the apparently ve1y trivial scene,
\Yhich contributes significantly to the crucial
emotional moments in his films. Those who
have seen Nishant will recall the gwwing
sense of elation and anger, or rather the
elation in anger in that little scene of the
bullfight. The two huge black bulls, rippling
with strength, charging at each other, the
men taking delight in this vicarious play of
raw power, the deep-throated shouts of joy
-and all this with the two brothers who
arrive quietly, unnoticed, and stand behind
the hero. They notice him, and go away,
quietly again, and nothing much happens
to further the plot. But the expectant hush,
the feeling of dangling from a precipice,
are effects that are typical; this is the Shyam
Benegal touch.
HOWEVER, in both Ankttr and Nishant,
Shyam Benegal reveals a major drawback, one that he would do well to be aware
of. There is a certain wooliness, a certain
confusion that is betrayed in the looseness
of the structure. Ankur took a long time to
come to the point, as many rightly feel. But
then there was so little attempt in it to go
beyond a story, to explore one central theme
with some amount of consistency. Nishant,
of course, is a much more serious film, and
deserves analysis in depth. There are two
major. thematic threads running through it,
which unfortunately almost nullify and
destroy each other. There is the theme of
rebellion-the larger and the more important one-with the numerous emotional
chords it touches: reverence, anger, fear,
frustration, with a deep, almost religious
regard for things as they are, familiar hues
of Indian life. The director, however,. cannot do full justice to this theme: there is a
growing preoccupation in the latter half of
the film with the developing relationship
between Vishwam, the married brother, the
abductor, and Sushila, the abducted wife of
the school teacher. This theme has interesting possibilities with its numerous contradictions, but it never should have risen
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above a mere su ggestion. With the importance that it finally gets, it almost ruins the
film: the two themes, far from being complementarv, negate each oth er. And the lastminute effort to squeeze in a dose of wishy washv wisdom a bout the futilitv of bloodshed: with this new aspect th at tl1e relationships takes, almost destroys the fin al impact.
It distracts and disappoints; it is a curious
volte face.
However, young directors of today and
tomorrow have plenty to learn from Shyam
Benegal. I-Iis rare faculties of observation

and evoking atmosphere, the unpretentiou sness of his app roach, his choice of subjects
and his rigorou s handling of the cast, place
him at th e vanguard of the new serious
cinema in India today. The hope for such a
cinema lies not in the academic exercises of
Kumar Shah ani, or the mystic ruminations of
Mani Kaul, both with their eyes fixed on the
next year's Cannes festival. Simple, direct,
and meaningful , Shyam Benegal shows
more than mere promise; his two films are
major events in the arid history of Indian
cinema .
S. P . MOHANTY

3. GROWTH: FOR WHOM?
MR C. SUBRAMAN IAM may be accorded the highest prize for salesmanship
on having presented the budget for 1976-77
in such an attractive form. On closer scrutiny, however, one wonders how far it is
going to help accelerate the pace of balanced development.
The Finance Minister said proudly:
' ... honourable members would, I am sure,
be glad to be told straightway that the outlay of Rs. 7,852 crores for 1976-77 represents
an increase of 31.6 per cent over th e allocation for 1975-76. This marks the highest
step-up in development outlays in any one
year since the beginning of the era of planning in our country.'
Against the background of wild inflation,
figures should not mislead anybody into
complacency. In tenns of percentages, the
planned development outlays for 1976-77
would be 11.4 per cent of the national income, which, if it materialises, would be
hardly 0.1 per cent more than that for
1966-67. In the perspective plan presented
at the tim e of the Second Five Year Plan, it
was projected that the development expenditure would reach about 20 per cent
by 1975-76. If the performance over the last
two decades could just reach 50 per cent of
the target, one may say that the present
Finance Minister is not the culprit. But his
party is!
What matters is not the quantum of outlay, but the approach and policies as reflected in it, The developmental effort in our

country should at present aim at reinforcing
agriculture, which is and will continue to
remain the base of our economy. The pattern
of industrialisation should be one of dispersal and be conducive to the evolution of
an appropriate technology. Backward areas
should get priority in the programme of expansion of economic overheads. And ahnve
all, employment opportunities should grow
substantially. For a finance minister, it
should be a matter for serious concern that
the number of registered unemployed had
reached 95.5 lakhs by D ecember 1975, an
all-time high.
!vir Subramaniam is certainly aware of
the great impottance of the rural sector.
Says he: 'As Mahatma Gandhi reminded us
so often, India lives in its villages. This
means that foremost ptiority must continue
to be given to the programmes of agricultural development .. .'With this end in view,
he has decided to arrange for district plans
to be formulated 'with the twin objectives
of productive employment of the available
work-force and of the scientific utilisation
of all our natural resources'. Rs. 15 crore
have been earmarked for this purpose in the
Central budget for 1976-77. It is not possible
to say whether this allocation is adequate
or not, because one wonders what kind of
information is to be collected and collated!
'Vith so many rounds of NSS and two cen~uses plus various special studies undertaken in the fields of rural unemployment.
census of agricultural holdings, of livestock,
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of various river valleys and underground
water potential, it is a sad commentary on
our planning that every finance minister has
to start with a fresh survey and formulation
of plans for the rural sector.
The one problem in th e rural sector Mr
Subramaniam has identified and has decided to tackle is that of fertilizer. One does
not know whose fertile brain it was that
prompted over planners to imagine that the
supply of chemical fertilizer is the crux of
our agrarian problem. Without examining
the experience of so much irrigated land
getting saturated with harmful salts, the
Central government had embarked on largescale investment in the manufach1re of
chemical fertilizer. A plant involving an
investment of Rs. 60 crore is coming up in
Goa, while another Rs. 120 crore-plant near
Mithapur is in progress. Voices of farmers
in the distant villages may not reach the
planners in New Delhi, but they can certainly hear the opinions of eminent scientists
like Dr Sethna that we should rely more on
organic than on chemical fertilizer. Farmers
need guidance and training in preparing
compost manure. Community D evelopment
Projects were devised to promote this line
of activity. During the last two or three
years, almost all the C.D. blocks are forced
to curtail their activities for want of funds.
But the Finance Minister seems to be totally
unaware of this serious sih1ation. Or is it
that the States are not sending adequ ate
feedback information?
The reduction of fertilizer prices announced by the Finance Minister may help the
rich farmers producing cash crops, but the
average farm er is not likely to get any solace
from this measure. His problems, including
that of remunerative support prices, have
been totally ignored in the 1976-77 budget.
During the heyday of Indian planning,
care was taken to provide comparative
figures of developmental outlay in a tabulated fmm . Since the plan holiday, that
practice has been discontinued and the present Finance Minister, pretending to restore
the ethos of planning, does not think it
necessary to restart that practice. So the
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layman, who has only the newspapers to go
by, is forced to prepare his own table, like
the one attempted below, from the verbose
budget speech.
Item

A llocation ·in crores of rnpees
Central State
Sector Sector

Agriculture and allied programmes
Irrigation and flood control
Power
Petroleum and petro-chemicals
Coal
Steel
Transport and communications
Village industries
Social services, etc.
Total, including other items

323
20
129
274
277
402
597
52
173

473
673
1,290

3,347

2,436

It is clear that allocations for agriculture
and allied programmes and for irrigation
and flood control taken together account
for less than 25 per cent of the total outlay.
The allocation for power is certainly substantial; but it is a well-known fact that
hardly 20 per cent of the power generated
is made available for agriculture.
Mr Subramaniam's budget, therefore, is
heavily weighed in favour of industries, and
of heavy industries at that. Perhaps that is
the reason why Moscow has given him a
generous pat on the back. But is this the
right approach? Planning high-sp eed investment in heavy industries, particularly at a
time when established plants are faced
with the problem of evergrowing stocks, is
a certain invitation to crisis. Over-emphasis _
on heavy industries and negligence of consumer goods and village and cottage industries would .worsen the employment situation and aggravate regional imbalances.
But this seems to be the deliberate policy
of the Finance Minister. He has announced
a reduction in excise duties, not on sugar,
oils and soaps but on television sets, refrigerators and cars. All this reflects an oligarchic
fram e of mind which diverts scarce resources towards production that would
cater to the needs of the chosen few. A people's budget indeed !
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Discussion

A THEORY OF AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE

MR PRABHAKAR PADHYE's theory of
aesthetic experience (Quest 98 ), calls
for a serious discussion inasmuch as it is
based on fanciful assumptions. To start with,
Mr Padhye does not believe that 'aesthetic
experience' is 'the experience of beauty'.
Only those who are 'victims' of 'the bewitchment of language' vvould ever speak of 'the
charm of beauty' or of 'the lure of beauty',
argues Padhye with the great vVittgenstein.
' ... the hold of language is such that we
tend to believe that beauty is some kind of
an objective existential entity .. .'Those who
say that 'this picture is beautiful' or 'that
work of art is beautiful' are deluding themselves. The beautiful thing is not a b eau tiful thing at all but a thing only and beauty
resides in the perceiver: to be beautiful is
to be perceived.
Mr Padhye thus doubts the objective
foundation of language as such. He does not
seem to realise that language is the most important element in the cultural system of
man.
Mr Padhye also refuses to give objective
validity to values such as beauty. He argues
saying that 'beauty is an abstract term like
cowness or tableness'. Like all other abs tract
terms, 'beauty' has only 'an abstract existence';' ... it should be noted that a cow does
not carry its cowness in the mam1er of its
horns , or tableness does not proclaim its
existence in the way the flat top of a table
does.'
Now this position, to say the least, is
highly confusing. 'Nhatever exists suo modo
is individual and concrete. There is no such
thing as 'tree' or 'cow' existing as such. \Vhat
I mean by this is that even the so-called con-

crete tenus like 'table' and 'cow' are abstract.
That is the reason why we can predicate
them of as many cows and tables as we
want. 'I have a black cow and a teak-wood
table', 'you have a white cow and an iron
table', and so on. Things are concrete because of the presence of the principle of
individuation (i.e. prime matter) and
intelligible because of their form. What
Mr Padhye confuses is the 'concrete' of grammar with the 'concrete' of philosophy. He
seems to think that because terms like 'table'
and 'cow' are concrete in grammar, they
must be so in philosophy as well. This is a
fallacy of initial predication.
Since 'beauty' is an abstract term like
'cowness' or 'tableness', Padhye argues that
it must possess an abstract existence. However, it is not clear what he means by
'abstract' and 'existence'. Regarding the
'abstract existence' of abstract concepts, he
says that we can either adopt a 'nominalist
point of view' or 'deny it'. I suppose the 'it'
here refers to the nominalist point of view.
He seems to think that there are only two
philosophical positions regarding the meaning of existence, namely, the nominalistic
and the denial of it. In doing this, he betrays
his utter ignorance of what it is to exist.
Evidently, he adopts the nominalist point of
view and allies himself unconsciously with
the conceptualists. As a nominalist he does
not see th at human language is a highly
developed complex symbolic system and
that no symbolic system can survive without
an objective basis, a referent.
Briefly, nominalism holds that since reality
is always individual and particular, we can
know· them objectively only through singular
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representations. The so-called abstract or
universal concepts in the mind are mere
sensible representations or collective names
to which correspond the singular images or
the collective individuals. What ivlr Padhye
forgets is that even though it was a position
dear to such eminent men as Descartes,
Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Stuart
Mill, Condillac, Voltaire, Rousseau, Comte,
\Vittgenstein, Carnap, Dewey, Cohen and
Ayer, still the nominalist position, by equating intellectual concepts with sensory
images, implicitly advocates sensism, materialism and empiricism.
:Mr Padhye makes not only the mistakes
of the nominalists but also those of the conceptualists. Conceptualism holds that we
have universal concepts, but denies that
they are objective. They argue: things arc
always individual and particular, purely
contingent and dissimilar. But still we
we have universal concepts without which
universal knovvledge would be an impossibility. They conclude from this that
the universal concepts must be purely subjective, being form ed, by the a priori laws of
the mind. This was the position taken by
such men as Ockham, Kant and Bergson.
Indeed, f}ll the idealists are conceptualists.
However, lVIr Padhye argues that abstract
concepts like 'cowness', 'tableness' and
'beauty' are 'inferred from the impact of the
cow-making or table-making properties'.
This position once again is quite untenable.
Concepts are formed by the process known
as abstraction. There are three degrees of
abstractions. The physical and mathematical
sciences deal with the world of the first and
second degrees of abstractions. Metaphysics,
which is the queen of all oth er sciences,
deals with th e world of the third degree of
abstraction. Indeed, philosophy deals with
nothing more than abstraction.
Similarly, if beauty is something purely
subjective, why should it be 'inferred from
the impact of the beauty-making properties'
at all? Padhye is convinced that there is a
difference between the 'impact' the cowmaking properties make and that the
beauty-making properties do on the experiencing subject. The impact of the cowQUEST
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rnaking properties he calls 'conceptual' l1u t
the impact of beauty-making properties is
said to be not conceptual.
What is conceptual according to Mr.
Padhye is what can be physically identified
and put to practical use. 'You can put a
coffee pot on the top of a table or you can
milk a cow. But yo u cannot put a coffee
pot on the top of a table in a painting, nor
can you milk a painted cow. Of course, you
can place a pot of coffee on the top of a
sculptured table, but, in the process, you
make it cease to be the piece of sculpture,
that it was', argues Mr Padhye. What he in
fact does here is to separate beauty from
utility-a position highly odious to a critic
like Ananda Coomaraswamy.
Mr Padhye seems to give no aesthetic
value, to the useful arts. Should a beautiful building cease to be as such just because
it is inhabited by humans and animals? Does
the presence of a congregation make a
beautiful cathedral look ugly? Does a piece
of sculpture, say the sculpture depicting the
dance of Shiva, cease to b e a work of art
th e moment someone keeps a glass of milk
on its head? Mr Padhye's answers is a categorical 'yes'. But it is a 'yes' fraught with
stupidity because utility and beauty are not
mutually exclusive categories. For example,
didacticism is something practical. Now the
fact that a poem is didactic does not in the
leas t diminish its aesthetic value as long as
it is done according to the laws of poetic
beauty. No man has yet been a great poet
who is not a great philosopher. Pure poetry
is a contradiction in terms. All great poems
are impure poems. Ideas make poems impure and ideas teach.
Having stated that beauty is something
absolutely subjective, !VIr Padhye goes on to
speak of the 'beauty-making qualities of
things'. In fact, he begs the question when
he says that 'the beauty-making qualities of
a thing yield beauty only when they are
aesthetically apprehended'. If beauty is
something purely subjective, then l\11r
Padhye is not justified in speaking of aesthetic experience being conditioned by the
,object.
Further, is not ~vir Padhye himself guilty
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of the 'bewitchment of language' when he
speaks of the 'aesthetic perception' or of
'the aesthetic viewpoint'? If language is an
illusion, then all the distinctions that we
make will cease to have objectivity. Even if
one is ready to grant that there is a difference
between the aesth etic and non-aesthetic
points of view notwithstanding his subjectivistic assumptions, one is still dismayed at
the way he goes about making this distinction. 'A piece of sculpture becomes sculpture
only when its perception is aesthetic; till
then it is a mere piece of wood or stone or
metal. In order to enjoy it as sculpture you
must look at it from the aesthetic viewpoint.'
Mr Padhye is once again guilty of gross
simplification. He does not make a distinction between natural objects and artifacts.
There is a world of difference between a raw
stone and a piece of stone carved into a
beautiful statue. The raw· stone inhabits
still a non-human \\'oriel. It cannot speak
the human language. But a sculptured stone
or metal or piece of wood is infinitely more
perfect than in its natural condition because it is enabled to live in a human world
by the imaginative sympathy of the artist .
It is a glorious thing for a piece of stone
to be able to live in the world of man just as
it is a glorious thing for man to live in the
world of God. Even as the world of subhuman objects cannot reach the world of
human perfection without the active cooperation of man, man also cannot ascend
to the throne of God without receiving grace
from above. Sub-human objects therefore
impose th emselves on man to be humanized
and spiritualized. Only those who can
understand this dynamic craving can ever
hope to become artists. Hence a sculptured
stone is infinitely superior to a raw stone.
But it can reveal its perfection only in the
company of men, i.e. a work of art requires
an audience to reveal its perfection. This is
b·ue even of man. No man can reveal his wisdom and perfection except in the company
of men. A man in isolation is a man in captivity. He cannot diffuse his goodness and
perfection. That is an imperfection imposed
on him by circumstances. But even in isolation, a man remains hmnan. In the same
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way, a work of art, when it is not in human
company, is not in any company. As such it
cannot radiate its perfection. But still it remains a work of art craving to be understood.
Archaeologists and curators of museums will
tell us of the beautiful language that art
alone can speak.
Mr Padhye makes the following distinction between aesthetic and non-aesthetic
points of view. The aesthetic 'viewpoint 1s
different from the practical-conceptual
viewpoint which yields ordinary experience'.
The phrase 'ordinary experience' once again
calls for some discussion. Are o-rdinary experiences devoid of aesthetic beauty? Mr
Padhye assumes that art should deal only
with extraordinary experiences. He may be
right as far as the epic form of literature is
concerned. His position, however, goes
against the very idea of the novel. By its very
definition, the novel deals with middle-class
realism. There is again absolutely no justification for regarding ordinary experiences
as practical-oriented.
\tVe shall now turn our attention to his
definition of aesthetic perception. 'I mean
perception that is viewed with a particular
attitude towards the resulting expe1ience.
It is the attitude of savouring experience for
its own sake. It is a way of having or treating
experience which is different from the one in
having practical or intellectual experience',
says Mr Padhye. He makes two important
observations here: ( l ) aesthetic experience
is not an intellectual experience, ( 2) and it
is experience treated for its own sake. The
first implies that art is not an autonomous
activity of the mind-a position hardly to be
accepted today. Kant has shown clearly in
his Critique of Judgement that aesthetics is
an autonomous activity.
To come to the second point. Treating experience for experience's sake was the usual
pastime with the decadent philosophers and
scholar-critics in the VVest. For instance,
' iValter Pater says in his book, The Renaissance, that 'not the fruit of experience, but
experience itself, is the end'. This position
has its roots in the Heracleitean metaphysics,
made ingenious and persuasive by Bergson.
Pater saw life as an incessant flux and felt
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that wisdom consists in making the most of
the moment of experience: 'To burn always
with this hard, gemlike flame , to maintain
this ecstasy, is success in life.'
Pater could take such a position because
of his romantic tendencies. And romanticism,
as Professor Gilbert 1Vlurray says, is 'the
glorification of passion'. Pater's idea finds an
illustrative expression in Virginia vVoolf in
a famous passage where she says that life 'is
not a series of gig lamps symmetrically
arranged; life is a luminous halo, a semitransparent envelope surrounding us from
the beginning of consciousness to the end'.
That Mr Padhye is a subjectivist is too
evident by now. However, if what matters
is experience itself and if beauty is nothing
more than a 'state of mincl', can we not say
that it is the experiencing agent who arbitrarily imputes 'values', 'truth', 'beauty',
'harmony', 'significance', and so on to experience? Does not beauty itself accordingly
become nothing more than a matter of feeling? Th at is to say, 'If I feel A is beautiful'
then what reason can we have to say that A
is not b eautiful , or less beautiful or more
beautiful than, say, B? Is not the very argument that 'because I feel A to be beautiful,
it is beautiful' suffer from the fallacy of
tautology?
Experience has a subjective as well as an
objective aspect. By dropping the objective
element from our consideration, we make
one man's opinion as good as another's in
aesthetics. There will then be no picture
intrinsically great, no music intrinsically
melodious and no literature which is intrinsically valuable to serve as a standard whereby one man's taste may be measured against
another's and judged to be better or worse,
or even judged to be good or bad at all. Indeed, in the absence of such an objective
standard, the very use of the words 'good'
and 'bad' in this connection seems to he
meaningless.
I am not in the least suggesting that
beauty has nothing to do with the feelings of
the experiencing subject. I am only saying
that the mere fact that som.ething dep ends
on our experience does not make i.t purely
subjective. In fact , man knows tl1 ings only
QUEST
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through experience. There is nothing in his
intellect which he bas not received tl1rough
his senses. Even the 'cow' and 'table' of Mr
Padhye are objects of experience. Experience results in judgments in which existence
is posited. Judgments like 'It is a heavy table'
or 'That is a mango tree' have three aspects:
(I) the judging or experiencing subject,
( 2) the judged object, and ( 3 ) th e judgment itself. The fact that judgment is made
by the subject does not make its validity
depend purely on the subjective aspect. Of
course, there are subjective judgments such
as 'I am tired' or 'I feel ill.' In these two
judgments the experiencing subject and the
experienced objects are on e and th e same.
Aesthetic and ethical judgments are
qualitatively different from jud gmen ts
about subjective feelings. They are qualitatively different because the experience
of beauty and goodness can be shared
by many. If A and B and C say that The
Divlne Comedy, Ha·m.let and Crime and
Punishment are great books, it is because
these books have some intrinsic qualities or
perfections which enable A, Band C to have
a sense of shared experience. But fo r this
capacity of a work of art to enable its
audience to have a sense of shared exp erience, we could not have any literary culture.
Thus, the fact th at A, B and C enjoy or
make similar statements regarding Th e
Divine Comedy or Hamlet or C·l'"ime and
Punislunent, or any classic for that matter,
proves that (I) A and B and C arc partakers
of a common human nature, and that ( 2)
works of art mirror some absolute b eauty or
perfection. That is to say, th e b eauty of every
object, natural and man -made, is derived
from the Fullness of Being.
It is evident by now that what confers
value to our aesthetic judgment is the objects . Even Mr Padhye could not hide so
glaring a fac t. He speaks 'of certain o1Jjectivc
properties of a thing of beauty' (emphasis
mine ). However, he remains an incurable
subjectivist when he says that 'a thing is
apprehended as b eautiful no t primarily b ec ause of its beauty-making qualiti e s but
because th ey are viewed with a p articul ar
attitude .... The fact of the matter is that
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beauty is born in the apprehending mind;
it does not reside in an external object or
situation'.
This is an extreme position which, if
accepted, would destroy the whole edifice
of civilization. There ·will be no values to
live by and no purpose to pursue; there will
be no criterion to judge th e rightness and
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wrongness of human actions and no standard by which we can place one work of art
above or below another; there will be no
hierarchy of perfection. Nay, there will be
no perfection at all, apart from the feelings
of the subject. Thus Mr Padhye is a hedonist in ethics, a sceptic in philosophy and
anihilist in art.
R. RAPHAEL

re plies :

I am not surprised at the t.one of Mr
Raphael's comments. My article was not expected to please traditionalists, especially
pious traditiona lists. It could even madden
some of them.
I will not in this reply adopt l'vir Raphael's
method of argumentation. That would lead
me to call names and drop names, and I
confess I am not particularly equipped to do
so. It would also lead me to adopt an attitude
of piety and write, Raphael-like, a sentence
such as: 'It is a glorious thing for a piece of
stone to be able to live in the world of man
just as it is a glorious thing for man to live in
th e "vorld of God.' Being unable to imagine
how a ston e might feel glorious or otherwise,
I am unable to do that either.
\Vhat I propose to do, instead, is to consider some of th e points which Mr Raphael
has raised-not with the hope of convincing
him but with a view to clarifying them further:
( l ) Because I deny th e objective existence
of beauty, apart from that of beauty-making
qualities, Mr Raphael concludes that I doubt
the objective foundations of language. I
thought language was primarily meant to
enable men to communicate with one another but it seems, according to Mr Raphael ,
language needs an objective referent. ?\'ow I
am unable to understand what objective
referent I can provide to a dream . And yet
dream-language is an important part of
human language.
( 2 ) Mr Raphael has lectured me on the
distinction b etween the concrete of grammar and the concrete of philosophy. I hope
linguistic philosophers will take appropri-

ate note of this. For my part, I start with
the concrete of experience. When I see a
cow the cow does not proclaim to me that
she is a cow; she only presents some features
of hers, which enable me to classify her as
a cow and distinguish her from a pig. Any
reasonably normal man can disting,uish a
cow. That cannot be said about a beautiful
thing or something which most people find
beautiful. There are perfectly normal persons who are unable to find beauty in a
painting or a poem declared to be beautiful
by many competent critics. Clive Bell was
unable to find beauty in Frith's 'Paddington
Station' (A1't, pp 17-8 ).
( 3) Mr Raphael calls me subjectivist
because I do not grant the objective existence of beauty. He utterly ignores the fact
that I accept the objective existence of
beauty-making qualities. I was hying to
distinguish between beauty and beautymaking qualities (of which distinction Mr
Raphael seems unable to take note ) and I
refuse to endow beauty with some kind of
non-natural objective existence and summon intuition to apprehend it. I am quite
able to see tbat Mr Raphael who endows
stones with fe elings of glory (and what
else? ) has no difficulty here. But I regard
art expelience as a result of the perceptual
dialogue between a thing endowed with
beauty-making qualities, on the one hand,
and a person endowed with the aesthetic
attitude, on the other.
( 4 ) 1\IIr Raphael charges me with denying the autonomy of art and quotes K ant

against me. Let me quote Kant on the prohlem of the existence of the object, the re-
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presentation of which is responsible for art
experience. Says Kant: 'All one wants to
know is whether the mere i·epresentation of
the object is to my liking, no matter how indifferent I may be to the existence of the
object of this representation. It is quite plain
that to say that the object is beautiful and
to show that I have taste, everything turns
on the meaning which I can give to this
represeiitation, and not on any factor which
makes me dependent on· the real existence
of the object.' (The Critique of ]udgenwnt,
Oxford edition, p. 43.) Those who want to
quote Kant against me should, I suggest,
have a better understanding of Kant.
( 5) Regarding the distinction between
beauty and utility, Mr Raphael reminds us
that this position is 'highly odious to a
critic like Anand Coomaraswamy', as if that
settles anything. He asks: 'Does the presence
of a congregation make a beautiful cathedral ugly?'. This question is a fair measure
of i\tir Raphael's understanding of my position. He cannot comprehend the fact that
a congregation or a member thereof could
be indifferent to the beauty or ugliness of
the cathedral. A comfortable chair can be
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thoroughly ugly or a beautiful chair can
cause enough discomfort.
( 6) Another measure of Mr Raphael's
understanding of my position is provided
by his statement: 'Padhye makes the following distinction between aesthetic and nonaesthetic points of view. The aesthetic
"viewpoint is different from the practicalconceptual viewpoint which yields ordinary
experience". . . . Are ordinary experiences
devoid of aesthetic beauty? Padhye assumes
that art should deal only with extraordinary
experiences. He may be right as far as the
epic form of literature is concerned.' Now
it is clear that by 'ordinary experience' I
me::m all experience born of the practicalconceptual attitude. In this sense, not only
the experience of an epic but also of a lyric
is out of the ordinary.
(7) The most remarkable thing about Mr
Raphael's experience is that he completely
ignores the theory of imagination which is
at the core of my position. Likewise, he
ignores my conception of rhythm and that
of the function of art. I understand: that
would need a consideration of the psychology of aesthetic perception, which Mr
Raphael has found it convenient to sidestep.
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1. ELRIDGE CLEAVER ON THE

DEBASEMENT OF THE UN

It aJJpears that our columnist's 'Comment' in the previous issue on the debaseme nt of the UN
has upset some readers . \Ve therefore reproduce below from the May issue of Encounter, which
has just arr-ived, the vie ws of Elridge Cleaver, the celebrated author of Soul on Ice and one-time
spokesman of World Black Revolution, as expressed to Professor John Roche (who published
them. in the Boston Herald) when the latter called on him in his California prison.
Elridge Cleaver's views are of wider interest than the Amb-Israeli dispute, fur he is now
firmly of the v iew that no one has the 1"ight to 'devour freedom in the name of a just cause and
undermi.ne democrat-ic principles'. Instead, he says, 'the cause of democracy and freedom can
best be served when men and women speak out against the forces that seek to nullify them, even
if this 1Jieans speaking out from a prison cell'.
-

ASPECTS of the recent UN resoTvVO
lution labelling Zionism as racist both
shocked and surprised me. Shocked because, of all th e people in the world, the
Jews have not only suffered particularly
from racist persecution, they have done
more than any other people in history to
expose and condemn racism. Generations of
Jewish social scientists and scholars have
laboured long and hard in eveq field of
knowledge, from anthropology to psychology, to lay bare and refute all claims of
racial inferiority and superiority. To condemn the Jewish survival doctrine of
Zionism as racism is a travesty upon the
truth.
Secondly, I am surprised that the Arabs
would choose to establish a precedent eondemning racism because it can so easily
and righteously be turned against them.
Having lived intimately for several years
among the Arabs, I know them to be among
the most racist people on earth. No one
knows this better than black Africans living
along the edges of the Sahara.
Once while travelling through Bamako,

!vlali, a cab driver flew into a rage when
we asked him to take us to the Algerian
embassy. \Vhen he learned that we actually
lived in Algeria, he concluded that we were
crazy.
'Man', he said irritatedly, 'don't you know
that the Arabs still have black slaves?'
He was right, although I didn't find out
until later. Many Arab families, that can
afford to, keep ~ne or two black slaves to
do their rneniallabour. Sometimes they own
an entire family. I have seen such slaves
vvith my own ey.es. Once I pressed an Algerian official for an explanation of the status
of these people, and he ended up describing
a complicated fonn of indentured servitude.
The conversation broke up when I told him
that it was nothing but a hypocritical form
of slavery.
I have the deepest sympathy for the
Palestinian people in their search for justice,
but I see no net gain for freedom and human
dignity in the world if power blocs, because
of their ability to underwrite sagging economies for a season, are able to ram through
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the UN resolutions repugnant to human
reason and historical fact.
The combination of Communist dictatorships, theocratic Arab dictatorships and
economically dependent black African
dictatorships are basically united in their
opposition to the democratic forces inside
their own borders. This gives them a lot in
common and lots of room and motivation
to wheel and deal among themselves. But
it is not a combination deserving of respect
by people from countries enjoying democratic liberties and traditions of freedom. It
is a combination that must be struggled
against.
But it seems to me that the \"/estern
democracies, the United States above all ,
are so guilt-ridden because of their past
history as colonizers that they now svvallow,
hook, line and sinker, every half-baked
argument emanating from the wise men of
the General Assembly.
I believe that the time has come to reexamine the credentials of all the members
of the General Assembly. Why should all
these little so-called cotmtries with minuscule populations have a vote equal in weight
to that of the United States? ·when such
votes are cast in the reckless manner of the
anti-Zionist resolution it is time to sit up
and take notice.
The so-called hard line adopted at the
UN by Ambassador Moynihan seems too
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soft to me, and the support which he is
getting in certain political circles is softer
still. But the stakes in the struggle in the
international arena are high. The General
Assembly is no longer filled with Mahatma
Gandhis pleading the case of the downtrodden, colonized masses. It is now a forum
for crude, hired killers like Idi Amin Dada,
the hatchet man of Uganda.
But it is not enough to criticise the negative aspects of the UN in print and fiery
speeches, and then lose the crucial votes
when the chips are down. Concrete steps
must be taken to render the UN structurally
incapable of cynical manipulation by hypocritical power blocs that devour freedom in
the name of a just cause and undermine
democratic principles with a reckless distortion of the right to vote.
It may seem paradoxical that I write these
words from a prison cell in California. I
am certainly not a stranger to racism. I have
personally experienced it in the ghettos and
prison yards of America. But I have also
personally shared the experience of thousands of men and women now languishing
in the prisons of Communist and Third
vVorld countries. The cause of democracy
and freedom can best be served when men
and women speak out against the forces
that seek to nullify them, even if this means
speaking out from a prison cell.

2. IN A PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

,THE released dissident Ukrainian mathematician LEONID PLYUSHCH accu~d
Soviet doctors from the Dnepropetrovsk
psychiatric hospital of assisting police interrogations and of systematically ill-treating
political detainees with punitive injections
of drugs and sulphur.
Speaking at a news conference in Paris
on 3 February, he thanked the numerous
individuals and organizations, including
Amnesty International, involved in the
intensive international campaign which
resulted in his release from the special
psychiatric hospital on 8 January.
QUEST

Mr Plyushch described the conditions in
the special psychiatric hospital, where he
had been detained since July 1973. Among
the mentally ill and the violent criminals
held there were some 60 political internees
arrested for 'anti-Soviet actions' , or for
having tried to leave the USSR, he said. In
addition to their constant seclusion with
deranged and often violent patients, political detainees were singled out for particularly
vindictive treatment by the doctors.
He told how he arrived at the hospital
with a group of convicted thieves who had
thought the psychiatric hospital an easy
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option after prison, but who had demanded
to be returned to prison after only one day
there. The overcrowded wards were filled
with patients in all stages of derangement
and suffering.
Many patients were writhing in pain and
screaming from injections of haloperidol or
of sulphur which raises the body temperature to 40° centigrade. These injections
were administered as punishment by ward
orderlies, who were often convicted criminals. Other inmates were constantly
begging to use toilet facilities, which were
denied them for supposed misdemeanours.
Beatings were commonplace. Before Mr
Plyushch's arrival, a number of inmates,
including one political prisoner, had been
beaten to death by orderlies. Punishment
was arbitrarily administered on the most
petty pretexts, and prisoners were often
afraid to protest to their doctors for fear of
receiving sulphur injections.
For some political prisoners the 'treatment' was more systematic. They were
- punished for any protest, whether actual or
supposed, and were deliberately isolated
from other sane inmates. Three political
detainees in a neighbouring ward to Mr
Plyushch had been heavily injected with
barbamyl, a barbiturate similar .to pentothal,
after being suspected of 'plotting'. They
were so heavily dosed that they were left

in a comatose state, despite simultaneous
painful injections of sulphur.
In addition to being isolated from other
sane prisoners, Mr Plyushch was subjected
to constant denigration by his doctors. He
was removed to an intensive surveillance
ward with extremely violent inmates.
Nurses and orderlies were not allowed to
talk to him, and he was denied exercise in
the courtyard.
The doctors questioned him on his human
rights activities before his incarceration and
described his actions as 'schizophrenic'.
They also insinuated that his wife and
childi-en were suffering from the same
illness. The aim appears to have been to get
him to recant his fonner dissident activities, and to confess to his mental illness as
diagnosed by the state. This he refused to
do.
Mr Plyushch said he was able to observe
his own moral, intellectual and emotional
deterioration under the influence of neuroleptic drugs. He gradually lost all interest
in political and scientific matters, and eventually in his own family, whom he came to
fear and distrust. His memory disintegrated, and his speech became discorderecl. He
retreated into intense apathy, never moving
from his bed. His sole remaining emotion
was fear that this condition might prove
irreversible.
-AI Newslettet, March 1976
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Short Story
Kamala Das

KALYANI

driving home after dropping
SHEher was
husband at his office. She brought
the car to a stop at the bridge seeing five
men standing in a line blocking her way.
She could understand that they were policemen.
One of them moved closer and asked, 'Is
this the way to drive?'
She was too stupefied to utter anything.
He looked very rude. She replied in a very
low voice, 'I had been driving very slow'.
'Not that', said the policeman.
'What harm have I done?', she asked.
Making a gesture to the others he got in
and seated himself on her left. And the
others on the back seat.
'Well, drive now', said the man beside her.
'Drive as I direct. We just have got to go
to the police station.'
'The police station! What have I done for
that? Nothing, I suppose. Why do you take
me there?'
Her voice had a sob in it. The policemen
kept silent. At last they asked her to stop
the car before a two-storeyed red building.
All of them got down with her.
'Come on', said one of them. 'You can
submit all your complaints to the person
inside.'
When she was about to turn back he
clutched her hand. She felt her fingers cracking within his clasp.
She did not see any other policemen anywhere around. They walked to the foot of
a staircase. There were marks of dried betel

spittle on the corner. On the wall to the left
of the stairs was written something in
Bengali. The policeman did not loosen his
grip even when she was going up the stairs.
Tears trickled down from her eyes.
'Do you weep after committing the
crime?', he asked.
'What crime have I committed?', she
asked. 'On what charge are you dragging
me in here?'
'Are you going to argue with me?', he
asked with a nasty chuckle. Those walking
behind also laughed. They paused on entering a large hall. There were windows with
dark blue curtains. There was not a single
table or chair or anything of the sort in that
room. A colour picture of a lovely woman
alone was hung on the wall.
'He will be coming soon', the policeman
told her.
'Who?'
They did not answer. One fellow drew
out a pair of handcuffs and fastened them
on her hands.
' 'Please ring my husband up', she said.
'Let him come over'.
'Why should he? It is not your husband
who has committed the crime, after all. Is
it not you?'
'What crime?'
'Just think.'
Leaving her in the middle of the room
they made their exit. She tried to console
herself. This is all a dream. What crime
have I committed? Nothing. So all this might
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be an cYil dream .... But her am1s were
aching. She began weeping again.
'Oh, y9u have come. I have been waiting
for you', said a middle-aged man walking
in. He was short and fatty.
'Who are you?', she asked embittered.
'You ask who I am? Ha, ha! Don't you
hear her asking?', he said looking back. The
policemen appeared suddenly at the door.
One of them said:
"He is our master.'
'The inspector?', she asked. They nodded.
The man dlled master wore white pants
and a blue shirt with no buttons at the top.
His teeth were dark and clumsy, stained
with betel juice. She mo~ed back and leaned
on the wall with revulsion.
He said, 'So you have admitted the charge,
haven't you?'
'vVhat charge? I \ovas driving. These
policemen stood in my way and made me
stop the car. And brought me here without
giving any reason for doing so. If my bushand comes to know this ... .'
'Husband! Have you too a husband,
Kalyani?', he asked.
'I am not Kalyani', she replied.
'Did you think that I won't recognize
you_?', he asked.
'You are mistaken, somehow', she said.
'Better let me go.'
'Three months' rigorous imprisonment
for her', he ordered.
The policemen came forward and dragged her along a verandah into another room.
That was a dark little room. She discovered
that it had no windows.
'Give me your clothes', said a policeman.
'Why?', she enquired.
'The uniform will be issued here. That
will be your dress from now on.'
She began to cry. 'I cannot', she said.
'When did you begin to blush, Kalyani?',
asked- one fellow.
'I am not Kalyani', she answered sobbing.
'I am called Ammipi. I am the wife of Mr
Menon.'
'Wife!', he cried scornfully. Unlocking
the handcuffs he let her free. They collected
her clothes in a roll and went out, closing
the door. She could not see anything afterQUEST
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wards. That was very much a dungeon. She
groped around ancl felt the wall. She sat
clown on the floor, leaning back on the wall.
Still she muttered, all this is not real, this
is only an evil dream. vVhy did the policemen seize me? W'hen I wake up the next
morning, I'll tell my husband about this.
And then .. ..
The door was opened abruptly. A policeman came up to her with a torch.
'Drink this and go to sleep. We'll bring
the uniform', he said taking out a bottle
from his pocket.
'I don't want anything', she said, trying
to cover her body with her arms.
'Drink it', he said. She did not hesitate.
Taking the bottle, she gulped down all the
hitter drink in it.
The policeman left the place. She lay
there motionless for a long time. She felt as
if floating in that darkness, Hinging out her
body like a veil.
She sat up hearing the door open. Suddenly the room was flooded with electric
light. She closed her eyes out of shame.
'Ammini, I never thought that you would
do this', said her husband. Opening her
eyes she saw him and said in excitement of
jubilation. 'You have come! Please take me
from here immediately.'
He said nothing. His eyes were turned
to another side of the room. She glanced
aside. There was a man sleeping on a cot.
'I didn't believe it even when I got the
letter', said her husband. 'Even now when
I had a call on the phone I thought that
somebody was trying a trick. I never thought
you were a harlot .. . .'
'What are you speaking about?', she
asked. 'What do you say I have done? The
policemen brought me here.'
Saying nothing he stepped out of the room
hurriedly.
'Don't leave. Please listen to me', she
called out.
Her shame prevented her from running
after him. She began to sob aloud hiding
herself behind a pillar on the verandah.
'Why are you so worried?'
Hearing that familiar voice, she looked
back. What she saw was the man called

Kalyani
ryaster coming toward her with a smile.
Again she began to weep.
'Why do you weep, Kalyani?', he asked.
'Is it because that man called your husband
has gone? Am I not here for you? How old
a relation is ours! vVhy should you worry
as long as that is there?'
'I don't know what you are saying', she
said.

'I am not Kalyani at all. I am Ammini.'
'You are Kalyani', he said laughing. 'You
are ever, ever my Kalyani.'
She looked at that hairless face with eyes
drooping in fatigue.
'Am I Kalyani?', asked she.
'Yes. You are Kalyani.'
She collapsed unconscious.
Translated by R. N ANDAKU;>fAR

Kuldip Singh

OF ORPHANS AND WORSE
1
j'vfy little one claps her hands and squeals,
'Band! Band!' Out in the street are a drummer
and two flautists in a sort of uniform. Their
adolescent companions hobble from house to house.
An apologetic 'Babuji!' draws me away from the window
and over to the front door. A certificate
brittle with age is obsequiously displayed for my benefit.
'From Ashram . . . ' he begins a rec:;:ital I know by now.
Names do not interest me, nor pretexts. Nor do I tell
him, an able-bodied' lad, to go to work. I can see his
blank look: But sir, we learn to stitch clothes, plait mats,
cane chairs, bind books, and so on ... A commendable
list, indeed. What he doesn't understand is
before he can ply his trade he has 'l earnt to beg.
/

2
Children not so young nor innocent, in festive mood,
crowd the doorstep, raise a twittering rumpus.
One tries the hasp, another presses
the doorbell button. Hurriedly I slip the bolts . 'What
do you want?' Far too many voices answer:
'Don't you know, Uncle? The lVIohalla Committee is
organising a celebration! Uncle, you must give us
your donation.' I play it cool and leep my temper.
The loudspeakers emit blares that weave coils round
many a sleepless night. Even the ritual prayer
lacks solemnity, vulgarised at the makeshift altar
of vested interest. You couldn't but compound
distaste with anger-and despair-when you think how
these boys have already learnt to sink their teeth
into unearned money.

The crucial
factor

You can have all the gleaming machines
in the world. You can have factory after be.autiful
factory sending out millions of products to an ever
hungry market. But when all the sheets have been
b alanced . and the last paisa has .been ac'counted for
there remains the one unchanging factor.

Tbe crucial factor. Quality.
The q uality behind the machines. The spint that
guides the hand. The total commitment that makes a
man come to terms with anything except
his own self. At Musco we do not just make things.
We create them . And in the smallest act of creation
is a part of ourselves.
Beca use we hpld faith with man .
Because in the final searing test. it is the pure
blue flame burning in the crucible of man's mind that
p rovides the crucial factor.
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DARKNESS AT NOON

role of Lord Mountbatten in the
T HE
events of 1947 has been a subject of
considerable discussion. Soon after the
achievement of independence by India, he
was both eulogised and criticised-eulogised
for hastening the process of the achievement
of Indian independence and criticised by
Indians for partitioning the country and by
the Imperialists for the break-up of the
British empire. The publication of a book ..
in 1975 seeking to evaluate his role could
be expected to throw fresh light on our
understanding of his contribution in shaping those events, especially when the authors
have had the benefit of access to his private
papers and of discussions with a number
of key persons in India, Pakistan and
England. Instead, the book is a shocking
disappointment. There is no harm in !ionising Mountbatten and in focussing light on
him as the central figure in the drama.
Campbell-Johnson did it when he published his Mission with M ountbatten. But he
could be excused since he had been on
Mountbatten's personal staff and was writing from personal diaries and memoirs. He
was, however, conscious of the fact that he
was 'providing source material for history
rather than histmy itself' (Preface, p. viii).
Leonard Mosley in writing The Last Days
of the British Raj was conscious of his limitations in not having been able to consult the
" Freedom at Midnight Larry Collins and
Dominique Lapierre, pp. 500, price Rs. 45, Vikas
Publications, D elhi.

original documents and records. The School
of Oriental and African Studies organised
a discussion among scholars from India,
Pakistan and England to discuss the various
aspects of the events leading to the partition of India and published The Transfer of
Power. A number of Indian leaders have
also published their memoirs, autobiographies and personal correspondence. The
present authors could thus benefit from various viewpoints and present an objective and
dispassionate historical account of the role
of Mountbatten. Some of the quotes are
easily found in Campbell-Johnson; for the
rest one is at a loss to trace the sources. They
should have at least indicated their authorities for certain significant statements, particularly when facts are known to be other''llise.
It could be considered excusable for
British imperialists in the nineteenth centwy
to justify British rule in India on the basis
of its 'civilising' mission but not for Collins
and Lapien-e to say the same thing in a
more brazen manner in 1975. British rule is
called 'paternalistic', its role being that of
'disciplining an unruly band of boys' ( p.
16). They declare that British rule was not
the result of a design but was established
by inadvertence ( p. ll). It simply passes
comprehension when the authors claim that
from the outset Britain's intent had always
been to relinquish one day the possessions
she had so inadvertently acquired ( pp. 1112). All the British civil servants have been
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called incorruptible, 'capable and dedicated men' ( p. 112), who governed India in
its own best interests when it is a known
fact that a large majority of them did not
have the benefit of a university education
in the post-1880 period and took pride in
considering India 'the brightest jewel in the
British empire'. The authors have repeated
the argument of British writers in the post1947 p eriod that the British administrators
'vvere 'apostles and architects of Indian
unity' and if Britain failed to maintain unity,
it was Indian opinion rather than a British
decision that had made partition inevitable
(p. 114 ).
In fixing the responsibility for the partition of India, it is not enough to emphasize
the events of the few months of 1947 only.
What is required is an answer to the question: Who played a decisive role in the
formation or patronisation of that school of
opinion which insisted on partition? History
would cease to be intelligible and useful if
it could not help us understand an event in
.its proper perspective. A novelist has the
freedom to choose his plot; a chronicler also
has the liberty to begin his chronicle at a
given time and to ignore earlier events; but
for a historical judgment one needs a perspective. The attempts of British civil servants and policy-framers to divide the Indian
leaders, communities and interests are writ
large in government documents; any attempt
to describe them would be to narrate the
obvious. Attempts at forming a united front
of the Hindus and Muslims were finally
frustrated by the British in 1932-33; the encoufa§ement given to the leaders of the
Muslim community by the August offer in
1940 made the possibility of an agreement
between the Indian National Congress and
the Muslim League virtually impossible.
The authors have, like the apologists, put
forward the oft-repeated argument that
Ivlountbatten wanted to preserve Indian
unity ( pp. 83, 104) and that he was pushed
into partition only by the Indian leaders
who had no other b asis of agreement. If the
facts are properly analysed, Mountbatten's
role can be better appreciated. Mountbatten
had, according to the authors, 'written his
QUEST
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own ticket' ( pp. 52, 62 ) . The declaration of
an exact deadline of transfer of power (June
1948) had been at his insistence, though
\iVavell had also advocated the same thing;
the warning 'to hand over power as a whole
to some fonn of central government for
British India or in some areas to the existing
provincial governments or in such other way
as seems most reasonable qnd in the best
interests of the Indian people' had definitely
been added at his instance. The fear that the
British might transfer power to more than
two units and may seek to balkanise India,
was Mountbatten's contribution to the
Indian situation. It hung like the sword of
Damocles over the heads of the Indian
leaders and added unusual urgency to the
need for coming to some settlement with
Jinnah lest the British should balkanise the
country. The 'Dickie Plan' sent by I\l{ountbatten to London in May 1947 actually
sought to balkanise India. In the face of
these facts, it is really daring of the authors
to argue that Mountbatten wanted to preserve Indian unity. Mountbatten was in a
great hurry to wind up British rule in India
partly because within a couple of days· of
his taking charge, he had been told by the
British police and military authorities that
they would not be able to hold India for
long; partly because in hastening the transfer of power, he ·wotlld retain Indian goodwill for the British Government. It is to his
credit that in transferring power to Indian
hands, he took both, the authorities in
London and the leaders in India, by surprise.
This helped him in focussing attention on
the immediate dimensions of the problems
and create goodwill for Britain in the settlement process.
The authors have tried to make much of
a 'later observation' (date not given) of
Mountbatten's that 'had he known of
Jinnah's fatal illness, he would have handled
Jinnah differently ( p. 111). Not only does
this approach play down Mountbatten's
main achievement (in transferring power
quickly) but is anachronistic and unhistorical in more ways than one. Had Mountbatten sought to prolong the process of
b·ansfer of power after his arrival on the
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Indian scene (March 1947 ), he would have
met \Vavell's fate at the hands of the l ndian
leaders. By March 1947, none of the parties
- the British, the Indian National Congress
or the i\Juslim League-was in a mood to
continue the game of unending negotiations.
.Mount batten's lovalties were to the British
empire and he l{~d been sent with special
instructions to see th at India remained within the British Commonwealth ( pp. 31-33,
146, 147 ). The Indian leaders agreed to Dominion Status since it would faciliti ate th e
transfer of power; even Churchill agreed to
facilitate the Indian independence bill
through the House of Lords on this conclition. For obvious reasons, he could not have
postponed the elate of British withdrawal
till after Jinnah's death, when the demand
for Pakistan would have become ineffective.
It is based on the wishful thinking that otber
Muslim lea ders were not keen on it. It is
forgotten that a dead Jinnah might have
been more powerful than when alive in sustaining the co.use for a separate Muslim
state. Most of the provincial tJuslim leaders
had fallen in line with Jinnah's demand for
a separate state for !viuslims because they
felt that their own interests would be
better preserved that way. ::-.Iountbatten
with all his sophistication had hardly succeeded in 'unfreezing' Jinnah in the fir st
interview ( p. 101) or in getting the 'shortest
nod of approval' on the crucial occasion
( p. 160 ). His capacity to handle Jinnah
differently was not even hypothetically great
because the authors have quoted Mountbatten's (later )_ opinion regarding Jinnah:
'The others cou ld be persuc>:d.ed but not
Jinnah' ( p. 105). Therefore to argue that
iVIountbatten could have handled Jinnah
differently is neither historically feasihle
nor within the realms of possibility .
Another pertinent question is: \ V:ts the
British decision to transfer power a resul t
only or mainly of Jinnah's pressure? Jinnah
had not waged a struggle against the British
for Indian independence; his struggle was
for a Pakistan if the British were to quit. The
authors have been guilty of a serious mis understanding of the Indian freedom struggle in putting Jinnah along with Nehru ,
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Patel and Gandhi in waging a struggle
against the British ( p. 83 ), in considering
Jinnah as 'the key member of the Indian
quartet' who ultimately held 'the solution
to the sub-continent's dilemma in his hands'
( p. 100 ) . He held this key so long because
the rulers were patronising him; now that
they chose to settle the problem, he yielded.
British decision to quit was not inT HE
fluenced in any significant degrees by
Jinnah's politics or movements . It was a
matter of common knowledge in 1947 that
Jin11ah was a sick man though the gravity of
his sickness might not have been known.
Had the British considered him an obstruction in the implementation of their policy,
they could easily have, in the pre--1940
period, patronised other :\1uslim leaders
who differed from him. This was simple because till then Jinl1ah lacked popular support and had failed to mobilise a Muslim
mass movement against the British. Instead
they had accepted his leadership over the
provincial IvJuslim chief ministers also.
Even in 1947, if Mountbatten had considered Jinnah an obstruction for his real policy,
he could at least have found out, with the
resources at his disposal, tbe real state of
Jinnah's health. Since it Was no part of
iVIountbatten's plan to preserve Indian
unity, he simply needed a minimum of
Jinnah's app1~oval for a 'truncated Pakistan'.
It appears that Jinnah's fatal sickness
played a significantly decisive role in his
willingness to accept a truncated Pakistan
in his life-time rather than leave the issue
of Pakistan for decision and settlement after
his death by other leaders in fu ture. Mountbatten used all his tact and pressure to get
himself nominated as the first GovernorGeneral of Pakistan also but Jinnah did not
oblige him and, instead, nominated himself
to the post. Probably, the reason for this
also was his knowledge of his own short
consuming illness. In his recent book, Gene sis of Pakistan Nagarkar has also considered June 1946 as the point when Jinnah
began to realise that he might not be able
to get the whole of Pakistan. His main argument is that W avell's support and assuranc-
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es to Jinnah had misfired on account of
Patel's foresight ( pp. 430-434). It may be
pure coincidence that Jinnah's fatal disease
was also discovered at that time.
The approach of the authors towards the
Congress nationalists and the demand for
Pakistan is highly partisan and similar to
that of most rabid communalists and imperialists. They argue that Gandhi disrupted the communal accord, that the Muslim
fears and suspicions were aroused by the
Hindu (p. 27) and that the turning point
in Jinnah's career was the Congress refusal
in 1937 to share power with the Muslim
League ( p. 101).
The above argument suffers from two
serious defects. First, it completely ignores
the Congress policy to establish parliamentary institutions in India. The doctrine of
joint responsibility in a parliamentary system of govermnent required a certain minimum of agreement on some basic political
and economic policies without which sharing of power by different political parties
would be a farce. The Congress leaders
rightly wanted the Muslim L~ague members to agree on some fundamental policies
before joining the government. To what
extent the two political parties, with divergent programmes and objectives, would
have succeeded in functioning together
was amply revealed during 1946-47 when
they worked together in the Interim
Government. Secondly, the argument is defective because it seeks to ignore the roots
of Muslim separatism which had been growing since the close of the nineteenth century.
To think that the demand for a separate
homeland for Indian Muslims was the result
of events of 1937 is to refuse to face facts.
'iVhen the National Congress declared for
full independence as its goal towards the
end of 1930, Iqbal put forward the idea of
the creation of a separate Muslim state on
the North-West of India on h~e basis of contiguous Muslim majority areas . The idea continued to be patronised by various Muslim
leaders during 1930-39 till in 1940 it was
put forward at the Lahore session of the
Muslim League duly supported by the Muslim leaders of Bengal and Punjab.
QUEST
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In the same tone, the whole responsibility
for the very growth of Muslim communalism has been thrown on the Hindus. According to the authors, the 'progress of the idea
of Pakistan was nurtured by the chauvinistic attitude of the predominantly Hindu
leaders of Congress who remained determined to make no concession to their Muslim foes' ( p. 28); they have even called the
Muslim League the focal point of Muslim nationalist aspirations!
The imperialist bias of the authors leads
them to describe the Indian leaders in an
unfavourable light and to institute uncharitable comparisons between them and
Mountbatten. They exhibit bad taste in devoting six pages to Gandhi's sleeping with
his grand-daughteT, in repeatedly mentioning Gandhi giving the enema to his intimate
disciples, in describing at three places
Gandhi sitting on an open toilet; they reveal their ignorance of facts when they describe the Bhangi Colony's atmosphere as
'reeking from the stench of the human
excrement rotting in its open sewers' ( p. 97).
The authors make an unfavourable comparison between Nehru and Mountbatten
and in so doing are not perturbed by contradictions. At page 84, 'Nehru's features
were rarely composed'; at p. 85, Nehru becomes 'a cool rationalist'. Even the most
extravagant flatterer of British imperialism
would not have written that the British jails
were the 'finest political training school in
the British empire' (p. 85). Gandhi's watch
is called 'a particle of his faith' ( p. 90), his
punctuality becomes a defect; he is said to
love talking about himself ( 90). Patel is
called 'an Oriental Tammany Hall boss'.
Patel, while in the service of a mill-owner,
is called a 'wage slave' ( p. 95).
Without quoting the source, the authors'
have described a dialogue showing how
Mountbatten bullied Patel soon after his
arrival in India. It pertained to the withdrawal of a note issued by Patel's ministry
which Patel was not willing to withdraw;
Mountbatten said: 'You don't think I am
going to stay here and be bullied by a chap
like you . . .' He also threatened to resign and
go to England ( p. 97). Such a dialogue app-
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in

ears unbelievable
the light of what we Menon who had made a similar suggestion
know about the two persons. It gives a lie to to Linlithgow. He suggested that the states
the sweet-tongued, polished and polite de- might be allowed to accede on three submeanour of Mountbatten. It would be un- jects only-defence, external affairs and
becoming of him to threaten to go in the pre- communications without imposing any
sence of an Indian leader vvho was not his financial burden on them. Nehru and Patel
superior. He would have faced a very host- agreed to these wggestions later on. It was
ile atmosphere if such dialogues had taken Menon who p ointed out to Patel that the
place with the top leaders soon after his lapse of paramountcy 'might prove a not
coming to India.
unmixed evil' because 'we would be writing
Mountbatten's role in the process of the on a clean slate, unhampered by treaties
integration of Indian states has neither been ( Integrgtion of the Indian States, p. 92.) .
closely e;mmined nor dispassionately
There was a division of opinion among
brought out. The authors v.rant us to believe the rulers of Indian states also. \Vhile the
that he k ,d a major role to play in the inte- rulers of Bhopal and Travancore representgration of Indian states. He is said to have ed one school of opinion which wanted full
suggested the basis of agreement between independence for the Indian states, the
th e rulers and the Indian government on rulers of Patiala, Bikaner and Baroda were
the condition that the former may be allow- for the greatest co-operation with the Indian
ed to r etain their titles, palaces, privy purses, government. The popular movements were
immunity from arrest, right to British de- also exerting pressure on the rulers to join
corations and quasi-diplomatic status; he the Indian Union. Under these circumin turn would try to p ersuade them to sign stances, Mountbatten's role consisted more
an Act of Accession ( p. 182 ). AU this is in using his influence to facilitate the policy
unhistorical for the simple reason that there decided upon by Patel and Menon. 111is
was no time or occasion for these things role was significant inasmuch as a different
in July-August 1947. The simple question attitude by the last British Governorthen was of signing an Instrument of Acces- General might have made the problem more
sion to India on three subjects-defence, difficult for the Indian government. This
external affairs and communications. The limited but significant contribution of
questions of privileges and p rivy purses, etc. Mountbatten should have been highlighted.
were to become important much later when
the questions of merger and integration
HE authors have also explained some
would arise.
major happenings in Indian history on
The authors themselves concede that the basis of trivialities, thereby trying to
Mountbatten had not, either before coming run down the achievements of the Indian
to India or till the Independence Act had leaders. Some illustrations would be interbeen rushed through the British Parliament, esting. N ehru's joining the nationalist
devoted much thought to the problem of movement against the British government
Indian states. He himself noted with a cer- was the result of his being 'black-balled'
tain -bitterness in one of his rep orts to while seeking a club membership in
London that ' no one had given me the England' ( p. 85). Jinnah's commanding
slightest indication that the problem of the position with the Indian Muslims was due
princes was going to be as difficult if not to the memory of the blood spilled in the
more than that of British India' ( p . 181). streets of Calcutta in 1946 ( p. 103) ; Gandhi
This difficulty had been partly created by began the w ork of teaching English gramone of his own subordinates-Conrad Cor- mar to a barber, a clerk and a shopkeeper
without realising that it would ultimately
field.
The terms of the Instrument of Accession b ring India freedom. ( p. 42).
The authors do not even g;ive due credit
were not determined by :Mountbatten; in
fact, they were first suggested by V. P . to Indian leaders when they have suggested
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M.S. Jain
a course of action for Mountbatten which
turned out to be correct. For instance, on his
N.VV. Frontier lour i'vlountbatten was advised by Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan to go and
meet the angry demonstrators (CampbellJohnson, p. 85) but Collins and Lapierre
argue as if it were Mountbatten's daring
decision ( p. 116) .
The authors do not have a word about
:'l'lountbatten's responsibility in im olvin g
India in one of the m ost screnum::; international legal wnwgles. It Wf1.S at ?\·fount batten's suggestion th11t the condition of
plebiscite was attnchccl to the accelJ tance
of the Instmment of Accc~s ion signed hy
Hari Singh, the ruler of Kashmir. The book
partakes more of a work of fiction than a
his tory book; a mmlom selection of the
factual errors explains the utter disregard
for truth and his torica l facts. A fe\v illustrations would suffice. The E as t In dia
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Company's Charter was granted on 31
December 1599. Hawkins came to India in
1600, a ship in those days took 8 months to
reach India. (it took more than 12 months);
Jahnngir was the last of India's great Mughal
rulers ( p . 10); Hinduism had been brought
to India by the Indo-European hordes descending from the north to the west of the
sub-continent ( p. 22 ) ; the greatest banier
to Hindu-Muslim understanding was caste.
The word for caste, 'varna', meant colour
( p. 24 ) ; a sheikh in the mosque was reciting
the Koran in Urdu ( p.25 ); at the beginning
of the eighteenth century, a martial Hindu
renaissance spread across India, bringing
with it a ·wave of Hindu-J\Iluslim bloodshed
( p. 25). The cows in India chomped
through the food th at could have fed 10 m.
Indians living on the verge of starvation
( p . 27, as if the human beings and the cows
ate the same food ) .

•
BOOKS
After Babel by George Steiner (Oxford University
Press, 507 pp. £8)

is difficult to assess George Steiner's
I Twork
without taking sides. You are either
for or against him: you can't he dispassionate, for Steiner is no ordinary critic. He is
a high-flying speculator, a trapeze master of
virtuosity for whom ideas are invitations to
a complicated display of intellectual showmanship. You either admire his cunning,
his calculated leaps in and out of the labyrinth of argument and assertion, or denounce
him as a trickster passing a polyglot gaudiness of writing for genuine brilliance.
Steiner himself takes extreme positions
and is at his best when discovering polarities. Thus in Extraterritorial he asserts with
an assurance bordering on arrogance that
Beckett, Nabokov and Borges are great
writers not because of their singular vision
or craft, but because of their versatility in
several languages. Similarly, in In Bluebeard's Castle he raises more than the usual
flutter by holding that anti-semitism is the
revenge of the Christians against their failure to meet the exacting demands of monotheistic Judaism. Secondly, Steiner's trapeze
drill is conducted with a stylistic dandyism
that delights in exhibiting itself. The knowing allusions to esoteric scholarship, the
chancy detours in various fields of knowledge, the occasional rhetorical sleights of
hand are forbidding enough barriers to the
understanding of what is undoubtedly a
major critical voice of our time. After Babel
will certainly win Steiner no new friends,
but will confirm those who already regard
his work as being urgently relevant to our
times. It is an erudite book, as inaccessible
to naked intelligence as his other works and
as uncompromisingly insistent on going the
whole way.
'
Steiner is concerned with what makes a
community of shared cultural values possi-

ble. In all his writings from Languaga and
Silence (1966) onwards, he has shown a consistent anxiety about the state of 'Vestcn1
culture, particularly as it relates to the crisis
of language. In the present book this ar xiety
is extended to the problem of tram1ation,
of transposing experience from one langm~ge
to another. In the early sections he reopens
the question, posed in Extraterritorial, whether different languages are in fact 'diverse
modes· of structuring and experiencing
reality', but places it in a larger framework
of linguistic controversy.
The polemical character of Steiner's thesis
is in the claim that translation, far from being
a purely linguistic problem is in the nature
of a total gesture involving a multi-levelled
transference. The interactions of the sexual
and the linguistic accompany our w·hole
lives .... Ejaculation is at once a physiological and a linguistic concept. Impotence
and speech blocks, premature ejaculatim1
and stuttering . . . are phenomena whose
interactions seem to hand back to the central kno t of humanity'. ( p. 39) This is one of
the many blanket assertions Steiner makes
about translation and its relationship to
other human activities, but it is noc difB.cult
to see Steiner's reasons: he wants to establish at the very outset that the act of translation is an act of overcoming the many
resistances and opacities of language and
other human gestures.
Consequently, this leads Steiner to a discussion of linguistic theory, particularly the
position of the 'universalist' and 'monadist'
linguists. Among the universalists Steiner
discusses the work of Noam Chomsky and
his theory of 'universal deep structures'.
According to this theory all languages h[tVe
a substratum of common 'struc tures' \vhich
are to be sought beyond the level of actual
or even potential consciousness. It is the
existence of these 'structures' that makes
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translation possible, though Steiner believes
that Chomsky's premises still remain to be
demonstrated. He observes in Extraterritorial: 'All men being thus organised, there
exists between them the bond of universal
grammar and the concommitant possibility
of translation.' (New York, 1971, p. ll3)
Though Chomsky contests Steiner's conclusions about the possibility of translation,
Steiner returns to the argument in After
Babel in a somewhat different manner. To
the many links between one language and
another he adds the experience of actual
translators as the basis for a theory of translation.
Time moves through every feature of
language as a shaping force. No true
understanding can arise from synchronic
abstraction. Even more thm the linguists
and long before them, poets and translators have worked inside the time-shaped
skin of human speech and sought to illustrate its deepest springs of being....
Translators have left not only a great
legacy of empirical evidence, but a good
deal of philosophical and psychological
reflection on whether or not authentic
transfers of meaning between languages
can take place. (After Babel p. 108)
Having thus presented a litera1y rather
than a purely linguistic basis for translation,
it is necessary that Steiner should review the
position of 'monadists' like Benjamin Lee
Whorf and von Humboldt who argue for
the specific density of each language and its
geographical and historical particularity. As
Whorf observes, 'every language is a vast
pattern system, different from others in
which are culturally ordained the forms and
categories by which the personality not only
communicates, but also analyses nature...
and builds the house of consciousness.'
(quoted by Steiner, p. 89) The fact that
there is a large diversity of languages attests
to the richness and variety of cultural forms.
It also establishes the uniqueness as well
as the commonality of human life. Between
these two positions Steiner mediates and
seeks a rationale for translation.
All languages have their particular salienQUEST

ces which every translator must take into
account. In the chapter 'Word Against
Object' Steiner considers the problem of the
opacity and recalcitrance of a language, its
private and public meanings, the breakdown
of the ordinary language as a vehicle of
literature and the consequent gap between
the 'language of the tribe' and the hermetic
language of poetry. Each language has a
private core of meaning which makes it not
entirely amenable to public determinations.
Combined with this is the orientation of
language towards the future tense, towards
'coherent utterances about tomorrow' (p.
139), which together with the private core
illustrates its power to go beyond mere
factuality and impose a fictional 'universe'
on the objective truths of eve1yday reality.
'Active inside the "public" vocabulary and
conventions of grammar are pressures of
vital association, of latent or realized content'. ( p. 172) In every act of translation,
then, the dense privacy of an individual
language has to be preserved, for every successful translation is in the nature of a
plunder, a treason. 'Hoarded dreams, patents
of life are being taken across the frontier'.
( p. 233) It is here, more than anywhere
else, that the universalist position founders.
'It is its untidiness that makes human speech
innovative and expressive of personal intent. ... The vital constancy of that motion
accounts for both the epistemological and
psychological failure of the project of a
"universal character"'. ( p. 203)
At this point we might say with some
irritation that Steiner has taken unusually
long (nearly one half of the book) to tell us
what should be common knowledge to <my
successful h·anslator and that he has made
us wade through many thickets of out-ofthe way scholarship to bring us to a familiar
spot. But Steiner has a point. An embattled
critic (at concert pitch, as an American reviewer described him), he must review the
entire field in order to show the vulnerability
of others, their alleged failure to grasp his
two key propositions, namely, that the
essential function of human language is to
conceal, not reveal meanings, and that multilinguism (as in his own case) is a more
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responsible way of getting into the inhicacies of translation.
HaVing thus engaged the established
orthodoxies, Steiner finds it easy to develop
his own views in the rest of the book. He
sympathizes with the views of Dryden regarding the various kinds of h·anslation, and
endorses Goethe's point that cultural milieu
plays a "significant role in the act of translation. ( pp. 250-57) Each language on this
view is informed not only by its p1ivate core
of meaPing, but also by its peculiar cultural
context which differs from another language.
Therefore the act of translation becomes a
transference between various cultural mahices-a formidable task considering the wide
separation of contexts between the Eastern
and the Western cultures.
No wonder Steiner finds justification for
the polyglot h·anslator who is at home in
different languages and cultures, as he himself is. Translation being basically a humanist enterprise of establishi11g communication between diverse linguistic and cultural
inhe1itances, 'at-homeness' must be seen as
a necessary precondition. 'The native
speaker's at-homeness', says the author,
'largely subconscious because inherited and
cultural-specific ... makes possible the economy, the essential implicitness- of customary speech and writing. . . . Thus the
mechanics of translation are primarily explicative, they explicate ... and make graphic as much as they can of the semantic
inherence of the original'. (p. 276-77 )
Ifaving charted the geography, ecology
and the biology of the act of translation,
Steiner in the last two chapters offers his
own four-fold division through which translation must pass. The successive stages in
tlus division are: 'imitative trust' between
the original and the language of translation,
'incursive' encounter between them, 'incorporation' of the two languages into each
other and, finally 'restitution' of equilibrium
between them. (pp. 353-395) Not a remarkably new thesis, one can say with assurance,
but it does bring to a focus the various
possibilities to be met in every act of translation. In refresrung contrast to the early
theoretical chapters, we get here copious

illustrations of Steiner's points in the concrete work of some of the well-known
practising poets and h·anslators. This section of the book provides rich insights and
wholly justifies what might have otherwise
been a laboured attempt to prove the
obvious.
Aft8r Babel is not a manual for would-be
translators, though, as Donald Davie suggested in the Times Literary Supplement,
it is 'serviceable'. But much more than that
it is a plea, backed by Steiner's oceanic
learning, for the recognition of the uniqueness of human speech. Gods confounded
men's utterances in the tower of Babel, but
out of the resulting confusion man fashioned the most potent instrument of his identity
and authority, language. Steiner's book is
a tTibute to that acmevement.
M. L. RAJNA

Disciples of Comte
Positivism in Bengal by Geraldine Hancock Forbes,
(Minerva Associates, 182 pp. Rs. 36)

WHEN the British decided to introduce
English education into Bengal in the
19th century, their aims were not quite
clear even to thems elves . Perhaps the official view is best explained in Macaulay's
Minutes of Education. But there were other
Englishmen who thought that Indians
should grow in their own ways, according to
their 'genius'. The Indians too received this
English education in different ways. Some
received it with a feeling of h·auma while
others, who did not remember their glorious
past, received it with open arms since the
new educational system promised them a
future. In fact, the scene is a little too complex because the past which nourished the
haughtiness of a Maratha or a Sikh or a
Rajput was surely different from the past
of which the Brahmin scholar of Nuddea
was proud.
English education produced, within two
or tl1ree decades, a different kind of elite at
least in Bengal. The English-educated
Bengali often acquired a position which
gave him the power of a Kshat:riya as well

;
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as the respectability of a Brahmin. The
p1ide of the English-educated Indians of
the post-Mutiny era had deep roots in the
glories of ancient India still being unearthed by the Orientalists and Indologists, but
they wanted to discover the 'secret' of the
foreigners' strength and 'superiority'. This
search often attracted them to Christianity,
often to the scientific and technological
achievements of the foreigners and sometimes to their legal and political systems.
The introduction of Positivism needs to
be examined in this context. Positivism came
to Bengal not so much from France as from
Britain. Even Dwarkanath i\tiitter, a Francophile who read Comte in French, got his
first lessons in Positivism from Lob b. Positivism, by the time it reached Bengal, was
w fficiently anglicized. The Bengali Positivists were aware of this change and one of
them made attempts to 'Bengalize' Positivism. ( pp. 91 and 99) Lobb, a product of
Cambridge, was a professor of history in
several government colleges in Bengal;
Geddes and Cotton were civil servants.
Not only i\tiitter, but Girish Chander
Ghosh and Guru Das Chatterjee were
attracted towards Positivism on account of
Lobb. Geddes, married to Congrove's sisterin-law, was a prolific writer; his articles
were often critical of the policies of the
Indian Government. Co tton knew Bengali
and many eminent men of the province
which then included Assam. He had seen
the deplorable conditions of the coolies on
tea plantations in Assam and his sympathy
for them endeared him to many Indians.
But thes e Englishmen had dual allegiance.
Dr Forbes rightly observes, 'Lobb tried to
avoid making comments on the government,
Geddes eventually ceased to write on Indian
problems; and Cotton failed to achieve the
official position that he deserved. Their dual
allegiance created frustrations which impeded both their impact as Positivists and their
advancement as members of the ICS'. (p.
48)
Positivism, in its heyday, meant many
things. To some it stood for a philosophy
of history and a sociological theory. To
others it meant the Religion of Humanity
QUEST

and to a third group it meant all that Comte
wrote on history, sociology and religion.
Finally, to some it stood for a philosophical
view whose origins could be traced back to
Hume. Comte, with his wide range of interests and erudition, was really not an acuie
thinker. The influence of Positivism, unlike
that of German Idealism, was never
acknowledged by the academic philosophers
of Great Britain, although it was acknowledged that Positivism emiched the general
intellectual life of the time. Dr Forbes in
a footnote ( p. 124) compares the influence
of Positivism with the influence of Moral
Rearmament on the Americans. Briti~h
Positivists like Harrison, Bridges and Beesly
were men of many-sided interests and aptitudes, connected in many and varied ways
with the literary, social and political life of
the time; they were grand generalists in the
sense that specialised learning was alien to
them.
Bengali Positivists too emulated these
men; rather, Bengalis of a similar frame of
mind were drawn towards Positivism. This
book by Dr Forbes is a historical study of
Comte's Positivism in Bengal from its introduction in 1857 to its virtual disappearance in 1902. The Positivists in Bengal were
not all academicians, nor were they trained
philosophers; they were bhadmloks entering into new professions like teaching in
schools and colleges, practising law in the
higher courts, editing journals read by lawyers, administrators and teachers. In some
there was a pronounced ambivalence towards Western education and all that the
\Vest offered, while in others it was not so
pronounced. This ambivalence is understandable when we examine their parental
background. Quite a few came from families
of pandits and priests, but modern education had brought them in touch, among
other things, with the critical scholarship of
the Western Sanskritists. They realised that
here was a kind of learning which they had
to reckon with. Let us not forget that Max
Muller's edition of the Rigveda appeared
in 1849. This ambivalence often prompted
them to make ridiculously umeasonable, unsound or incongruous statements. Some
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found parallels between Positivism and the
Most of these Positivists were impressed
philosophy of the Tanti·as. ( 'Tantracism' on not only with the notion of progress but
pp. 129 and 181 is an infelicitous expression.) with the fact that Europe was progressive
Others saw similarities between the thoughts while India was not. The confusion begins
of Comte and the Sankhya philosophy. to appear only when they sought to identify
Dwarkanath claimed that Comte's works progress and discover its cause or causes.
were to him 'what the Bible is to the Chris- The Positivists were never unanimous in
tian, the Koran to the Mohammedan and their views regarding the import of progress.
the Vedas to the Hindus'. (p. 68) Some be- Krishna Kamal expressed his desire for the
lieved that Comte must have been a Hindu 'material progress of the Bengalis'. ( p. 56)
rishi in a former life! Dr Forbes quite per- Others, not necessarily members of the
tinently observes that 'the knowledge of Positivists Society, like Harish Chander
Comte's philosophy among the members Mookerjee, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee and
was generally superficial.. .' ( p. 112) 'The Bhudev Mukherjee, were deeply concerned
critics of Positivism ... too were superficial'. with the progress of India even though they
held different ideas on religion and social
(p. 129)
The philosophical traditions still alive in reform. ( p. 61) What exactly did they mean
the seats of Sanskrit learning at this time by progress? They did not clarify its meanwere neither vigorous nor profound. Even ing. Was progress the same as ·westernizaamong the English-educated Indians there tion? But few cared to explain 'Westernizawas hardly anybody who could be called a tion' even though they abhorred it. Was
philosopher in the true sense. ·what should progress the same as the acceptance of
have been classified as good prose often modern science and technology? It is diffiwent under the name of philosophical lite- cult to come acr0ss any sustained discussion
rature. The absence of a powerful philo- on how modern science and technology, if
sophical tradition, either autochthonous or accepted, would impinge on traditional
transplanted from abroad, made it possible values and ideals rooted in religion and
for many of these persons to accept and social ideals.
How Hindu revivalism in the course of
nurture mutually incompatible ideas. They
were undoubtedly aware of the needs of time ousted the last vestiges of Positivism
reforming the society in which they lived. is a different story. The really interesting
This meant removal of the caste barriers, point is that almost all the revivalists beof course, only to a certain extent, granting , longed to the newly emergent class of the
a better status to women and, in certain English-educated elite.
Positivism in Bengal is a scholarly work
cases, the improvement of the working
classes. The more educated among them based on painstaking research which took
realised that the legal institutions needed the author to the National Library in Calto be reformed and they sought to achieve cu tta, the British Museum, the India Office
'a blend of Hindu and English law to suit Library, the Bodleian and the Musee d'
the needs of a changing society'. ( p . 85) Auguste Comte in Paris. It is a sympathetic
But they seldom went to the roots of things. study of what the author rightly calls a
One of them, Jogendro Chandra Ghosh: felt 'small cult'. ( p . 123) But it is a cult which
that what needed to be explained was 'the did contribute to what has come to be callproper relationship between knowledge and ed the Renaissance of Bengal. Positivism
practice'. (p. 74) Krishna Kamal declared was responsible for the modern Bengali's
that the greatest problem of the country was heightened sense of history, his keenness to
its poverty. ( p. 57) But the Positivists did understand the milieu which was shaping
not have either the knowledge or the ability his ideals and norms and his eagerness to
to analyse these concepts. They lumped emerge as a modern man. Dr Forbes' treatthem together as 'ethical' or 'religious' pro- ment acquires a special value because she
,discusses, though briefly, the growth of the
blems.
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Positivist movement in Mexico, Brazil,
Japan and Russia. The bibliography is
excellent and there is a useful glossary of
Indian words. TI1ere are, however, a number
of in·itating printing mistakes.
A.M. CHOSE

The Biggest Problem
Population and ils Problems. Edited by H. B.
Parry (O xford University Press, 422 pp. £6.75)

volume, the outcome of a series of
T HIS
lectures at the Wolfson College by
several distinguished scholars drawn from
related disciplines, brings into focus the
complex nature of contemporary population
problems and points to the need for interdisciplinary approach for a real understanding of the subject.
Current rates of growth in many parts of
the world imply a potential doubling of the
population in less than 30 years. Countries
of the Third World where the rate of economic growth and social development is unable to keep pace with the rising aspirations of the people are facing a situation
unprecedented in demographic history.
From a slow growth in the 19th century the
population is currently increasing by two to
three per cent every year, due primarily to
a sharp decline in mortality, resulting in a
population profile with a very broad base
of which almost half are less ti~an 15 years.
The 'transition theory' of expected stabilisation of the growth rate at low levels following economic development is nowhere in
sight.
The book starts with a review of the determinants of population growth in societies
with varying degrees of social organization.
Varley's experiment with winter moth has
shown that size is determined by the interplay of several factors operating as biological constraints like food supply, competition
and intrusion of predators. Proceeding to
higher levels, an ecological balance is indicated by Professor Edwin Ardener in his
brilliant chapter 'Social Anthropology and
Population' among the primitive communities.
QUEST

Constraints imposed by nature coupled
with socio-religious norms like abstinence
during specified periods, abortion, infanticide, and post-partum infertility continue
to operate; but as pointed out by Ardener,
the coverage of studies among primitive
societies in different parts of the world is
not yet extensive enough to draw generalizations. Also, there is reason to believe that
several methods of demographic research
like smoothening the age distribution and
sex ratio could lead to a distorted picture,
far removed fro m realities; and in the process covering up m any events like intergroup 1ivalry, sex selection, infanticide, etc.,
the very factors that an anthropologist is
interested in.
Many developed countries are taking a
complacent view of the increase in population size in so far as the capacity of their
economies for providing the basic amenities of life and ensuring the continuance of
levels of living is concerned. However, all
the authors here who deal with population
and economic development are agreed that
there is a need fo r restraint, at least to satisfy
consumer expectations. After all, an increase
in the gross national product is not an end
in itself and much less a solution to many
problems of life and living.
In the developing countries which have
high birth rates and a low standard of living,
it is hard to strike a compromjse between
immediate consumption demands of the increasing numbers and the allocation of plan
resources for development. The impact of
a net reproduction rate of 2 per cent or
more on different aspects of economic
growth such as labour p~·oductivity, employment, output per capita, consumption and
savings has been examined by several
authors. There is really cause for serious
concern but for the silver lining provided
by past experience where the economies of
the developing countries have shown a remarkable capacity for resilience and adaptation. It may be just possible to find food
for the growing population, but it is far from
being a situation whicl1 will take care of
itself.
JVIany economic projections assume the
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continuance of present economic and political arrangements. The recent embargo on
supplies from the surplus countries and
restrictions on the free import of oil energy
are instances which question the wisdom of
calculating the optimum population size for
regions depending on natural resources beyond tt~eir frontiers. While developments
in science and technology have brought
countries nearer, political economy appears
to have generated forces in the other direction.
Biologists are pessimistic of preserving a
balanced ecosystem under the stress of growing numbers. Defining a population size for
a given life style is difficult, and a narrow
demographic projection is bound to be a
poor substitute. In spite of a comprehensive treatment of the subject, this volume is
unable to offer a clear decision on what
exactly we need today in so far as the quality
and quantity aspects of the population problem are concemed.
The need for additional refined data always increases with the growth of knowledge in any pmticular field, and the science
of population is no exception. In the last
two decades population data have considerably improved through wider geographical
coverage and the inclusion of several socioeconomic parameters. 'While the computer
has come to our aid in providing speedy
results, the need of the hour is to build up
systematic methods for predicting the future
size and structure of a population.
This volume is a departure in that a fair
treatment of population parameters relating
to economics, sociology, genetics and medical science has been undertaken. The effect
of religion and social institutions on reproductive performance have also been assessed. At some places, the evidence is not conclusive because of inadequate research
material, but in many others interesting
observations have been made with regard
to the quantitative aspects of population
such as mental health, environment and
genetic structure. In general the economist
appears to b e optimistic about futme population welfare but his optimism is not shared
by the environmentalist. No systematic

attempt appears to have been made in
integrating .the views from diverse disciplines and fixing priorities, which v</Ould
have been extremely useful.
Finally, a word about the population control programmes in many parts of the world.
Dr Berlson's critical review of the limitations of governmental action is a signal to
those who expect a speedy demographic
breakthrough from the programmes as they
operate today. Nevertheless, the author is
optimistic and pleads for basic social
changes and the integration of population
programmes in the overall development
strategy.
SrTAKANT MAHAPATRA

Interior Cartography
A Map of Misreading by Harold Bloom (Oxford
University Press, 206 pp. $8.95)

LITERATURE as process, and art as consciousness in action, are the central considerations of Bloom and his colleagues.
New criticism as practised by the less gifted
among the academic critics had degenerated
into some sort of shadow boxing. Authors
were banished from their works. The critic
as meddler is to be replaced now by the
critic as poet. This simply means that the
space between the poem as object and the
readers must be destroyed so that he can
confront the poem without any mediation.
'Criticism', asserts Bloom in The Anxiety of
Infiuonce, 'is the art of knowing the hidden
roads that go from poem to poem'. (p. 96)
The unmediated vision flows from the
author to the reader through the work itself.
Back in the twenties Eliot's theory of
impersonality had cleared the deck of
Homantic superfluities. T. E. Hulme had
dismissed Romanticism as 'split religion'.
The quarrel behveen the so-called New
Critics and the Critics of Consciousness
merely highlights the basic polm·ity behveen
abstract and empathetic art forms favoured
by the classicists and the romantics for centuries. The etiolation suffered by the dogma
of original sin had led the humanists to believe that perfection could be achieved in
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purely human terms. The critics of Consciousness (and yo u can certainly characterize Bloom as one) simply refuse to accept
the impression he had inadvertantly created
about 'criticism' being autotelic in his viewsee his Function of Criticism; the Nevi
Critics continued to treat it as such. The
poets who lent themselves easily to this
approach because of their ability to fus e
'thought' and 'feeling' were upheld ·as models
of p erfection.
This explains the apotheosis of the ?\tletaphysicals whose intellect was said to be at
'the tips of their sens es'. The heaviest casualties were inflicted on the Homantics and
Shelley became anathema to these who professed moderni ty of ontlool;:. Attempts made
by Herbert Head and others to reinstate
Shelley proved teo feeble against the fatal
logic of Eliot and his followers. In recent
times the so-called Confessional Poets' autobiographical tone has so vividly expressed
the contretemps of the post-war generation,
that they have not only become popular but
have managed to carve out for th emselves
a place in the academic syllabi. New Criticism seemed to be not only inadequate as a
mediating agent, its very spirit appeared to
be at odds with the sensibility felt behind
the poetry of Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath,
John Berryman and Ann Sexton .
Just as New Criticism ·was called forth to
perform mid-wifery for the poetry of Eliot
and Pound, similarly the appearance on the
literary scene of Bloom, Hillis Miller and
others marks the rehabilitation of Homantic
poetry. This is not to be construed as a
simple reversal to the excessive subjectivism
of the Romantics. Indeed these critics are
attempting to create an d define system.:ttically a poetics with a method for analysin:;
the artistic excellence of a work. Their fram e
of reference is different. No work is autotelic but is attent with the poet's fundamental compulsions. The work is not an expression of some kind of Dionysian frenzy
and Bloom and his colleagues do not simply
celebrate the anarchic dispensations which
provide the creative matrix to the works of
VVhitman, Shelley, Emerson and \Vords QUEST

worth . But as that doyen of this school of
criticism, Gaston Bachelard puts it,
By obliging us to retrace our steps systematically .:tnd making an effort towards
clarity of awareness vvith respect to a
poet's given image, the phenomenological method leads us to attempt communication with the creative consciousness of
the poet. ( Th e Poetics of Reverie, p. I)
Elsewhere Bachelard adds, 'Following
Sheliey and poets in general, the phenomenology of perception itself must stand
aside for the phenomenology of the creative
imagination'. The terms 'subjective' and
'objective' have undergone a radical transformation in the works of that other French
critic of consciousness, Georges Poulet.
'Objectively, literature is made up of
formal works, the contours of which stand
out with a greater or lesser clarity. They
are poems, maxims, and novels and plays.
Subjectively, literature is not at all formal. It is the reality of a thought that is
always particular, always anterior and
posterior to any object; one which across
and beyond all objects, ceaselessly reveals
the strange and natural impossibility in
which it finds itself, of ever having an
objective existence.'

(The InteriM DistaJ1C3, p. viii)
One cannot, however, help feeling that in
his anxiety. to prove the primaey of the precursor's influence on the ephebe and the
latter's struggle to escape from it, Bloom
like Hassan tends to treat fo rm as though
it were an extrinsic factor. It is worth remembering that the best of the formalist critics
like Brooks, VVimsatt and more recently
?\1[urrcy Krieger never attempted to segrega te the a-c,sthctic from the human: In offering a poetics 'that will foster a more adequate practical criti<.:ism', Bloom formulates
six esoteric categories which constitute for
him a critical frame of reference : ( i ) Clinamen, poetic misreading or misprision proper; ( ii ) Tessera, completion and antithes is; (iii) Kenosis, a movement towards
discontinuity with the precursor; ( iv) Daernonization, a movement towards a persona-
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lized Counter Sublime in reaction to the
precursor's Sublime; ( v) Askesis, is a movement of self-purgation which intends the
attainment of a state of solitude; and (vi)
Apophrades, when the new poem is 'held
open to the precursor where once it was
open, and the uncanny effect is that the new
poem's achievement makes it seem to us,
not as though the precursor were writing
it but as though the later poet himself had
written the precursor's characteristic work.
The Anxiety of Influence is devoted to the
actual spelling out of these categories and
A Map of MiSJ•eading offers 'instruction in
the practical criticism of poetry' on the
basis of the poetics of influence discussed
in the former.
Most commentators have reacted rather
sharply to the gnostic overtones with which
Bloom's theory seems to be heavily freighted. It is easy to ridicule the Kabbalistic
jargon Bloom fashions out of the Lurianic
theory of creation: ( i) Zimzum' is the crea tor's withdrawal or contraction so as to make
possible a creation that is not himself; ( ii)
'Shevirath hakelim' is the breaking-apart-ofthe-vessels, a vision of creation as catastrophe; (iii) 'Tikkun' is restitution or restoration, man's contribution to God's work. It
is common knowledge that the followers of
all Hennetic cults stemming from ancient
Alexandria were reincarnationists. Basilides
who taught in Alexandria around 125 A.D.
was the flrst great synthesizer of all Gnostic
doctrines. In Christendom Gnostic cults
suffered a setback but in Coptic Egypt they
continued to regulate the lives of its followers. Thinkers from Empedocles to Plato and
Aristotle, Roman poets like Lucretius from
whom Bloom derives his flrst category
'Clinamen', Virgil and Ovid, the Greek
philosopher Iamlicus, the Rosicrucians,
Spenser, Shakespeare and William Blake
frequently drew upon contemporary
Hermeticism. In order to gain a fresh perspective on the world of elusive complexities, Melville, Dostoevsky, Yeats and Joyce
successfully incorporated esoteric symbols.
If one is put off by the Huysman-like
atmosphere evoked by Bloom's categories at
flrst it is because one is unversed in the art

of separating the occult mythology from its
abstract pattern which merely adumbrates
the aesthetic mode of decreation. Shevirath
hakelim, the breaking apart of the vessels,
'is like the aesthetic breaking apart and replacing of one form by another, which imagistically is a process of substitution.
Tikkun, the Lurianic restitution is already
almost a synonym for representation itself'.
Bloom's polysemantic subtlety can be mis. represented as mere Hem1etic posturing, as
it often is, especially in England where
pragmatism rules. It is significant that the
only E nglish critics apart from the intrepid
Frank Kermode that Bloom respects are
Empson and ·wilson Knight. 'Whatever the
academic profession of letters now is on
the Continent (shall we say an anthropology half-Marx;ist, half-Buddhist) or in
Britain (shall we say a middle-class amateurism displacing an artistic amateurism?),
it is currently in America a wholly Emersonian phenomenon.
Bloom's distrust of British reaction to his
brand of criticism springs from his conviction that Eliot's influence on British critical
thought is difficult to dislodge. Coupled with
this is the suspicion that not everyone is
willing to de-esotericize Bloom's categories.
He is keen to assert only the 'suggestiveness'
of Luria's dialectic of creation, using it merely as a metaphor for literary creation. Quite
frequently, however, critics on either side
of the Atlantic write disparagingly about
Bloom, branding him as a guru. His transfers from Kabbalaha are misrepresented as
being literal. Bloom's formidable erudition
often caues mental fatigue in those who
are unable to grasp his proleptic teclmique,
his elucidations awe as much as they fascinate. In telescoping ideas he spatializes time
to such an extent that the result is baffiement rather than illumination. Thus in the
following analogy, Luria, Milton, Freud and
Derrida jostle for recognition like creatures
from the world of Hieronymus Bosch. 'Let
us attempt the experiment (apparently
frivolous) of reading Paradise Lost as an
allegory of the dilemma of the modern poet
at his strongest. Satan is that modern poet,
while God is his dead but still embanass-
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ingly potent and present ancestor, or rather of Melbourne) and Marian Maddem (a
ancestral poet. Adam is the potentially young Australian poet, who, we are assurstrong modern poet, but at his weakest ed, has studied Bengali for six years and
moment when he has yet to find his own written a post-graduate thesis at the same
voice.' Sceptics might be tempted to add university on translating poetry from Benlike Buck Mulligan that Bloom 'proves by gali into English) have jointly h·anslated
algebra that Hamlet's grandson is Shakes- six of these poems. Sixty-seven have been
peare's grandfather'. Outlandish analogies, done by Miss Maddem, thirty-one by Mr
easy assumptions about his reader's willing- Ray, and the rest by the poets themselves
ness to go along with him on a Hermetic or by other translators supervised by the
journey antagonize readers who expect cri- , poets.
ticism to be clinically neat.
That nearly half the volume should conOne might quarrel with Bloom for assum- sist of translations by Miss Maddern is a
ing that Lycidas is the precursor poem for departure from the usual trend of such
Wordsworth's lrnm01'tality ode. One might anthologies where Indians generally h·ansaccuse Bloom of erecting an imposing late their own or others' poetry into English,
facade of emdition for defining the elusive thereby creating a literaty situation which
act of creation while sneering at the 'antiq- has no precedence in the world. Bengali
uarianism' of academic critics. Still one will poets in particular have been notoriously
have to be utterly dogmatic or deliberately keen to translate themselves into English.
perverse to deny that he has succeeded in Yet what can they do if native English
exploring and charting a somewhat exotic speakers show little or no affection for Benbut extremely exciting landscape, accessible gali verse, especially of the modern period?
only to those who have the audacity to tra- Britain hasn't for a long time h·anslated from
verse the interior distance. In eschewing the Bengali; America occasionally publishes
'Low Church version ofT. S. Eliot's Anglo- translations in journals like Mahfil; Aush·aCatholic myth of tradition and the Indivi- lia's is therefore a pioneering venture.
dual Talent', Eliot's critical ephebe, Bloom
A thirty-page introduction precedes the
offers a radically dynamic theory of tradi- poems, which are followed by biographical
tion. There are no longer any archetypes tv notes on the poets, a glossary of words, and
displace; we have been ejected from the im- a select reading list on Bengal. Presumably
perial palace whence we came, and any the volume was conceived in Melbourne
attempt to find a substitute for it will not be and bears some relation to the Indian
a benign displacement but only another studies courses there. Ray's prefatory essay
culpable trespass, neither more nor less des- inh·oduces Bengal's history and culture,
perate than any Oedipal return to origin. with special attention to literature, specially
J. BIRJE-PATIL poetry. The reading list covers similar
ground. Are the poems then intended to
illustrate
or substantiate such expository
Bengal's Face
matter, or are they supposed to reveal 'Ben1 Have Seen Bengal's Face edited by Sibnarayan
gal's face'? Neither purpose has been served
Ray and Marian Maddern. (Editions Indian, 203 pp.
here, because many poems have nothing to
Rs. 30/$6.50)
do with Bengal.
Love Poems of Tagore translated by RabindraThe poets represented range chronologinath Choudhury (Orient Paperbacks, 189 pp. Rs. 5)
cally from Jibanananda Das ( 1899-1954) to
HE first of the volumes under review Al Mahmud (b. 1936), but there are notable
is an anthology which brings together omissions (like Samar Sen, Sukanta Bhatta130 modern Bengali poems from 20 poets in charya, Alokeranjan Dasgupta, Sunil GangoEnglish translation. The tv~o editors of t}1e paclhyay, etc.) if we are to regard this as a
1
volume, Sibnarayan Ray ( 11ead of tile
de- representative volume. The inclusion of
partment of Indian Studies at the University three Bangladeshi poets is as much a tribute
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to these poets as it is a reminder that Bengali is spoken on both sides of the border.
Happily, as we read through this volume,
except for very occasional oddities in using
articles and the present continuous tense,
nothing distinguishes the translation work
of Indians linguistically from that of a native
English-speaker like Miss Maddern. The
only noticeable difference is that she seeks
to stick to the original much more closely
than the others- certainly more so than the
poets who have translated themselves. Sometimes this fidelity leads her into awkward
p ositions. For ~xample, take these lines
'gazing around I see domes of leave,/jam,
bat, kanthal, hijal, asat h leaves, silent./On
the clumps of cactus and zeodary their
shadows fall.' I had to look up the meaning
of 'zeodary' in a dictionary, an d I ·wondered
why the translator has taken all this trouble
to find a precise botanical name for this
shrub when in the previous line she res01ts
to italicization of Bengali names of trees
such as jam, bat, etc.
The title is a phrase from a poem by
Jibanananda Das. As a title it is both unwieldy and misleading. The volume is dedicated to Michael Madhusudan Dutt, and
one of :Michael's best-known poems is presented in transl ation as a kind of paragraph.

Not all the poems have been translated for
publication for the first time. All these may
b e side issues, but they add up to a certain
uncertainty of purpose that characterises
this book. I wish the editors had explained
why and how the book was put together.
In contrast, too much explanation is furnished in the second volume under review,
a neatly produced paperback. Sentences like
'English translation of Rabindranath's poems
is essential for the benefit of the Englishspeaking world' abound in the translator's
preface, and nearly each translated piece is
introduced with an observation by the translator. Also for nearly each piece we have a
page on which one stanza of the Bengali
original is reproduced, followed by a transliteration of the same lines in English, rounded off with an English rendering of the lines
which are ~isually arranged in the same
manner as the lines of the orginal- a presenta tion that has been described as 'photostatic translation' in the blurb.
It is a pity that the translator's devotion
to Rabindranath outsh·ips by far his capacity to translate. But at least it is a fresh
reminder that there is a great deal of
Rabindranath which remains to be rendered competently into English.
SUJIT ~vlUKHERJEE
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